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ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER
Changes in Staff
Daniel J. Kelly became Supervisor of Physical Education on August i,
1938, to succeed Raymond H. Grayson, who was transferred to the State
Teachers College at Hyannis as head of the Department of Physical Education.
Mr. Kelly is a gradute of Springfield College with the degree of Bachelor of
Physical Education in the class of 1913, and after taking courses at the
Harvard and Boston College Graduate Schools, received the degree of Bachelor
of Education from Boston College in 1934. Mr. Kelly was a teacher of Physi-
cal Education in the Holyoke High School ; was Assistant Inspector of Physical
Education, State of New York Military Training Commission; was assistant
director of Physical Education at Harvard University; was instructor at the
Posse School of Physical Education, and was State Boxing Commissioner.
For a quarter of a century he has been one of the leading college and high
school athletic ofificials throughout the East.
Francis J. Mahoney was appointed Supervisor in Education in the field
of Recreation and Guidance on September 15, 1938. For a number of years
Mr. Mahoney was full-time Superintendent of Recreation for the City of
Somerville. A pioneer in the development of the Community Recreation
Movement and the leading factor in Somerville's development of a varied
leisure-time program for children and adults, Mr. Mahoney directed the
training of several hundred recreation leaders and teachers. He was also
an administrator in the High and Junior High Schools of Somerville and had
substantial experience as classroom instructor, director of extra-curricula
activities, and public speaker. Mr. Mahoney has also been assigned to the
foundation work for the organization of the Department's Guidance service.
His previous school experience and his majoring in Guidance in his post-
graduate studies enable the Department to combine the two assignments.
Miss Martina McDonald, A.B., LLB., a former Supervisor of Music
in the Boston Public Schools, in which system she had been employed after
graduation from Boston Teachers' College, Class of 1919, until July, 1936,
was assigned to the specific field of public school music on April 26, 1938.
Prior to that date she had assisted in the office of the Commissioner of Edu-
cation, in an educational administrative capacity, from the date of her initial
appointment in July, 1936.
Educational Legislation^ 1938
The following legislation, which is related to education and various
activities in the Department of Education, was enacted by the General
Court in 1938.
Chapter 166. An Act restricting the rate of speed of motor vehicles
approaching and passing school buses which have been stopped to allow
passengers to alight from or board the same.
Chapter 170. An Act relative to expenditures by city officers during
the interval between December thirty-first in each year and the time of
making the next annual appropriation.
Chapter 175. An Act relative to appropriations and assessment of taxes
in cities, other than Boston, failing to comply with the annual budget or
certain other legal requirements.
Chapter 241. An Act requiring the teaching of the Italian Language in
certain public high schools in certain cases.
Chapter 246. An Act making the constitution of the United States and
of this commonwealth required subjects of instruction in State Teachers
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Colleges and making the Constitution of this Commonwealth a required
subject of instruction in public high schools.
Chapter 313. An Act relative to instruction in lip-reading for certain
school children whose hearing is defective.-
Chapter 315. An Act extending to certain blind persons the advantages
of University Extension courses free of charge.
Chapter 360. An Act amending the laws relative to retirement systems
in cities and towns and making other changes in the laws relative to retire-
ment systems.
Chapter 385. An Act relative to the disposition of certain sums paid to
the teachers' annuity fund in case of the death of a teacher while accumulat-
ing the amount required for membership.
Chapter 424. An Act extending to disabled veterans the advantages of
University Extension courses free of charge.
Chapter 428. An Act relative to providing higher educational opportunities
for the children of Massachusetts men and women who died in the military or
naval service of the United States during the World War, or as a result
of such service.
Chapter 439. An Act revising the laws relative to the state retirement
system, and making other changes in the laws relative to retirement systems.
Chapter 442. An Act further regulating education in the use of English
and certain other subjects adapted to fit persons for American citizenship.
Chapter 444. An Act permitting certain part time teachers to become
members of the teachers' retirement association and making certain other
changes in the laws relative to such association.
Chapter 446. An Act making certain changes in the law relative to
vocational education in order to include within its scope distributive occupa-
tions and to comply with the provisions of the amended federal laws thereon,
and to qualify the commonw^ealth to take advantage of the provisions thereof.
Chapter 464. An Act extending the benefits of certain retirement systems
and making certain other changes in the laws relative to such systems.
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DIVISION OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION AND
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGES
TEACHERS COLLEGES
Master of Education Degree
One of the most significant events in connection with the State Teachers
Colleges this year was the granting of the degree of Master of Education
to the first group of students ever to receive this degree from these institu-
tions. One of the requirements for the Master's degree is the writing of a
thesis. The variety of subjects included among the twenty-one theses sub-
mitted by those granted the degree presents and interesting study. They
are as follow
:
The Organization of General Science in the Junior High School.
History Program in the Secondary School.
A Study of Correlation Between Academic Marks and Teaching Marks.
Vocabulary Building Methods applicable to the High School.
Speech Education in the High School in the United States.
A Program of Physical Education to meet the needs of High School Girls.
The Evolution of Geography as a High School Subject.
The Effect of Individual Guidance upon Participation and Quality of
Work in a CCC^ Educational Program.
Methods of Arousing Community Interest in Vocational Guidance.
Some Defects in the Philosophy of Physical Education for Girls.
A Study of the Factors of Home Guidance in the Success of Mentally
Retarded Children.
A Consideration of the Propriety of Indoctrination in the Teaching of
History in the American Public Schools.
Comparison of the Governmental Principles of Communism with Democ-
racy, — as in United States.
Study of Thirty-five Worcester Residents Paroled from Massachusetts
State Penitentiary during Year August i, 1934—July 31, 1935.
Comparative Study of the " War Attitudes" of Northern and Southern
College Students.
Comparative Study of Junior High School Science Curricula.
The Official, Political, Social, and Economic Motives underlying the
Italian Foreign Policy in Central and Southeastern Europe from 1920
through 1937 and the Results to Italy of this Policy.
Changing Attitude towards American Women as shown through the
Medium of the American Short Story, 1910-1929.
A Study in Extra-sensory Perception.
Reinterpretation of Character Traits and Values through five of Shakes-
peare's Dramas — Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Othello, King Lear, and
Hamlet.
Discussion of some of the Problems Facing the American System
of Broadcasting.
Degrees for Graduates of the Teachers Colleges
It is of historical significance to note here that the graduating class of 1938
from the Massachusetts State Teachers Colleges and from the Teacher-
Training Division of the Massachusetts School of Art was the first class
which as a group received the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education,
all candidates admitted in 1934 having been required to take the four-year
degree course. Some diplomas will continue to be given until 1940 to
cover exceptional cases. It is expected that beyond that time all such
exceptional cases will have been taken care of.
1 Civilian Conservation Corps.
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Todd Lecture
The Todd Lecture series for the year 1938 was devoted to a round-table
discussion conducted by the National Conference of Jews and Christians
on the subject: "The Future of hiter-group Relations in America." The
participants were : Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, Reverend Thomas Reynolds,
Rabbi Benedict Glazer, Reverend Frank Jennings, Rabbi Levi A. Olan.
Re-organization of Course of Study
A re-organization of the course of study for the State Teachers Colleges
announced as a subject for study in the last Annual Report was completed
for the freshman year during 1938 and became effective for the freshman
year in September. The course revision included only the elementary, junior
high school, and senior high school curricula, the subject matter of the
specialties being left as a matter for future study.
The chief intention of the college Presidents in beginning a re-organiza-
tion of the teachers college curricula was to increase the amount of subject
matter or content courses and to decrease the number of professional courses.
It was agreed in general that the first two years of the three curricula men-
tioned above should be entirely content and that the professional work should
be reserved for the junior and senior years. It was the consensus of opinion
of the group that such an arrangement would result in better informed
teachers for our public schools and in introducing our students to the pro-
fessional work at a time when they were mature enough to profit by it. It
was the consensus of opinion of the group also that the total amount of
professional work in the entire revised program should be approximately
twenty-five per cent, leaving approximately seventy-five per cent for subject
matter. The work of the junior and senior years, therefore, when their
courses are definitely organized, will provide approximately one additional
year of content over the first two years. The following is the course of
study for the first year of the revised program unanimously voted by the
Presidents of the State Teachers Colleges and the Massachusetts School of
Arts in their meeting on May 26, 1938.
Semester hours
General psychology 3
Biological science 4
English (Composition and Literature) 6
World history 6
Speech I
Physical education (2 hours a week) i
Mathematics (Content of course to be
adapted to previous preparation of
the group) 6
One elective 6
Total ..33
NOTE: It is understood that remedial courses will be introduced in
the fields of English and Mathematics for those entering students who
have obvious deficiencies in these two basal fields. No credit is to be
given for this remedial work.
Placement
A survey of the placement of graduates of the State Teachers Colleges
and the Teacher-Training Division of the Massachusetts School of Art was
made during the year. This survey revealed the fact that of the 11,862
graduates in the thirteen-year period from 1925 to 1937 inclusive, 9.306 were
placed in permanent teaching positions, a percentage of 78.5. Considering the
fact that a large number of the graduates of the Teachers Colleges are not
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available for teaching positions due to reasons such as illness, death, marriage,
and aptitude for work in other fields, this appears to be a rather remarkable
placement record. It should be borne in mind that the percentage of place-
ment for the thirteen-year period suffers by reason of the fact that it in-
cludes the class of 1937, so recently graduated, many of whom will be placed
in teaching positions within the next two or three years.
The survey also revealed the fact that of the graduates in the class of
1938, 56.3% were placed in permanent teaching positions as of December
of the same year. This may well be interpreted to mean that more than half
of the graduates of the Teachers Colleges were placed in permanent teaching
positions immediately after graduation.
Incomes
A survey of the incomes of the families of the students in our Teachers
Colleges was made during the year 1938. 2,413 persons out of a total enrol-
ment of 3,239 answered the questionnaire. This represented returns from 74%
of the students in the ten Teachers Colleges. The results of the survey are
as follow
:
Less than $800 128 5% $i5oo-$i8oo 356 15%
$8oo-$i20o 499 211/2% $i8oo-$2Soo 618 25%
$i200-$i5oo 407 17% Over $2500 405 161/2%
The number of dependents in each income group would average a fraction
in excess of four.
CHANGES IN PRESIDENCIES IN TEACHERS COLLEGES
Charles Russell
President of the State Teachers College at WestHeld
Charles Russell, President of the State Teachers College at Westfield,
resigned from the service of the Commonwealth on January 31, 1938, to
take up duties as Curator of the Educational Division of the American
Division of the American Museum of Natural History, New York City. Dr.
Russell assumed the duties of President at Westfield on January i, 1935.
Formerly, he had been Professor of Elementary Education and Director of
Elementary Education in the University of the City of Toledo ; served as an
instructor in the summer school at Central Michigan State Normal School
and at Teachers College, Columbia University; and had been Associate Direc-
tor of the Demonstration School, also at Columbia University.
Edward J. Scanlon
President of the State Teachers College at Westfield
Edward J. Scanlon of Holyoke, Massachusetts, was appointed President
of the State Teachers College at Westfield on February i, 1938, to succeed
Dr. Charles Russell who resigned. Mr. Scanlon was graduated from Holy
Cross College with the degree of Bachelor of Arts and pursued graduate
work in education at Teachers College, Columbia University and at Boston
University School of Education, from which institution he received the
degree of Master of Education. Prior to his appointment Mr. Scanlon
served as a teacher of commercial subjects at the Meriden High School.
Meriden, Connecticut; as head of the commercial department, Wilby High
School, Waterbury, Connecticut; as teacher of commercial subjects in the
Holyoke High School ; as fDirector and Principal of the Continuation School,
Holyoke, and Principal of the Lawrence Evening School ; and as Principal of
the Morgan Junior High School, Holyoke. He was a member of the American
Expeditionary Force during the World War.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION
Discussion Groups Project
Work has progressed definitely with regard to the discussion groups in
the state. Practically every principal is aligned with a group and attends
the meetings with some degree of regularity. These groups are founded upon
the principle
—
"When people discuss a matter freely, they are likely to
decide it rightty."
On October 3 and 4, 1938, the Supervisor of Secondary Education, who is
the State Coordinator in Massachusetts, attended a meeting of State Coordin-
ators at Chicago. This was sponsored by the Discussion Group Project of
the Department of Secondary School Principals of the National Education
Association.
The Department is cooperating with the Implementation Committee of
the National Education Association, in the effort to learn problems of high
school principals and to discover best practices.
At the meeting of the Massachusetts High School Principals' Association,
it was voted to approve the appointment of the State Supervisor of Second-
ary Education as State Coordinator for Massachusetts.
Discussion groups in this state have been in existence for at least ten
years, and upon a state-wide basis for the past four or five years.
Graduation Programs
In 1938, as in 1937, a collection of graduation programs was made. The
programs were classified under five headings
:
I.—Pupil Participation; II.—Outside Speaker; III.—Combination of I and
II; IV.—New or Pageant Type; V.—Miscellaneous.
The results for the years 1937 and 1938 are shown in the following
tables
:
Types of Programs
1937
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It would appear that Massachusetts high schools prefer the pupil participa-
tion type of program which includes Types I, III, and IV.
In 1937, the Horace Mann Centennial was featured in 125 of the 257 high
schools. In 1938, the United States Sesquicentennial was featured in 118 of
the 255 high schools reporting. In each case there was even more activity
than this would indicate, as many communities had programs in addition
to the graduation programs.
United States Constitution Sesquicentennial
A committee, consisting of A. Russell Mack, Supervisor of Secondary Edu-
cation, Agnes Fennelly, Division of University Extension, Wilfred F. Kelley,
Head Master, South Boston High School, Charles W. Lawrance, Superin-
tendent of Schools, Kingston, Martin F. O'Connor, President, State Teachers
College, Framingham, and Ralph W. Proctor, Principal, Wellesley High
School, was appointed by the Department to cooperate in the celebration of
the Formulation and Ratification of the United States Constitution. This
committee issued a preliminary report, and also acted as the State Essay
Contest Committee, cooperating with the United States Constitution Sesqui-
centennial Commission at Washington, D. C. In addition, the Massachusetts
Commission presented a medal for the prize winner in each high school. This
was presented in many cases at graduation. The contest was open to public,
private, and parochial high schools, and the medals were given in 239 schools.
This medal was an attractive one, designed by Harold Rosenbloom, a student
of the Massachusetts School of Art. The die was made by Joseph E. Brennan
and Richard S. Wagle, students at the Attleboro Jewelry Trade School.
The prizes, to be awarded by the National Commission, in the State Essay
Contest, will be as follows: First prize — a silver medal — to Myron S.
Kaufmann, Belmont High School; second prize — a bronze medal — to
Margaret Paquet, Saint Patrick's High School, Roxbury ; and third prize —
a certificate of award — to William Watts, Melrose High School.
New York World's Fair
A committee has been appointed in the department to work with the Massa-
chusetts Advisory Committee of the New York World's Fair, as follows:
A. Russell Mack, Supervisor of Secondary Education, Chairman; Wilfred F.
Kelley, Head Master, South Boston High School ; Charles W. Lawrance,
Superintendent of Schools, Kingston; Miss Alice W. O'Connor, Supervisor of
Social Service, Division of Immigration and Americanization; Martin F.
O'Connor, President, State Teachers College, Framingham; and Ralph W.
Proctor, Principal, Wellesley High School. A playwriting contest (play to
be entitled "The World of Tomorrow or The Dream of America Fulfilled")
has been sponsored and scholarships of $600 and $300 will be given as
prizes.
Health Outlines
For some years, there has been a committee to prepare health outlines for
pupils of secondary school age. Two reports have already been issued in
mimeographed form. At this writing it is expected that the Health Outlines
for Grades VII, VIII, and IX, will be printed in five separate pamphlets
as follows
:
Unit I—Opportunities for Health Teaching in the Junior High School;
Unit II—Suggested Teaching Units and References for Grade VII in Com-
munity Health; Unit III—Suggested Teaching Units in Physiology as Ap-
plied to Daily Living for Grades VIII and IX; Unit IV—First Aid for
Bovs ; Unit V—Home Nursing for Girls.
The Commitee on Health Outlines is as follows: Dr. Clair E. Turner,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Chairman; Jean V. Lati-
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mer, Division of Child Hygiene, State Department of Health ; Mabel C.
Bragg, Associate Professor of Education, Boston University; Dr. M. Luise
Diez, Director, Division of Child Hygiene, State Department of Health; Ida
M. Lewis, R N., Supervisor of School Nurses, School Department, Brookline;
Helen G. Mank, Head, Science Department, Lawrence High School; William
T. Miller, Head Master, Washington Irving Intermediate School, Roslindale;
Walter G. Whitman, Head, Science Department, State Teachers College,
Salem; Daniel J. Kelly, Supervisor of Physical Education, State Department of
Education
;
James A. Chalmers, Principal, Fitchburg High School ; Anna A.
Kloss, Supervisor of Teacher-Training, Household Arts Schools, Division
of Vocational Education, State Department of Education; A. Russell Mack,
Supervisor of Secondary Education, State Department of Education.
New High School Buildings
The table following gives a picture of the building situation in Massachu-
setts. The figures indicate either a new buildinig or an extensive addition.
City or Town
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PROGRESS IN THE FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL SCHOOLS
This year a questionnaire was formulated for the purpose of gathering data
for the Rural School Survey in Massachusetts, under the direction of the fol-
lowing members of the Rural School Committee: Chairman, Grover C. Bow-
man, President, State Teachers College, North Adams; Harry S. Broudy,
State Teachers College, North Adams; William A. Nickerson, Superintendent
of Schools, New Salem; Leon M. Orcutt, Superintendent of Schools, Hunting-
ton; and Ballard D. Remy, Superintendent of Schools, Longmeadow.
The first draft of the questionnaire was presented to the superintendents of
schools for their suggestions and criticisms at a special meeting held at Massa-
chusetts State College, Amherst, on Thursday, March 31, 1938. A second
meeting, held for the purpose of discussing the questionnaire, was held at
Bridgewater during the Conference of Superintendents of Schools in Massa-
chusetts, which conference was held in April, 1938, at the State Teachers Col-
lege. The printed questionnaire was finally presented to the superintendents
of schools at the Second Conference of Rural School Superintendents of
Schools, which was held at the State Teachers College, North Adams. Dr.
Harry S. Broudy, a member of the Rural School Committee, gave directions
and suggestions relative to the questionnaire to the superintendents of schools.
The questionnaire covered the following main points
:
A. Elementary School Population and Parent Status.
B. Elementary School Teaching Personnel.
C. Curricula.
D. Achievement and Retardation.
E. Extent of Consolidation.
F. Transportation to Elementary Schools.
G. Supervising Teachers.
H. Health and Physical Education Supervision.
I. Guidance.
J. Character Education.
K. Recent Improvements in the Schools.
L. Physical Equipment of the School Plant.
A preliminary report on the rural school survey will be given at a group
meeting of superintendents of schools to be held at Massachusetts State Col-
lege, Amherst, on April 5, 1939.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Courses Given by Special Class Supervisor
Four courses entitled "Psychology and Methods of Teaching Mentally Re-
tarded Children" were given by Philip G. Cashman, Supervisor of Special
Schools and Classes, Department of Education.
These courses were given at Harvard University, Springfield, and Lawrence,
Massachusetts. About two hundred teachers availed themselves of the oppor-
tunity of becoming better acquainted with the problems occasioned by sub-
normality.
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EDUCATION OF DEAF AND BLIND CHILDREN
Special Schools and Classes for Deaf and Blind
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In 1938 the courses for adult aliens were extended and a series of stories
in basic English was written. During the past year courses for teachers have
been given at Hyannis State Teachers College in the summer, and at Great
Barrington during the winter, under the direction of the University Extension
Service. Lectures to seniors have been given in the various state teachers
colleges. A short course for prospective teachers is in the process of con-
struction.
Massachusetts has won distinction for her fine record in the reduction of
fatal accidents. The teachers of the commonwealth are working diligently and
intelligently to develop a generation characterized by habits of carefulness so
that the record may be enhanced, and the number of accidents caused by care-
lessness reduced to a minimum.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
After observing Physical Education programs in several schools we, in the
Department of Physical Education, are of the opinion that school authorities
in general realize that this unit of education is an integral part of a school
system. Each year more indoor and outdoor space is made available for ex-
ercise facilities throughout the State.
Present day physical education does not deal so much with exercise and
calisthenics as it does with health. It has gymnastics not so much to train
acrobats, but to give neuromuscular skills which are most essential in this
artificial mechanical age. It provides play and recreation programs, not so
much for fun as to furnish the basic play habits for the wise use of leisure
time.
The present day physical education is not concerned so much with the win-
ning of athletic contests as it is with the promotion of sport not for sports
sake, but for the sake of sportsmanship.
As a result of the added exercise facilities and the changing attitude of our
Physical Education teachers, the growth of intra-mural programs has been
noticeable especially among the girls. May Day demonstrations continue to be
popular in many communities. Few districts support girls interschool athletic
competition.
A.thletic competition for high school boys is improving each year and this
healthy condition is due to the splendid cooperation of the high school prin-
cipals, faculty managers, and coaches. We are having more "Physical Train-
ing and less Physical Straining" in high school athletics.
A splendid example of sports conducted for the sake of sportsmanship may
be witnessed in the Western Massachusetts Small High School Basketball
Tournament, which is conducted annually by the Department of Physical Edu-
cation of Massachusetts State College at Amherst, Massachusetts. Teams for
this tournaemnt are selected from high schools with enrollmxents of less than
500 pupils. Sportsmanship, not championship, has been the real objective of
the tournament since its inception twelve years ago.
In order to mairitain educational standards, we believe that credits for
Health and Physical Education should be allowed in our secondary schools.
The aim should be "A sound mind in a sound body."
TEACHERS PLACEMENT BUREAU
The Teachers Placement Bureau has been in operation for over twenty-five
years. During that time superintendents and teachers have availed themselves
of the facilities of the office without cost or inconvenience to them.
Today more than ever are the services of this branch of the state service
necessary to our unemployed teachers^ to the employed teachers who are seek-
ing better positions, and to superintendents who wish to obtain the best
teachers.
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All who are interested in teaching should register before graduation in
order to enable the bureau to obtain references while their accomplishments
are fresh in the minds of their professors. The Placement Bureau will send
a registrant's record to any superintendent of schools or school committee in-
terested.
During the year 1937-1938, the Teachers Placement Bureau enrolled 1,789
new registrants, received notice of 423 vacancies, and placed 295 teachers with
an aggregated salary of $255,430. for full-time teachers.
The number of new registrants having no experience was 1,299. These were
classified as follows
:
Position Desired Women Men
High School 242 383
Grammar and Junior High School (Primary and
Kindergarten) 320 49
Special Class 13 i
Household Arts 62 —
Drawing 20 12
Music 19 7
Manual Training — 13
Physical Education 13 39
Commercial 69 28
Miscellaneous 6 3
Totals 764 535
The number of teachers placed by the Bureau from 1913 to 1938, together
with the estimate of the aggregate salaries, is indicated in the following table
:
1913-1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 Totals
Superintendents of Schools . 22 — — — — 3 25
High School Principals. . 227 3 10 3 1 2 246
High School Teachers . . 1,668 42 41 12 25 22 1,810
Elementary and Junior High
School Principals . . 164 6 9 1 2 2 184
Elementary and Junior High
School Teachers . . 3,170 67 62 41 53 42 3,435
Special Teachers . . . 1,257 40 40 23 59 94 1,513
State Teachers Colleges . 40 1 5 3 16 13 78
Part-time, Evening, Summer
School and Substitutes . 324 32 17 40 132 117 662
Totals.... 6,872 191 184 123 288 295 7,953
Estimated Aggregate Salaries
of Teachers Placed . . S7,481,G95 S195,.300 $209,073 $175,272 $217,565 $255,430 $8,534,333
RECREATION AND GUIDANCE
The finst task which concerned the Department in connection with the newly-
organized service in recreation and guidance was to determine the present
status of developments in these fields. To this end the Supervisor was im-
mediately directed to survey guidance practices in the Commonwealth. The
results of this survey will be a matter for future report.
MUSIC EDUCATION
A smoothly functioning central office can be of much assistance to individ-
ual teachers and can do much to focus attention upon needs in music educa-
tion. Its chief functions in music education are
:
1. To present to adults, patrons, and citizens of the State an awareness
of the potentialities of music in an education program.
2. To guide the music instruction of the State as a whole.
3- To see that music instruction is a part of every school program.
4. To keep the instruction program in balance.
The year 1938 was observed as the Centennial of Public School Music
v^'hich subject was introduced in Boston through the efforts of Lowell Mason.
Appreciative of the historical significance, and realizing the cultural, civic,
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and educational value of music, it was deemed to be a progressive step, pro-
fessionally and culturally, to assign a supervisor in the field of public school
music.
In May, 1938, President F. Colwell Conklin, of the Eastern Music Edu-
cators' Conference, asked the State Department of Education if it would bc:
willing to cooperate with the Conference during the Sixth Biennial Conven-
tion at the Hotel Statler, Boston, Massachusetts, March 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,^
1939, by arranging for a program from the Rural Schools of Massachusetts.
Under date of June 16, 1938, Supervisor McDonald was authorized by the.
Commissioner to accept the assignment. During the ensuing months all graded
material in use in Massachusetts was carefully scanned and the deduction made
that it would be possible to plan a program of American Traditional Songs,
of the geographical areas of the United States.
Songs were selected from the many books studied because of musical and
cumulative value, within the ability of the children, and sufficiently easy for
the grade teacher to develop them in case of inability of the supervisor tQ
visit.
The program was divided into the following units
:
1. Art Songs
2. Songs of the Plains
a. Indian
b. Cowboy
3. Songs of the South including the Bayou Region of Louisiana
4. Occupational Songs with special emphasis on the Northeastern Statea
5. Songs of Our Country.
Representatives of tlie various publishers of school music books met, and
after several conferences agreement was obtained to reprint songs which had
been chosen by Supervisor McDonald, and to authorize the publication of a
Souvenir Booklet of the twenty-eight numbers. The following publishers sent
representatives: American Book Company, C. C. Birchard, Carl Fischer, Ginn
and Company, Schirmer Boston Music Company, and Silver Burdett and Com-
pany. The reprint permission granted by the publishers enabled the Depart-
ment to solve the problem of accessibility and suitability of material and their
cooperation was greatly appreciated.
The purpose of rural school music projects is to establish some practical
principles of guidance by which the benefits of music instruction may be ex-
tended to a large group of children, who because of isolation, must attend the
small school with limited facilities. The large schools of consolidated dis-
tricts may meet the standards of city elementary schools and therefore need
not be considered. Outlying small schools within the corporate limits of cities
are often as limited in facilities as are rural schools and therefore should be
included in the classification of rural schools.
The success of the Conference is matter for a future report. We recognize
at this point in its development a much-needed influence for good on the music
programs of the small schools with limited facilities.
CERTIFICATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
The Department of Exiucation, as required by section 66 of chapter 71 of
the General Laws, determines by examination or otherwise the qualifications
of candidates for the position of superintendents of schools in a superintend-
ency union.
In accordance with this provision of the law, the Department issues certi-
ficates of eligibility for such service. In 1938, eight term certificates were
issued.
The classes and number of certificates issued by the Department since the
law first went into effect are as follows : Permanent certificates, 3 ; preliminary
certificates, 133; term certificates, ^85.
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CONFERENCES AND INSTITUTES
Superintendents of Schools. — The Twenty-fourth Annual Conference for
Superintendents of Schools was held at the State Teachers College at Bridge-
water, April 20, 21, and 22.
The principal addresses at the Conference were as follow: "State Support
for Education", by Dr. Alfred D. Simpson, Assistant Commissioner of Edu-
cation, Albany, New York; "Education in Human Relations", by Dr. F. Alex-
ander Magoun, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge ; "Educa-
tion, The Best Guarantee of American Derhocracy", by Honorable John E.
Swift, Justice of the Superior Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts;
"An Interpretation of Industrial Arts", by Dr. Maris M. Proffitt, Educational
Consultant and Specialist in Guidance and industrial Education, Washington,
D. C. ; "The Child's Level of Living", by Dr. P. S. de Q. Cabot, Instructor in
Psychology, Simmons College; Co-director, Cambridge-Somerville Youth
Study; "Program Enrichment Through Correspondence Courses—Some Inter-
esting Possibilities"', by E. Everett Clark, Supervisor of Correspondence In-
struction, Division of University Extension, Department of Education; "Equiv-
alent Certificates", by Joel E. Nystrom, Corps Area Civilian Adviser for Edu-
cation, Army Base, Boston; "The Interpretation of Life as Seen Through
Literature", by Dr. Frederick J. Gillis, Assistant Superintendent of Schools,
Boston ; "Health Examinations for Public School Teachers", by Dr. Alton S.
Pope, Director, Division of Tuberculosis, Department of Public Health; "Care
of School Buildings" by George H. Varney, Business Agent, Department of
Education.
Discussions were held on the following subjects: "School Law and Fin-
ance" ; "Modern Education" ; "The Rural School Questionnaire" ; and "Indus-
trial Arts".
Conference of Rural School Superintendents of Schools. — The Second
Annual State Conference for Superintendents of Rural Schools was held at
the State Teachers College, North Adams, on September 9 and 10, 1938. Sub-
jects that received major emphasis and the speaker were as follows:
"Ways and Means of Arousing Public Interest In The Improvement of
Rural Schools and "The Advantages and Disadvantages of the Consolida-
tion of Rural Schools" by Herbert F, Blair, Professor of Education,
School of Education, Boston University.
Other outstanding addresses of the conference were as follows : "Health
Problems in Rural Schools" by Dr. Fredrika Moore, Division of Child Hy-
giene, State Department of Public Health; "Proper Training for Rural School
Teachers" by Grover C. Bowman, President, State Teachers College. North
Adams; "In-Service Training of Rural School Teachers" by Reginald S. Kim-
ball, Superintendent of Schools, Monson.
The group discussed the following
:
The Rural School Questionnaire and the Rural School Music Festival,
March 17, 1939.
The total registration at the conference was 60, which incliided 40 superin-
tendents of schools (most of whom were rural school superintendents), and
20 other interested persons. 114 cities and tov.^ns were represented.
Junior and Senior High Schools. — The Seventeenth Annual Conference
of Principals of Junior and Senior Hieh Schools was held at the State
Teachers College at Framingham, on April 26, 27, 28, 1938. The Conference
included an all-day session on Wednesday, April 27, held by the Massachu-
setts Association of Deans of Girls. This w^as their fifteenth annual meeting.
Three addresses were given by Dr. Francis T. Spaulding, Professor of
Education at Harvard University, entitled, "Educational and Vocational Guid-
ance in Secondary Schools", "Secondary Education and Social Competence",
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"Three Problems for High School Principals". Two addresses were given
by Dr. Thomas H. Briggs, Professor of Education at Teachers College, Col-
umbia University, entitled, "Promoting Professionalism of Secondary School
Principals", "The Articulation of Secondary Schools and Colleges."
Addresses were also given by Philip G. Cashman, State Supervisor of Spe-
cial Schools and Classes, entitled, "Society's Obligation to the Handicapped
Child"; James N. Muir, Superintendent of Schools, Quincy, assisted by Mr.
Abraham Krasker, Department of Teaching Aids, Quincy, presented, "Quincy
Schools at Work"—A Motion Picture with Running Comment by Superin-
tendent Muir; Arthur L. Axtell, of Roseland Apiary, Roseland, New Jersey,
gave a presentation on "Community Service in a Bee Hive"; Philip L. Riley,
Assistant Director, Supervising Health Education, Board of Education, Cleve-
land, Ohio, gave an address on "The Health Program for Boys in Cleveland
High Schools"; Dr. Robert J. Beitel, Jr., of the Bureau of Visual Science,
American Optical Company, Southbridge, addressed the conference on "Prin-
ciples of Controlled Reading." Miss Margaret L. Leonard of the Department;
of Health Education, J. Sterling Morton High School, Cicero, Illinois, gave
an address on "Health Teaching and Counselling of Girls in the Morton High
School, Cicero, Illinois"; G. Walter Williams, Principal of the New Bedford
High School, New Bedford, Massachusetts on "A Few Suggestions to Young
Principals by a Retiring Principal" ; Theodore W. Cassavant, Counsellor for
Boys, Philip Livingston Junior High School, Albany, New York, on "A Day
in a Junior High School — A Motion Picture of the Modern Red Schoolhouse.
in Action".
The principals made reports as follows: "The Use of the Auditorium in-
Oral English", by Harold A. Strout, Walpole; "Community Life Courses", by
Mayo M. Magoon, Framingham; "A Summary of the Issues and Functions
of Secondary Education", by Ralph A. Lawrence, Supervisor of Secondary
Education, Greenfield; "Report Cards as Used in Our Junior and Senior
High School", by Payson H. Reed, Northbridge; "Consumer Education", by
Alan F. Flynn, Sudbury; "A Californian Looks at the Massachusetts High
Schools", by Verne M. Ross, Technical High School, Springfield; "A Report
of the NEA Meeting", by Arthur E. Boudreau, Winthrop ; "A New Philos-
ophy for Curriculum Building", by Haydn S. Pearson, Bigelow Junior High
School, Newton.
Music was furnished by the Lowell State Teachers College Choir, under the
direction of Miss Grace G. Pierce, Director of Music Courses ; and by the
Revere High School Glee Club, under the direction of William O. Goss and
Mildred M. Martin; and by the Principals' Quartet.
At the meeting of the Deans of Girls, in addition to the addresses given by
Dr. Beitel and Miss Leonard, Miss Bertha Drugan of Beverly High School,
spoke on "The Dean's Function in Extra-Curriculum Activities" ; Miss Edith
Jacobs of Watertown High School, on "The Student Council"; Miss Mary
Sawyer of Brookline High School, on "The Girls' League" ; Miss Eleanor Mc^.
Cormack, of Belmont High School, on "School Dances and Other Social Ac-
tivities", and Miss Mary Tobin of Lowell High School, on "Student Employ-
ment."
Elementary School Principals and Supervisors, Supervisors of Special Clas--
ses and Superintendents of Rural Schools. The Tenth Annual State Confer-
ence for Principals and Supervisors of Elementary Schools, Superintendents
of Rural Schools and Supervisors of Special Classes, was held at Massachu-
setts State College, Amherst, on March 30, March 31 and April i, 1938. Sub-
jects that received major emphasis and the speakers were as follows:
(i) "Focal Points In the Developmental Reading Activities" and "The-
Analysis and Correction of Reading Difficulties" by Dr. Emmett A. Betts.
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Research Professor and Director of the Reading Clinic, Pennsylvania
State College, State College, Pennsylvania.
(2) "Language as a Factor in Effective Reading" and "Certain Mat-
ters of Importance in the Teaching of Language" by Dr. Paul McKee,
Professor of Education, Colorado State College of Education, Greeley,
Colorado.
Other features of the program v^^ere as follows: "Responsibility of the
Elementary School Principal for the School's Safety Program" by Thomas
F. Power, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Worcester; "The Function of
the Comic Spirit in Literature" by Thomas A. Sheehan, Master of English,
Boston Latin School, Boston; "World Friendship Through International Un-
derstanding" by Reginald S. Kimball, Superintendent of Schools, Monson
;
"Conservation" by Mrs. S. V. R. Crosby, President, New England Wildflower
Preservation Society ; "Are we Making Progress ?" by James G. Reardon, Com-
missioner of Education: "The Educational Picture" by Edward A. Sullivan,,
President, State Teachers College, Salem.
Discussion groups gave consideration to the following topics:
Practical Significance of Recent Research in Written Language.
A Basic Time Allotment Schedule for Elementary Grades.
Social Studies in the Elementary Schools.
Reading in the Elementary Grades.
How Can the Progress of Children Through the School System be Most
Effectively Organized?
The Teacher and Research Materials.
Marks and Reports.
Character and Reading.
What Social Services Ought to be Rendered by the Public Schools ?
Significant Changing Directions in the Consideration of Curriculums,
Methods, and Public Relations.
School and Classroom Libraries.
Profiting by a City-wide Supervisory Program in Remedial Reading.
Creating a School Environment Which Emphasizes the Social Responsi-
bility of the Individual.
The Improvement of Rural Schools in Vermont.
The Rural School Questionnaire.
The total registration was 851, including 70 superintendents, 501 principals,
35 elementary supervisors, 21 special class supervisors and 315 others engaged
in various types of elementary work.
231 cities and towns were represented at this conference.
State Teachers College Instructors. — The Twenty-first Annual Conference
of Instructors in the State Teachers Colleges was held at the State Teachers
College at Bridgewater on September 13, 14, and 15.
Addresses by Dr. William C. Bagley, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, were upon the subjects "Outstanding Problems in the Professional Edu-
cation of Teachers" and "Persisting Issues in Educational Theory."
Dr. Bancroft Beatley, President of Simmons College, Boston, gave two
addresses as follows : "The College and Professional Education" and "Motiva-
tion—The Major Art of Teaching."
There was an address on "Correlation in the Education of Teachers:
A. In Professional Theory and Professional Practice
B. In Professional and Academic Education"
by Frank E. Baker, President, State Teachers College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
There was also an informal discussion of the Revised Freshman Program
and a discussion on Roots and Branches of Personnel Work.
In addition, group meetings were held on Public School Procedures.
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Special Class Conference. — The Second Annual State-wide Conference
of Special Class Teachers, Principals, and Supervisors was held in the Massa-
chusetts School of Art on Friday, May 20, 1938. More than 1,000 teachers,
principals, supervisors, and others interested in the education of the physically
and mentally handicapped child registered and attended the various lectures
given at this Conference.
An outstanding pageant, written by Mrs. Elsie E. Meserve, Principal of the
Junior High Industrial Arts School of Arlington, was presented by the special
class pupils of Arlington. For the second year in succession every pupil in
the Junior High Industrial Arts School participated in this pageant. It was
an outstanding demonstration of the height to which these children may rise
under the guidance of expert teachers. The pageant was entitled "Youth Tri-
umphant".
One of the features of the Conference was a radio broadcast direct from
the auditorium over Station WEEI from 2 130 until 3 :oo p.m. During this
period two addresses of interest were delivered, one entitled "Humane Treat-
ment of the Underprivileged" by His Excellency, Charles F. Hurley, Gov-
ernor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the other "Our Modern
Philosophy of Special Class Education" given by Philip G. Cashman, Super-
visor of Special Schools and Classes, Department of Education.
Other outstanding contributions were made by the following: Mrs. T. Graf-
ton Abbott, Consultant in Parent Education, Division of Child Hygiene of
the Department of Public Health, whose address was entitled "Understanding
Behavior" ; Dr. George F. Fitzgibbon, Head of the Sociology Department,
Boston College who discussed "The Sociological Significance of Training the
Mentally Retarded" ; Dr. Clarence A. Bonner, Superintendent, Danvers State
Hospital, who dealt with "The Importance of Emotional Stress in the Life
of the Inferior Child"; and Miss Mary P. O'Neill, Head of the Psychology
Department, Lynn School Department, whose address was "Handicaps Other
Than Mental".
A demonstration was given by the Drum and Bugle Corps of the Junior
High Industrial Arts School of Arlington under the direction of William J.
O'Brien.
Music Supervisors. — The Fourteenth Annual Conference of Music Super-
visors and Teachers was held at the Massachusetts School of Art on May 6.
Director Francis J. Findlay of the Public School Music Department of the
New England Conservatory of Music gave a paper on "Growth of Apprecia-
tion Through Instrumental Music". In addition, there were vocal and instru-
mental demonstrations given by Haydn M. Morgan of Newton, Joseph H.
Gildea of Boston, and Joseph F. Wagner of Boston. An operetta "The Ghost
of Lollipop Bay" was produced by Miss Grace G. Pierce of Lowell assisted
by Miss Mary F. Wallace of Lowell. A model lesson on "Integration in the
Junior High School" was given by Professor Lilla Belle Pitts of Elizabeth,
New Jersey.
Art Supervisors. — The Annual Conference of Supervisors and Teachers
of Art scheduled for March 25, 1938 was cancelled in favor of the Eastern
Arts Association Convention at the Hotel Statler, Boston, on April 6, 7, 8, and
9. 1938-
Teachers' Institutes. — During the past year four one-day institutes were
conducted by the Department of Education for the benefit of teachers in cer-
tain regional groups. The speakers, in the main, were members of the depart-
ment staff and members of the faculties at the State Teachers Colleges. Among
the subjects discussed were the following:
Is There a Case for Idealism in Education?
Specific Aims for a Safety Program in Primary Grades.
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Guidance in the Elementary School.
Children's Behavior.
Teaching Safety in the Junior High School.
Guidance in the High School.
Our Changing, yet Unchanging Education.
Special Class Education — Its Importance and Challenge.
Uses of Mental Hygiene in the Classroom.
Children's Behavior.
Visual Education.
Development of Number Concepts Through Experiences and Games.
Arithmetic in the Middle Grades.
The Relation of Physical Education to the Health Education Program in
the Junior High School and the High School.
An Application of Guidance Material in the Junior High School and the
Senior High School.
Safety and the Curriculum.
Methods and Value of Choric Speaking.
The Challenge of Leisure Time.
Reading Readiness.
Prevention of Reading Disabilities.
Reading Skills and Habits to be Developed in the Middle Grades.
Diagnostic and Remedial Reading.
The Bases for Guidance in the Junior High School Reading Program.
Providing for the Correction of Reading Disabilities in the Junior Pligh
School.
The Responsibility of Teachers of All Subjects for Effective Study of
Those Subjects.
Desirable Reading Achievements of High School Pupils.
The Handicapped Reader.
The Women Behind the Constitution.
What Can the Schools Do to Prevent Juvenile Delinquency?
Health Education in the Lower Grades.
Meeting the Needs of Slow Pupils Not Three Years Mentally Retarded.
Meeting the Needs of the Non-College Pupil in the Small High School.
The location of the Institutes, the number of teachers in attendance, and
the towns represented are given below
:
Number
Date and Location Present Tozvns Represented
Feb. 4, Marlborough 200 4 — Marlborough, Hudson, Westborough, Sud-
bury
Feb. 18, Northbridge 187 5 — Uxbridge, Douglas, Grafton, Upton, North-
bridge
March 11, Rutland iii 10 — Holden, Oakham, Paxton, Rutland, Barre,
Hardwick, Petersham, Princeton
Oct. 7, West Boylston 157 14 :— Shrewsbury, Millbury, Worcester, Paxton,
West Boylston, Boylston, Berlin, Sterling, Prince-
ton, Westminster, Northborough, Holden, Rut-
land, Southborough
SCHOLARSHIPS — CHILDREN OF WORLD WAR VETERANS
Section i of Chapter 263 of the Acts of 1930, relative to scholarship reim-
bursement for children of Massachusetts men who died as a result of service
in the World War. was amended in 1938. This amendment removed the re-
striction as to the date of death of the parent, and also made provision for
including children of "mothers" who died as a result of service.
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Section one now reads as follows
:
"The commonwealth, acting through the department of education, may con-
tribute toward the expenses of the higher education of any child, resident in
the commonwealth and not under sixteen years and not over twenty-two years
of age, whose father or mother entered the military or naval service of the
United States from Massachusetts in the world war and was killed in action
or died from other cause as a result of such service."
Thirty-seven new applications were approved for the school year 1938-39 of
which twenty-nine were because of the change in the law. The amount of
reimbursement for the year ending November 30, 1938, was $8,613.
DIVISION OF IMMIGRATION AND AMERICANIZATION
During the past year 45,835 persons called at the offices of the Division of
Immigration and Americanization. A little more than half of that number
came to the Boston office, as 23,184 were listed as clients there. The New
Bedford office listed 5,131; Fall River, 4,979; Lawrence, 4>740; Worcester,
4,188; and Springfield, 3,613 clients. The total of 45*835 persons is the largest
annual record so far for the Division. The first annual report of the Bureau
of Immigration, which included the time from July, 1917, to December i,
1918, listed 8,565 applicants. The second year, ending December i, 1919, re-
corded 17,040. At that time the Division maintained two branch offices, one
at Springfield and one at New Bedford. Both were opened in the summer of
1918, and with this annual report have finished twenty years of service to the
foreign born in their respective communities. In 1923 two additional branch
offices were opened at Fall River and Lawrence and for that year the total
number of clients recorded was 21,985. In 1929 the fifth of the branch offices,
Worcester, was opened, but not on an entirely full-time basis until 193 1. For
that year, 1931, the Division recorded 41,052 clients. Since that time the Divi-
sion has been operating on a basis of six full-time offices. This year, 1938,
records more than 2,138 clients over the next largest year, 1936, which had a
total of 43,692. The increase of this year over the preceding year was apparent
at all the offices except Springfield which showed a slight loss, 84. The gain
for Boston over 1937 was 2,560; for Lawrence, 701; for New Bedford, (i2.2;
for Fall River, 370; for Worcester, 30. In 1931 when the Division established
the fifth branch office, its staff of permanent employees comprised twenty-five
(25) employees. During 1938 we had 20 permanent employees with an in-
creased intake of almost 5,000 clients, 4,783 being the exact figure. All the
offices have felt the pressure of this work, but it is particularly manifest at
Boston which has four less employees than in 1931 and 2,917 more clients.
Clients came to the offices of the Division from 297 cities and towns of the
Commonwealth. The Boston office records clients from 244 localities, Wor-
cester from 82, Lawrence from 53, Springfield from 43, New Bedford from
33, and Fall River from 23 localities. Naturally the largest number of clients
come from the cities where our offices are located, Boston is recorded as the
residence of 10,898 clients. New Bedford, 4,446; Fall River, 3,739; Lawrence,
2,506; Worcester, 2,376; and Springfield, 1,746. The cities and towns where
a special field service was maintained showed the following residents recorded
:
Lowell, 789; Holyoke, 655; Taunton, 555; Fitchburg, 447; Attleboro, 240;
Gardner, 203; Gloucester, 172; Haverhill, 369; Newburyport, 135; Salem, 193;
Adams, 83; Greenfield, 8; Northampton, 13; North Adams, 34; and Pittsfield, 8.
Cities and towns other than those in which special services were maintained,
but which were recorded as the residences of more than five hundred clients
this year were: Cambridge with 1,550; Somerville with 1,360; Everett with
614, Maiden, 568; Watertown, 558; Medford, 536; and Brookline, 528. These
localities are all within the Boston district.
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The clients of the Division were born in seventy different countries. Slightly
less than half the number, 21,744, were born in Europe. Italy is recorded as
the birthplace of 6,873; Portugal of 4,505; Poland of 3,234; Russia of 1,876;
and Lithuania of 1,361; Germany of 782; Greece of 667; Sweden of 598;
France of 294; Albania of 276; Norway of 161; Austria of 149; and Belgium
of 13,0. Less than 100 were recorded from each of the remaining European
countries. The British Empire was recorded as the birthplace of 19,118
clients. From Canada came 11,075, the largest single national group. New-
foundland was given as the birthplace of 865; England is recorded as the
birthplace of 2,593; Ireland of 3,227 with 178 additional from North Ireland;
778 from Scotland, and 17 from Wales. The British West Indies are recorded
as the birthplace of 301 of our clients. From the Western Hemisphere, ex-
clusive of British possessions, 3,116 clients were recorded. 2,992 clients were
recorded as born in the United States. No other country in the western hem-
isphere recorded as many as fifty native. From Africa and Asia came 1,855
clients, of whom 598 were born in Syria, 856 in Turkey, and 359 in Armenia.
As classified by race, instead of by country of birth, the records show the
following supplemental nationality figures: French Canadians, 6,157; Hebrews,
2,679, Polish, 2,652; Lithuanians, 1,182; Armenians, 1,094; Syrians, 518; Ne-
groes, 537; Russians, 392; Ukranians, 90; Turkish, 78; Assyrians, 50.
More than three fourths of our clients, 77.47 per cent, sought help in prob-
lems of citizenship. The number recorded as seeking citizenship aid was
35,511, of whom 12,140 sought information. The remaining 22,371 were as-
sisted in filling out the various applications for the naturalization procedure.
Applications for declaration of intention, forms A 2213, were filled out for
7,878 persons ; applications for final papers, forms A 2214, were filled out for
14,471 persons ; applications for certificate of derivative citizenship were filled
for 235, and for lost papers, 787.
It is much to be regretted that the Division was unable, because of lack of
funds, to issue a reprint of the booklet called "The Constitution of the United
States—with suggestions for those preparing for citizenship" which has been
distributed by the Division to prospective citizens since 1919. The booklet, as
issued, gave the text of the Constitution of the United States, an outline of the
naturalization procedure, and a list of questions and answers for the candidate
for citizenship to study in preparation for educational tests which are a part
of the examination of the candidate for citizenship. We requested a supple-
mental appropriation to allow a reprint of the booklet, 60,000 copies of which
were distributed between April 1937 and July 1938, but it was not granted.
During the year 1938 the Division of Immigration enjoyed working with
the courts in the naturalization work, with the officials and officers of the
United States Immigration and Naturalization Service and with the adult
alien classes in the Commonwealth. We have had cordial co-operation with
the many social agencies of the Comomnwealth and wish to express our par-
ticular appreciation to the International Institute of Boston which has con-
tinued to contribute to our work the services of its Greek and Russian trans-
lators and has also assisted in translation of various other languages.
The Director of the Division served on a committee for a reception to the
Hon. James L. Houghteling, United States Commissioner of Immigration.
She also addressed several Americanization meetings throughout the state and
conferred with agencies and individuals on immigration problems.
A public agency such as this Division cannot solve its problems of pressure
of work by limiting its intake as is the policy of the social agency which
wishes to retain its standards of individual service to each client. The public
agency must, of course, assume responsibility for all its applicants, stretching
its skills and its workers to the limits of their capacities and its funds as far
as they can go. A program, however, cannot travel faster than public under-
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standing and acceptance of it furnish funds for its proper maintenance. To
those working day by day with the foreign born residents of the Common-
wealth it is a commonplace that these people from other lands are seeking,
as never before, dependable advice and efficient assistance in their assimila-
tion into American Hfe. Conditions in their home lands are such that they
see the necessity of understanding the immigration laws and regulations so
that they may unite their families who may be in severe distress abroad. In
this time of economic difficulty citizenship is a material as well as a spiritual
asset. For those persons who are citizens by accident of birth or by virtue of
marriage, citizenship is taken, sometimes, rather too much for granted. For
the many for whom citizenship is a matter of conscious choice there is neces-
sary a painstaking preparation and a prescribed procedure quite difficult to
understand by the alien of moderate or meagre education. If, at this time of
•economic stress and emotional conflict because of oppressions abroad, the
Commonwealth can augment and not contract the service to the foreign born,
the duty of "bringing the Commonwealth and its residents of foreign origin
into sympathetic relation" as set forth in the law creating the Division of Im-
migration and Americanization will be fulfilled.
DIVISION OF THE BLIND
Introduction
In carrying out the provisions of the laws under which this Division was
created and is administered (G. L. Chap. 15, Sections 13 and 15, Chap. 69,
Section 12 to 25A) and in interpreting these provisions so as to render the
fullest measure of service to the blind, and to the Commonwealth, the Division
operates under the following general sub-divisions
:
Prevention of Blindness, Conservation of Vision, Financial Aid, Employ-
ment, Industrial Aid, Sales, Workshops, Home Teaching, Social Service, Ac-
counting, Record and Clerical.
Each one of these departments works in close cooperation with the other,
for the general betterment of the conditions of the blind. No one of our
various departments functions separately or independently ; the services of
each are at the disposal of all ; and our aim is for concerted and united effort
in behalf of the blind people of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Summary
On November 30, 193,8, there were 5,508 blind persons on the register, clas-
sified by ages as follows:
To 5 years 73
Between 6 and 20 years ........ 497
Between 21 and 50 years i)457
Between 51 and 70 years 1,870
Over 70 years i;47i
Ages unknown .......... 140
A summary of the work among the adult blind follows.
During the year the Division of the Blind was in touch with 3,994 blind
adults. 5,711 calls were made on blind persons, and 779 interviews with blind
persons were held at the Central Office.
Services rendered as follows:
Financial aid granted to .
Industrial aid in the form of guides, tools, or advertising
Assistance in the sale of products to
Employed by Division on Staff
Employed in Division workshops
Instruction by home teachers given to
Talking book machines loaned to .
to
Persons
1,302
43
239
19
119
703
569
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Social Service:
Visited ...........
Gifts of money distributed by Division agents from private
organizations and friends — $4,068 to ... .
Loans arranged for by Division agents with private organiza-
tions — $1,158 to
Gifts of clotiiing and fuel provided by Division agents
through private organizations and friends to . . .
Writing boards, self-threading needles, theatre tickets, bas-
kets, etc., to ......... .
Guided on shopping trips, visits to doctors, dentists, clinics,
etc. ............
Assistance in finding boarding places to .
Arrangements made for medical, dental or hospital or conva-
lescent care for .........
Vacations arranged with other agencies for . . . .
Volunteer readers supplied for.......
Persons
2,881
869
37
339
270
598
45
45
154
6
New Cases
During the year ending November 30, 1938, 642 new cases were referred
to this Division. These cases were referred from the following sources
:
Individuals .......... 175
Hospitals, eye clinics, doctors, etc 170
State Hospitals and State Schools 87
Public Welfare, Old Age Assistance Departments and other
Social Agencies ......... 60
Blind person himself ........ 43
City and Town Almshouses and Infirmaries .... 37
Division Agents 32
Convalescent Homes, Homes for the Aged, etc. ... 9
Representatives and Senators 8
Other State Departments 5
Catholic Guild for the Blind 5
Lowell Association for the Blind 2
Perkins Institution 2
Red Cross 2
Selectmen ........... 2
Insurance Companies ........ 2
Police Department ......... i
Upon investigation 40 of these people were found to have too much vision
to remain on our Register of the Blind, and 5 could not be located. Each of
the 597 newly registered cases was visited by a Division Agent and told of
the work of the Division, and the services offered to the blind by this Divi-
sion. An analysis of the services rendered to newly reported cases, during
the year, follows
:
Relief granted to 152
Instruction by Home Teachers given to 104
Talking Book Machines loaned to 53
Gifts of money arranged for by Division Agents from private
funds to 17
There were 122 cases referred by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
during the year. Of these, 23 were already known to this Division and 3 had
too much vision to come into our register.
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The causes of blindness in the 96 new cases registered were as follows
:
Glaucoma . .
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students at the Simmons College Rural Problems Seminar on the facilities for
reading in the rural towns; to the students at Emmanuel College on training
and opportunities in library work; to the Springfield Training Class, the Ips-
wich Friends of the Library group; women's clubs, library clubs and confer-
ences; has participated in the Adult Education Institute held at Simmons Col-
lege and attended 12 library meetings.
The Secretary of the Metropolitan Water Supply Commission requested the
advice of the Library Adviser in disposing of the books in the Dana and
North Dana libraries since the town was to be absorbed in the Quabbin Basin.
These 6,000 volumes were deposited in the Enfield Town Hall and sorted for
delivery to 25 small libraries in the western part of the state.
The General Secretary has assisted in rearranging the catalog in one town
and in the cataloging of recent accessions in two towns ; other visits have been
made to become acquainted with conditions and needs of the libraries. The
total number of visits made, was no. Five library meetings have been attended.
Schools and Institutions. — Seven school libraries and one institution library
have been visited. Sixteen institutions borrowed 1074 volumes {dyj of these
were foreign books lent to 10 institutions). The State Certificate Reading
continues to interest the children. This year 149 towns have been using the
list and 28,740 certificates were distributed from this Division.
Library Institute. The 21st annual Institute for librarians in small towns
was held at the Hyannis State Teachers College. Registration numbered 73,
representing 51 libraries.
University Extension Courses. In cooperation with the Division of Uni-
versity Extension a course in cataloging was given by Mrs. Eleanor G. Brack-
ett, Instructor at Simmons College, at Sever Hall, Cambridge. The attendance
was 70, of which 34 took the course for credit. A course in Library Research
was given by Mr. William T. O'Rourke, Librarian of the Brockton Public
Library. The enrollment was 34; 21 for credit.
WPA Project. The book mending project has been continued with from
five to ten workers. Aid has been given to 28 libraries sending books to the
State House. The number of volumes repaired, including 825 volumes of the
Division's collection, was 3,240. Advice for WPA projects sponsored by local
libraries was given to four towns.
Lending Library
The lending library of non-fiction was inaugurated in 1924 to supplement
the books the Division was unable to borrow through inter-library loans. The
increased demands upon the larger libraries made it impossible for them to
meet the requests.
The total number of books issued this year was 24,522 volumes, an increase
of 2,872 over last year. These were lent to 340 libraries, including 16 institu-
tions. From the general collection 13,395 volumes were lent, an increase of
1,610 over last year. To fill requests 887 volumes were purchased and 832
volumes borrowed from other libraries. Each year the call for books on educa-
tion has lead in circulation. This year useful arts came first, but education
followed closely, then history and travel. For a three-month period 157 collec-
tions were sent to 93 libraries, an increase of 34 collections and 24 libraries
to which the collections have been sent.
From the State Certificate Reading collection 65 collections were lent to 15
libraries and 13 rural schools. This is a decrease of 48 collections and a de-
crease in the number of libraries and schools receiving collections. This is
due, undoubtedly, to the fact that few visits have been made to schools and
school libraries because of a limited staff.
The lending collection for the foreign-born contains 6,000 volumes in 32
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languages. The circulation for this year has been 11,127 volumes in 23 lan-
guages to 154 libraries, including 10 institutions. This is an increase of 1,562
volumes over last y^ar and an increase of 22 libraries using the collection.
Polish, Italian, and French lead in requests. Records from various libraries
show that the Polish books have the largest circulation.
There are frequent requests for a catalog of the books in the lending li-
brary. In 1928, when the collection was small, a catalog was printed and dis-
tributed to all librarians and superintendents of schools. This is now out of
print. In 1929 a catalog of the foreign collection was printed; this is still
available. In 1934 a catalog of books on education was printed. This is out
of print. Since that time multigraphed lists on special subjects have been dis-
tributed, many of which are still available. These subjects included books on
handicraft, hobbies, music, recreation, science, pageants, poetry, social service,
stamp collecting, etc. This year a catalog and eight short lists of 1937 and 1938
accessions have been printed and distributed. These lists are: "Have a Hobby";
"Books Worth Re-reading;" "These Parlous Times;" "Lives Worth Re-Liv-
ing;" "Old Traveling Companions;" "Modern Advice;" "I Hear America
Singing;" and "Our Problems."
TEACHERS RETIREMENT BOARD
The Teachers Retirement Law was amended at the last session of the Leg-
islature so that now a part-time teacher whose service in the public schools
of Massachusetts amounts to one-half time or more is subject to the provisions
of the retirement law. A part-time teacher employed less than one-half time
is also required to be a member if he was enrolled as a member prior to Sep-
tember I, 1925, or if immediately prior to his service amounting to less than
one-half time he was a member and employed as a teacher for a period of not
less than one year.
A member enrolled after September i, 1925, who was employed as a part-
time teacher at any time between September i, 1925 and September i, 1938,
may pay in one sum the assessments for all part-time service subsequent to
the date on which he was first employed on a basis of one-half time or more,
with the interest which would have been credited during the time such service
was rendered, and thereby receive credit for the service for which payment
is made.
A part-time teacher who is a member is required to pay the minimum an-
nual assessment of $35 if his salary is less than $700 a year.
An amendment has also been made to Section 37C of the retirement law>
so that now if a member who has twenty or more years of creditable service
is dismissed the member may, within ten days, request the Retirement Board
for a hearing.
The Teachers' Retirement Board has estimated that it will be necessary
that the State appropriate the following amounts for the fiscal year ending
November 30, 1939
:
Pensions to retired members and to make good any deficit in
the annuity fund......... $1,440,000.00
Reimbursement of cities and towns on account of pensions
paid under local systems 314,476.99
Administration expenses 20,870.04
$1,775,347-03
The rate of assessment for the school year beginning July i, 1938, was
fixed at 5% of the annual salary of each member, subject to the provision
of the law which requires that the minimum annual assessment shall be $35
and the maximum annual assessment $130. Notice has been given by the Board
of its intention to continue this rate for the school year beginning July i,
1939-
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In accordance with the provisions of the retirement law, 1032 teachers who
entered the service for the first time were enrolled as members of the Retire-
ment Association. There were also 97 teachers who served in the public
schools of Massachusetts prior to July i, 1914, who joined the Association
by paying their back assessments with interest. On December 31, 1938, there
were 20,845 active members, of whom 3,543 were teachers who served in
Massachusetts prior to July i, 1914, and voluntarily joined the Retirement
Association and 17.302 were teachers who entered the service of this State
for the first time since that date and were required to join.
Interest at the rate of 3% was credited to the accounts of the mem.bers on
December 31, 1938. The total interest credited for the year to the members'
accounts and the annuity reserve fund amounted to $938,033.13.
The total deposits for the year amounted to $2,250,805.74. Payments amount-
ing to $437,538.27 were made on account of members who left the service of
the public schools of Massachusetts. Of this amount, $353,459.02 was contri-
butions and the balance, $84,079.25, was interest. Payments for the year
amounting to $182,782.85 were made to the estates of deceased members.
The income over disbursements amounted to $2,442,188.53. On December 31,
1938, the gross assets were $33,332,371.91 and the total liabilities amounted to
$32,304,433.71, leaving a surplus of $1,027,938.20.
Two hundred fifteen teachers retired during the year 1938, their annual re-
tiring allowances amounting to $220,196.92. Of this amount $73,610.40 was
annuity derived from the contributions made by these members before retire-
ment and the balance was pension paid from State appropriations. The re-
tirements for the year were as follows : On account of disability before at-
taining the age of sixty, 13 ; voluntary retirements, ages sixty to sixty-nine,
130; compulsory retirements at age seA^enty, 72.
Seventy-three teachers who retired during the year made payments for the
purchase of an additional annuity; 38 of these teachers paying an amount
equal to the total of their regular contributions with interest, which is the
maximum amount permitted by law. The total payments for the purchase of
an additional annuity amounted to $158,966.70 and the additional annuities
purchased amounted to $15,352.48. The largest payment was $4,060.37, which
purchased an annuity of $563.64.
The following table gives statistics relating to the 215 members retired in
1938:
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these members was $434.73. There were, therefore, 2,105 retired members living
on December 31, 1938, their retiring allowances amounting to $1,725,881.88, of
which $1,325,889.68 is pension paid from State appropriations and $399,992.20
is annuity.
There are 1,712 members of the Retirement Association who during 1939
will be eligible to retire at the age of sixty or over, 66 of whom will be
required to retire at the compulsory age of seventy.
MASSACHUSETTS NAUTICAL SCHOOL
The Winter Term
During the winter term the Schoolship "Nantucket" was berthed as usual
at Pier i, Navy Yard, Charlestown, by courtesy of Rear Admiral William T.
Tarrant, U. S. N., Commandant of the First Naval District. In October, the
spar deck was housed over and the school was maintained at its total capacity
of cadets, with classes on board the ship and in rooms in Navy Yard buildings.
On February i, 1938, the ship was moved from Pier i to Pier 5 in order
to facilitate the work of repairs. During the spring overhaul, the Navy De-
partment made repairs to the "Nantucket" expending for construction and
repair, $11,208 and in the engineering department, $4,234. These repairs, to-
gether with repairs to the ship's chronometers at the Naval Observatory,
were made without cost to the State.
The Summer Term
The unsettled conditions existing in Europe early in the year made it advis-
able, in planning the itinerary for the practice cruise which extended from
May 14 to September 20, to omit all ports in continental Europe. The cruise
w^as limited, in addition to the home ports, to a port in the Azores, a port in
the Madeira Islands, two ports in the West Indies, and Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Favorable conditions existed during the summer and excellent progress was
made with the routine drills and studies. The cruise was a notable one for the
large amount of mileage made under sail alone. The total mileage vv^as 10,601,
and 4,131 miles v.'ere made under sail.
New Schoolship
The present schoolship, the U. S. S. Nantucket, is a staunch and seaworthy
vessel, but the Commissioners and the Navy Department believe that a larger
ship of modern type is desirable. To that end, Senator David I. Walsh has
introduced into Congress legislation providing for the construction of a new
schoolship.
The United States Naval Reserve
At the invitation of the Navy Department, a conference of the governing
bodies and superintendents of the State nautical schools was held in Washing-
ton on April 12, 1938. The conference was attended by representatives from
the four State schools. Commissioner Walter K. Queen and Captain Clarence
A. Abele, U. S. N., Superintendent of the School, were present representing
the Massachusetts Nautical School. The object of tjie conference was to
bring about a closer cooperation between the Navy Department and the State
nautical schools; also to coordinate the work of the four schoolships.
Captain Felix X. Gygax, U. S. N., Director of the Naval Reserve, in the
Bureau of Navigation, presided at the conference. The opening addresses at
the conference were made by Captain C. W. Nimitz, U. S. N., Bureau of
Navigation, Navy Department, and Captain Gygax. In referring to the State
nautical schools, Captain Gygax said: "The Navy Department acknowledges
and commends the splendid results that have been achieved, as attested by the
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fine record of the graduates of these nautical schools at sea, and the success
of many more in positions of high trust and responsibility in connection with
the administration and operation of the maritime industry ashore."
The conference resulted in the following action:
First, the curricula of the State nautical schools have been extended and the
schools will definitely prepare young men not only for service in the American
merchant marine, but also in the United States Naval Reserve. The following
naval subjects have been included in the course of study: Navy Regulations,
Naval Law, International Law, Types and Characteristics of Naval ships and
aircraft. Tactics and Manoeuvering, Ship Drills, Gunnery, Communications,
and Damage Control. The instruction in these subjects is given in the form
of lectures by Naval officers.
Second, the Bureau of Navigation, under authority of the Secretary of the
Navy, issued instructions to the Naval District Commandants providing for
the admission of nautical school students in the Naval Reserve as Merchant
Marine Cadets, in accordance with the Naval Reserve Act, approved Tune 25,
1938.
_
Third, the Chief of Bureau of Navigation and the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions recommended to the Secretary of the Navy that appropriate steps be
taken to secure from the Maritime Commission the allocation of funds for the
construction of suitable vessels as replacements for the present State school-
ships, as necessary; the ships to be of such a character as to be readily usable
as naval auxiliaries in an emergency. The recommendation was immediately
approved by the Secretary of the Navy.
THE BRADFORD DURFEE TEXTILE SCHOOL
The enrollment in the day classes for the school year 1937-1938 was 80
in diploma courses and 41 in certificate courses. In the special day classes
for which certificates, equivalent to evening certificates, are awarded, 207 stu-
dents were enrolled. In the evening classes 2,026 applications were received
and 985 W'Cre enrolled, no student having had his name placed upon the register
until he had been in attendance at least three evenings.
At the close of the last school year, the school graduated 31 from the day
classes and 429 from the evening classes. Of the evening graduates, 42 were
of diploma grade and 387 were granted certificates.
The school offers Jiree courses in the day classes as follows : General
Cotton Manufacturing, a three-year course; Chemistry and Dyeing, a two-year
course; Engineering, a two-year course. During recent years new subjects
have been added to all of the courses by means of reducing the number of
practice hours in certain other subjects, which was done without detracting
from the value of the instruction.
The point, however, has been reached where it is not possible to inject any
new subjects into the courses, particularly the tw-o-year courses, without seri-
ously affecting the instruction given in the present subjects. At the same
time it is recognized that there are a number of subjects, not at present being-
given, that could be included in the courses which would be of material bene-
fit to the graduate, also that certain subjects, being given at the present time,
could be broadened to good advantage.
With these objects in view, the faculty presented to the Trustees of the
school proposed schedules that would extend the present two-year courses in
Chemistry and Dyeing, and Engineering, to three years, and recommended
that effort be made to put these changes into effect. These recommendations
were approved by the Trustees and there was included in the school's budget
requests for the present fiscal year the estimated expenses for additional equip-
ment and instructors.
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Providing the Legislature approves the requests, it is the intention of the
Trustees to inaugurate these changes with the opening of the next school year.
LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE
The two four-year degree courses offered to the students attending the day
classes are known as the Chemistry and Textile Coloring Course and the Tex-
tile Engineering. The latter has five options so that there are in reality six
courses of college grade. A graduate course in the Department of Textile
Chemistry leads to the degree of Master of Science in Textile Chemistry and
in the Department of Textile Engineering a graduate course leads to the degree
of Master of Science in Textile Engineering. Each of these courses is of one
or two years depending upon the preparation of the student. In addition, there
are three prescribed courses that require three years to complete and offer
technical training to young men who do not care to spend a longer period of
time. These are known as Cotton Manufacturing, Wool Manufacturing, and
Textile Design Courses.
The curriculum for the past year remains essentially the same as that offered
for the past few years and consists of the basic subjects of Mathematics,
Chemistry, Physics, English, and Drawing upon which rest the advanced tech-
nical subjects of Yarn Manufacture, Weaving, Designing, Dyeing, Finishing,
and Engineering. Courses in Economics, Selling, Distribution, Business Ad-
ministration, and Language help to broaden the preparation of the student
for the production, distribution, or development branches of the industry.
During the past year the Louis Pasteur Hall has been completed and is now
occupied as far as possible with the equipment that is available. The appropria-
tion of $50,000 made in 1938 for equipment in this building has been expended
to provide facilities for the greatest number of students, but this amount does
not take care of all students in the largest laboratories. Until additional funds
are available the v;ork of the students and instructors will be greatly handi-
capped.
The forced disuse of the Cotton Einishing Laboratory by the construction
of the new building has given an opportunity for certain machinery manu-
facturers to renovate their machines and bring them more nearly in line with
modern design. With the exception of minor additions to the equipment for
testing purposes there have been no additions to the equipment for production.
The total registration in the day classes as of December i, 1938, is 283. Of
these 204 are from Massachusetts and 229 from New England, 42 from New
York and New Jersey. Eight are from outside of the United States. During
the past four years the enrollment in the Chemistry and Textile Coloring
Course has grown from JJ to 136 and in the Engineering course from 87 to
III. The total enrollment in the day courses has grown from 184 to 283 in
the same period. If larger entering classes continue the need of increasing
the teaching staff will be imperative. At the commencement in June 1938 there
were conferred 14 degrees, Bachelor of Textile Engineering; 16 degrees,
Bachelor of Textile Chemistry; i degree, Master of Science in Textile Engin-
eering; I degree, Master of Science in Textile Chemistry; and 4 three-year
diplomas.
The registration for the Evening School as of December i, 1938, is 1,659.
Large classes are recorded in Chemistry, Einishing, Machine Shop Practice,
Designing, and Weaving.
Of the 1,659 students 1,141 are from Lowell, 269 from Lawrence and vicin-
ity, and 182 from other towns and cities. Besides these 67 attend from the
nearby textile centers of Nashua and other New Hampshire places.
There are twenty-seven different courses offered this year to those who
work during the day and wish to improve their knowledge and skill. At the
graduation held in April 1938, 423 certificates were awarded.
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The teaching-staff is composed of seven professors or department heads and
thirty-three assistant professors and instructors, all of whom have classes in
both the day and evening schools. In addition there are twenty-four instructors
who teach in the evening school only.
The buildings of the Institute are four in number and located to form the
four sides of a hollow square, interconnected and supplied by heat and power
from a separate power plant connected by tunnel to the other buildings. They
are all of slow burning construction faced with yellow brick on the outside
and thoroughly sprinklered. All of the buildings have two floors and base-
ment and two have in addition a third floor.
During the past forty-two years of the existence of the Institute there have
been added to the equipment various types of machinery and testing apparatus,
but with the continual improvement in design of machines as well as advance-
ment in methods of production many of the machines should be replaced by
those of later type to illustrate modern methods. An annual appropriation
should be made for this purpose to cooperate with the machinery manufac-
turers who are willing to make liberal discounts in the cost of replacements.
NEW BEDFORD TEXTILE SCHOOL
Enrollincnt and Attendance — The figures for the enrollment and attendance
for the school year ending Nov. 30, 1938, compare favorably with those of
previous years.
Weaving. — In the classes of the General Cotton Manufacturing Course we
have given training in fundamental weaving mechanisms, facts and conditions,
beginning with the simplest forms and working through to lay the foundation
for fancy or combined weave cloths. Yarn Calculations were emphasized in
the first semester, and this prepared the students for the work of the later
semester, when the problems of finding relative weights, lengths, percentages
etc. were dealt with in detail. All other processes, with the necessary instruc-
tion for operating the machinery etc., have been brought before the students
in the different classes. We have carried on classes giving instruction on the
most modern of automatic weaving machinery, and plans have been made for
the installing of a group of new machines, and to equip the weaving depart-
ment with individual drives.
During six months of the school year approximately 170 evening students
received 2 hours instruction nightly for four nights of each week in the vari-
ous branches of work covered by this department. Special morning students
have also been taken care of.
Cotton Yarn Preparation. — In this Department our students have done a
great deal of work using different kinds of fibres and mixtures of fibres. The
fibres used were cotton, rabbit fur, Lanatin, Rayon, Cisalfa and Celanese. Some
of the machinery in this department is being replaced with new machinery
which is capable of handling all types of fibres more successfully.
The course in Economics has been improved, being Applied Economics rela-
tive to the field of textiles.
A new testing laboratory has been built for this department, and is equipped
with excellent testing apparatus.
A testing course in cotton, yarns and fabrics has been conducted in this
department. It teaches the students to analyse the cottons, yarns and fabrics,
relative to the growth geographically of cotton, and the way yarns and fabrics
are manufactured.
Designing Department. — The work of the Designing Department has been
carried on along the usual lines. In addition, special classes in these subjects
and other related subjects were conducted throughout the year. The study
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of color and painting, an essential subject to the student of textiles, was taken
by the upper classmen.
This department has been active in collecting data and material to be used
in proposed additions and revisions of courses. We have planned to place
more emphasis on Styling and Style Designing, in conjunction with the man-
ipulation of fabric compositions and constructions which is so prevalent in
this era of new fabrics.
The evening classes in this department were well attended during the entire
term.
Chemistry, Dyeing and Finishing Department. — In this Department there
was no radical change made during the school year, the only new item intro-
duced being a course in Microscopy and in Testing.
In our regular work we have tried to give a good thorough foundation in
the fundamentals of Chemistry, and feel that we have been fairly successful.
The application of these fundamentals to the textile side of chemistry, has
been, as before, along practical lines, approaching as nearly as possible the
requirements of Print Works and Bleacheries.
Mechanical Department. — The various subjects taught in this department
are closely related to one another, and may be used both in the drafting room
and the machine shop. We have introduced a new textbook in the Mechanical
Drawing Course, which has proved to be a great success. A number of the
evening students are now using the same technical drawing book that is used
in some of the day classes. The new lecture course that is given to students
of the Mechanical Department who are taking Machine Shop Practice has
proved to be very helpful to the students.
Knitting, Rayon, Microscopic, and Testing Department. — In the hosiery
section of the Knitting Department, the knitting of blended yarns and the
dyeing and finishing of hosiery were given careful attention.
In the Rayon part of the work, the winding, warping and throwing of
rayon yarns were stressed, all this work being of a practical nature. A large
number of young women attended this class during the evening sessions.
A good many procedures were added to the testing, such as analysis of
mixed fibres in fabrics, denier of cut staple (Rayons), causes of defects,
laundering tests, etc., on finished goods; and in the microscopic department
the members of the class were trained and fitted for the work of practical
technicians. The latest methods of analysis were set before these students,
new ideas being worked out from time to time.
During this year, a method of obtaining a cross section of any fiber by a
fast method was brought out, and at present a method of measuring diameters
quickly is being studied. Photomicrography and enlarging are also being
studied in this department.
Instruction in Merchandising has been taken up, giving the students some
idea as to the manner in which the Textile business is carried on outside of
manufacturing, that is, just how it is handled in the market.
A new class was started in the sessions of the evening classes, for the
benefit of girls working in garment factories. They are taught how. to operate
power sewing machines, and the class has been well attended.
Statistics for the School Year 1937-38
Day students; Registered, 160; attending, 154.
Evening students; Registered, 2,090; attending, 1,356.
Graduated June, 1938: day students, 51; evening students, 232. Total, 283.
Classification of Day Students by Courses.—General Cotton Manufacturing
Course, 30; Chemistry, Dyeing and Finishing Course, 54; Mechanical Course,
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44; Testing and Microscopy Course, i8; Rayon Preparation Course, 4; Card-
ing and Spinning Special Course, i ; Textile Fabrics and Analysis Course, i.;
Special Subjects, 2; Total, 154.
Classification of Evening Students by Courses.— Carding and Spinning, loi
;
Weaving and Warp Preparation, 695; Mechanical, 273; Designing, 112; Chem-
istry, Dyeing and Finishing, yy ; Microscopy, Rayon and Knitting, 98. Total,
1,356.
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Agricultural Education
Including agricultural departments established last year in Williamstown,
Stov/, Templeton, and this year in Hudson, the centers offering vocational ag-
ricultural education number twenty-five. Massachusetts now has four special
agricultural schools, twenty departments in high schools, and an agricultural
evening and short-unit school at Hubbardston.
The enrollment in agricultural classes in practically every center has in-
creased this fall. New centers are investigating and evincing interest in the
establishment of vocational agricultural work. This may be due to the more
favorable position of the farm group during the depression as far as food
supply and stability of home life is concerned. Many realize that farming-
is profitable when conducted by properly trained workers.
The placement figures for vocational agricultural graduates are very en-
couraging, showing 82 per cent of the 1937 graduates now connected with
agriculture, which is an increase of seven per cent over 1936. Approximately
37 per cent of vocational agricultural schools and departments had a 1937
graduate placement record of 100 per cent.
Massachusetts agriculture, in practically all of its branches, suffered a tre-
mendous loss in the disastrous hurricane and flood which occurred in Sep-
tember. The following conservative estimate of damage amounting to $13,-
096,000 was made by the State Department of Agriculture
:
Total apple trees $3,200,000
Apple crop blown from the trees ..... 800,000
Farm dwellings, barns and silos ..... 2,000,000
482 tobacco sheds 917,000
Tobacco from i,;;45 acres ....... 644,000
Poultry houses 1,000,000
Greenhouses 500,000
Seed and silo corn 500,000
Potatoes 125,000
387 carloads of onions 110,000
Miscellaneous crops 300,000
Timber 3,000,000
An investigation has been undertaken to find if there is a need for agricul-
tural evening and short-unit instruction by those affected by the hurricane and
flood. Our schools are thus prepared for the establishment of unit courses in
such centers as request approval for work of this type.
Agricultural Teacher-Training
Pre-eniployviicnt Teacher-training and Training in Service.—The minor
changes made in agricultural teacher-training during the past year have been
limited to the items following.
The course in Education 82, given at the Massachusetts State College, in-
tended to follow the apprentice teaching experience as a senior course, has
been increased from two to three semester hours, since the shorter time was
found inadequate to cover the desired subject-matter.
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Likewise, Course 104 in the Summer School courses for graduates has
been increased from two to three semester hours' credit for a similar reason.
This results in a total of six semester hours of work in the required special
methods courses in Vocational Education.
During the year the number of apprenticeships was increased from three
to four, the additional man being placed at the Smith's Agricultural School
at Northampton.
A financial allowance has been made to the schools providing the appren-
tice teaching opportunity. This is intended to cover the special service ren-
dered by the critic teacher in charge of the apprentice.
Towards the end of the year, a carefully organized plan was set in operation
for the special local teacher-training service at the three county schools. The
directors of the county schools in Bristol and Norfolk Counties, and the edu-
cational manager at the Essex County Agricultural School, have organized
plans for supervision of the teachers at work and the improvement of the
teaching service, as distinguished from other administrative responsibilities
which they have previously carried. This special work is done in cooperation
with the Supervisor of Agricultural Teacher-Training.
The enrollment in the pre-employment teacher-training classes at Massa-
chusetts State College was slightly larger and the candidates were of high
grade. Just prior to the end of the school year four students were selected
for apprenticeships for the following year, two undergraduates and two grad-
uates being thus employed.
An advanced study group of eleven teachers in the Connecticut Valley was
guided by the Supervisor of Agricultural Teacher-Training througihout the
school year in a study of individual differences of agricultural pupils, as re-
lated to the teaching problem.
Apprentice Teaching.—The apprentice teaching arrangement, restricted to
four trainees per year, has given increased satisfaction. The advantage which
such experience has for the candidate placed later in permanent employment
is beyond question. Such teachers have been placed during the last year and
have immediately adapted themselves to the new work in the same manner as
experienced teachers are expected to do. This value was especially apparent
during the school year, when a vacancy suddenly occurred at the Weymouth
Department in which vacancy an apprentice of the previous year fitted imme-
diately and without any loss of progress. Likewise, during the summer pro-
ject supervision period, the sudden transfer of the vocational teacher at Ash-
field required the immediate substitution of an experienced teacher. A graduate
of the teacher-training service, with apprentice experience, fitted into the
situation so easily that no loss was obvious.
For 1937-38 the apprentice teachers were located at the Dartmouth High
School, the West Springfield High School, the Essex County Agricultural
School, and the Smith's Agricultural School at Northampton. New appren-
tices for the year 1938-39 were placed in these same positions during the
summer.
The Improvement of Teachers in Service.—The primary responsibility for
the improvement of teachers in service is continued with the Supervisor of
Teacher-training in Agriculture, with the assistance of the professor at Massa-
chusetts State College in charge of the Department of Education. The latter
gives his attention primarily to the teachers more recently entering the service
at the close of their teacher-training at the college. He also does give some
assistance to the older teachers, especially in small groups with whom he con-
ducts special courses. The Supervisor of Agricultural Teacher-training de-
votes the larger portion of his time to this assistance of teachers in service,
through means of visits, conferences at the schools, and conferences for state-
wide professional improvement purposes.
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The Annual Summer Conference for Professional Improvement was held at
Massachusetts State College, July 25 to 29, 1938. As in other alternate years,
the program restricted to agricultural teacher-training was reduced to two
days to enable the teachers to obtain the largest possible amount of agricultural
subject-matter in programs which were furnished by the college during the
week. In the first session of the conference, very valuable addresses were given
by:
Dr. F. W. Lathrop, Specialist in Agricultural Education, U. S. Office
of Education, Washington, D. C.
Mr. A. Russell Mack, Supervisor of Secondary Education, Massachu-
setts Department of Education.
Mr. Robert O. Small, Director of Vocational Education, Massachusetts
Department of Education.
Mr. William R. Barry, Superintendent of Schools. Northampton, Massa-
chusetts.
Professor George W. Westcott, of Massachusetts State College, used the
town of Hudson, in which a new department was being organized, to illus-
trate the sources of information concerning a town which may be available
for the use of the agricultural teacher.
These addresses covered subjects in general education, vocational educa-
tion in general, and agricultural education in particular. Some of the con-
structive suggestions ofTered in these addresses have been mimeographed for
the use of the teachers. As usual, roimd-table sections and committee work
added much to the value of the conference.
At New Bedford on May 21, during the Annual Convention of the Massa-
chusetts Vocational Association, forty members of the agricultural teaching
group participated in the general sessions and, in addition, had a sectional
conference devoted to their own peculiar problems.
Each teacher in service carries each year a program for professional im-
provement. During the first five years these teachers submit proposals for
aonroval in advance. Annually they submit reports for approval at the end
of the professional improvem.ent year. This phase of the work has been verv
satisfactory during 1937-38. The usual Summer School courses for employed
teachers, especially those appointed subject to teacher-training conditions, and
for other, active cand'dates, were conducted in connection with the Summer
School at Massachusetts State College. The new Supervisor of Agricultural
Education, Mr. John G. Glavin. gave valuable assistance during these courses.
From the Teacher-training office at Amherst, a Teacher-training StaiT Letter
is issued about once a month during the school year, and at intervals other
special helps are afforded, as the requests from the teachers in service indicate
the need. This office includes special studies made in cooperation with com-
mittees and individual teachers. This office also coordinates some of the agri-
cultural subiect-matter prepared by the college staff, preparing this for the
use of teachers in service.
An innovation of interest at the college was the organization of a club
comnosed mostlv of graduates of vocational schools and departments, but in-
cluding such other students as enroll in Vocational Teacher-training. This
club is essentiallv a vocational alumni organization to assist the vocational
g-raduates, especiallv those who desire to teach. The organization is named
the "Stimson Club" in honor of the State Supervisor of Agricultural Educa-
tion who retired just as the Club was organized.
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Boys and Men
Day Schools
While the total enrollment for the day schools for 1937-1938 shows a slight
decrease over similar figures for the preceding year, this is due to a more care-
ful selection of those admitted. With so large a number applying in excess
of the capacity of all of our day schools, those who are accepted remain in
the schools longer. This is indicated by the increase of 15.370 in the number
of those who were graduated in 1937 over 1936.
A new vocational school, consisting of a department in Boat Building and
Operation, has been organized in Hyannis (Barnstable), with one shop teacher.
A new trade department in oxy-acetylene and electric welding has been
organized in the Chicopee Trade School with one shop teacher and two groups
of boys. The Smith's Agricultural (Industrial) School in Northampton has
added a Painting and Decorating department, with one shop teacher; the
Somerville Vocational School for Boys has added a Painting and Decorating
department, with one shop teacher ; the Springfield Trade School has added
an Interior Decorating and Commerical Art department, with only a teacher
of Commercial Art at present ; the Weymouth Vocational School has added
a Sheet Metal department, with one shop teacher and two groups of boys
;
the Cole Trade School in Southbridge has added a Painting and Decorating
department, with one teacher and one group of boys ; the Meda D. Saxton
Vocational School (Leominster) has added a trade course in Steam Power,
and a course in Plastics to its general department, which should result in direct
placement in the industries of that city.
In addition to these new departments, there has been expansion of the work
already organized, as follows : in the Chicopee Trade School, Machine Shop
Practice and Automobile Body Work; in the Cole Trade School in South-
bridge, Machine Shop Practice ; in the general vocational department of the
Newton Trade School, Machine Shop Practice; in the Waltham Trade School,
Welding; in the Somerville Vocational School for Boys, Machine Shop, Auto-
mobile Repair and Printing; in the Haverhill Trade School, Sheet Metal
Work; in the Quincy Trade School, Machine Shop; in the Taunton Vocational
School, Elementary Automobile Work ; in the Holyoke Vocational School,
Machine Shop Practice; in the Lynn Independent Industrial Shoemaking
School, Making and Lasting, Packing and Finishing; and in the Worcester
Boys' Trade School, Painting and Decorating.
The record of placement of graduates from the day industrial and part-time
schools for the year 1936-1937 shows an improvement in the percentage of
graduates placed, and an increase in average wages received at the time of
placement. The placement increased 10 per cent and the average entering wage
increased 7.6 per cent. In all, 864 graduates, or 84.7 per cent for the school
year 1936-1937, were known to have entered the trade for which training was
given, on January i, 1938, at an average entering wage of $16.57 per week.
Despite the depressed conditions, we are advised that over half of those
boys just graduated (1937-1938) are employed in the occupations for which
training was given.
New Buildings and Additions
The city of Springfield has begun a new trade school to care for 2,000 girls
and boys. The school now is housed in four different buildings.
The city of Lowell has voted to build a new school for its boys' vocational
work.
The city of Boston is now constructing an addition to the Boston Trade
School for Boys and to the Brighton Co-operative School.
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Part-time : Co-operative and Apprenticeship Schools
Due to the depression of the past year there has been a shrinkage of 20.5
per cent in the number of boys employed in the part-time co-operative (day
J
courses. This is somewhat offset by an increase of 8.3 per cent in apprentice
training. In addition to carrying on those classes in Apprentice Training or-
ganized last year, new^ classes were established for apprentices in Boston in
Ornamental Iron Work, and for two groups of machuie apprentices, one in
Pittsfield and one in Springfield.
In addition to the regularly organized co-operative and apprentice training,
the part-time work in Pottery in Plymouth has been carried on; also, extension
training classes for groups of journeymen were carried on in Boston. In
Springfield, classes in Machine Shop Work were continued afternoons and
Saturday mornings for unemployed adults with machine experience.
Summer Schools
This year summer schools were run in Springfield and Chicopee. The
Springfield Trade School ran an eight weeks' course in Machine Shop Work
to assist in the training of adults for opportunities which will undoubtedly
exist with the improvement in industry. The Chicopee Trade School ran
courses in Machine Shop, Auto Repair, and Welding for a period of six weeks.
Evening Schools
The evening industrial schools were very well attended last year, with de-
mands for new and additional service. Several schools ran their shops Satur-
day to care for groups which could not be served in the evening sessions.
In Boston, extension training classes in Machine Shop Practice for Journey-
men were established.
Other new courses added were : Power Plant Management in the Holyoke
Vocational School ; Diesel Engine Work in the Medford Vocational School
;
Decorative Design in the New Bedford Vocational School; Mathematics for
Machinists, Machine Shop Work, Blue Print Reading for Machinists and
Blue Print Reading for transform.er workers. Machine Drafting, Application
of Plastics and Mold Design in the Pittsfield Vocational School ; Toolmaking
problems and Machine Science in the Cole Trade School, Southbridge; Screen
and Air Brush Printing and Radio in the Springfield Trade School; Mathe-
matics for Machinists in the Westfield Trade School ; Machine Shop Processes
and Painting and Decorating in the Worcester Boys' Trade School; Advanced
Machine Design and Pattern Making in Beverly ; Welding and Auto Body
Work in Chicopee, and Shoe Machinery Repair in Lynn.
The following courses were re-established in the evening schools : Electrical
Work, Machine Drafting, and Blue Print Reading in the Holyoke Vocational
School ; Plumbing and Welding in the Springfield Trade School, and Brick-
laying in the Worcester Boys' Trade School.
The following evening industrial courses w^ere dropped: Sheet Metal Draft-
ing in Beverly ; Machine Drawing and Blue Print Reading in Holyoke ; Mathe-
matics and Science for Machinists in Lowell; Electrical Work in Quincy;
Automobile Repair, Electrical Work, Sheet Metal Drafting, and Pattern Mak-
ing in the Cole Trade School, Southbridge.
General Vocational
General Vocational Departments in 21 Day Vocational and Household Arts
Schools are serving the following objectives:
I. To develop in each student dexterity in doing a variety of semi-skilled
industrial processes and odd jobs, simple domestic and personal service jobs.
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2. To develop in each student skills and knowledges which will assist him
to advance to those jobs most likely to be open to him after a few years of
experience.
3. To develop good work attitudes and habits.
4. To develop interest and pride in doing socially worthwhile work.
5. To develop confidence in each student that he or she can do good work
in some socially worthwhile occupation.
6. To develop good social attitudes and habits.
7. To bridge the gap between the academic school and industry by provid-
ing work and an environment like that of industry together with instructors
who understand both industry and adolescents.
The Vocationlal School at Leoiminster has been particularly fortunate in
having secured by gift, a set of factory buildings and equipment which has
already made possible some unusually excellent educational offerings and
v/hich gives great promise for the future. The donor, Mr. Saxton, will be
held in grateful memory for his benefaction throughout the years which this
school may serve the boys and girls of Leominster as they prepare for lives
of industrial usefulness.
A total of 66 new trade teachers have been appointed in the trade and in-
dustrial schools during the past year. This demand for new teachers has been
stimulated by the organization of new schools and classes made possible by the
Federal funds available through the George-Deen Act. All the teachers placed
have completed the teacher-training course conducted by the Division. Because
of the demand for additional teachers who have had training, and for teachers
of trades not previously taught in the trade schools, training classes in all the
centers were conducted during the past year. Such classes were held in Bos-
ton, Worcester, Springfield and Fitchburg. It is the intention of the Division
to maintain a qualified list of candidates who have had superior trade training
in their various crafts and who have completed the required course in Methods
of Teaching, Trade Analysis, and Theory and Practice of Vocational Educa-
tion. We continue to limit these classes in accordance with the demand in
the various fields of trade training. 103 men, representing 22 trades, completed
the courses this year and received certificates. Among the trades in which the
most activity has been apparent are the following:
Auto body and fender Painting and decorating
Auto mechanics Sheet metal
Electrical (Radio) Upholstering
Machine Welding
Training Teachers in Service. —- Eight hundred and seventy-seven teachers
in the trade and industrial schools submitted proposals for professional im-
provement work and submitted evidence showing that they had completed the
required 30 hours of approved professional improvement work during the past
year. Trade teachers must maintain contact with their respective trades regu-
larly during their employment as teachers. This requirement has been met
by the trade teachers in the day vocational schools.
Vocational Summer School at Fitchburg. — The sixteenth annual summer
school for vocational teachers was conducted at the State Teachers College,
Fitchburg, from July 6 to July 29, inclusive. The vocational summer con-
ference and the summer school are conducted directly by the Vocational Divi-
sion of the Department, under the direction of Mr. M. Norcross Stratton,
Assistant Director, assisted by Miss Anna A. Kloss, Supervisor of Teacher-
training in the field for women and girls, in charge of the work for women.
State supervisors in both the men's and women's fields take an active part
in conducting the courses.
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A conference for directors of vocational and general vocational schools
conducted for one week under the leadership of Mr. Robert O. Small, Director
of the Division of Vocational Education, was an outstanding feature of the
summer session. Thirty-five directors attended this conference.
The one-week conference for directors and instructors in the vocational^
general vocational, household arts, and continuation schools was conducted
from July 5 to July 9. It was attended by 626 different persons.
Special progranis were arranged for academic teachers and shop teachers.
A feature, in vogue for several years, was the participation in this conference
of men from various industries and commercial organizations. Among those
who participated as conference leaders from industry were
:
N. J. Adams .... Representative, Johns-Manville Sales Corporation,.
Boston
Albert N. Beauchemin . Proprietor, Arlington Motor Mart
Raymond B. Qiapman . Asst. Personnel Manager, Gilbert & Barker Manu-
facturing Company, Springfield
H. W. Christiansen . . Painting and Decorating Specialist, Boston
Charles Cummings
H. M. Erne . ' .
R. M. Fullerton .
Ernest F. Gallagher
Everett F. King .
Donald Nicholson
Elmer S. Orr . .
Air Conditioning Specialist, Boston
New England Manager, Lanston Monotype Machine
Co., Boston
General Superintendent, B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston
Representative, New England Brick Co., Boston
Safety and Fire Engineer, Lever Bros. Co., Cam-
bridge
Representative, The Alpine Press, Boston
Field Engineer, Allen Electric & Equipment Co.,
Michigan
Ralph W. Pendleton . Safety Engineer, Massachusetts Safety Council
L. AV. Richardson . . Representative, Johns-Manville Sales Corp., Boston
Albert C. Saunders . . Editor, R. T. G. News, Medford
Arthur G. Soderlund . Representative, The Celotex Corporation, Boston
Frank F. Tenney . . Standard Engineering & Publishing Co., Cambridge
Special conferences for the consideration of problems in various fields taught
in the schools were conducted for teachers in the following departments
:
Academic Printing Painting and Decorat-
Auto mechanics Welding ing
Aviation Carpentry Plumbing
Cabinetmaking Drafting Sheet metal work
Machine Electricity Other trades
Patternmaking Radio
Special short courses during the first week included blackboard drawing,
metallurgy, methods of teaching English, advanced automotive ignition, auto-
mobile painting and fender work, furniture design, architectural drafting,
advanced radio, furniture finish, fundamentals of art, modern layout and de-
sign, advanced cabinet making, upholstering, organization and supervision in
evening trade extension classes, silk screen process, and advanced teacher-
training course.
In addition to the one-week conferences, special two and four-week courses
were conducted in the following shop subjects: Sheet metal work, welding,
machine shop work, auto body and fender work, upholstery and silk screen
processes. This year, special two-week courses were conducted in teacher-
training for the distributive occupations, placement officers, and a training
course for instructors of teacher-training classes. A total of 104 men attended
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these special two-week courses. Three and four-week courses were conducted
in the shop subjects mentioned above. Forty-one men were enrolled in the
four-week special shop courses. The men in the shops made many attractive
projects, among them, 30 tip tables, 8 vanity tables, with stools to match, sev-
eral sheet metal projects, and examples of the silk screen process.
Special assemblies were held each day from 10:00 to 10:30 A. M. Director
Robert O. Small, Mr. Ralph Pendleton, Mr. George A. McGarvey, and Cap-
tain LawTence A. Lynch, were the speakers at the assembly. "Safety" was
emphasized as the general topic for assemblies this year.
A fine display of projects sent by trade schools was exhibited in the Prac-
tical Arts Building under the general direction of Mr. William J. McConned,
Assistant Supervisor of Teacher-training. The exhibit from industrial con-
cerns of modern, new machinery and tools, also attracted attention. During
the first week, the recreational side of the summer school program was fostered
by the Trade Teachers Association of Metropolitan Boston.
The attendance at the summer school this year was as follows : 35 directors
of vocational and general vocational schools; 626 teachers, the one-week con-
ference ; 207 students in two-week courses ; 94 students in the three-week ; and
78 students in the four-week courses, including both men and women.
Special Teachcr-training Activities
Firemen Training. — This year a special supervisor has been employed on
a part-time basis to assist in conducting the training schools for municipal
firemen which have been growing in popularity and enrollment. The follow-
ing drill masters served the Division for periods of three months each, having
been granted leaves of absence from their respective departments : Captain
George H. Murray, Brookline ; Captain Lawrence A. Lynch, Brockton, and
Lieutenant Ward G. Whalen, Pittsfield.
During 1937-1938, thirteen zone classes were conducted with a total enroll-
ment of 380 men. Special local classes were conducted at:
Adams
Agawam
Ashland
Barnstable
Bernardston
Berlin
Blandford
Chatham
Cheshire
Clarksburg
Clinton
Cochituate
Enrolled in these special classes were 408 men. During the year regular
meeting's of the drill masters were held as follows
:
Cotuit
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setts) Fire Department is a requirement that house officers shall give a penod
of organized instruction each day to members of their respective companies.
Having recognized, in the functioning of the zone schools, the advantage of
teacher-training for instructors of firemen training classes, the Chief of the
Springfield Department and his Board of Engineers requested that all fire
department officers be given an intensive course in the principles and tech-
niques of teaching. A 30-hour course, organized by the Assistant Director,
was conducted at the Dwight Street Station in Springfield w^ith 26 captains,
three district chiefs and one deputy chief participating as members of the
group in training. Mr. Frank Cushman, Consultant in Vocational Education,
Washington, D. C, Mr. M. Norcross Stratton, and John I. Lusk acted as
instructors. As a result of this work, definite plans and a system of organiza-
tion have been developed so that the educational program of the Springfield
Fire Department will be composed of the following sub-divisions
:
I. A School for Officers
The nature of this school will consist in the main of the conference form
of educational procedure. This procedure will be supplemented on occasion
by selected developmental lessons or by demonstration lectures followed by
discussion. The demonstrations may be by outsiders or specialists within the
department or by superior officers.
The conferences will serve the following purposes:
1. Analyses of Springfield Evolutions for their operations and teaching
points. (These will be recorded.)
2. To identify and confer on instructional problems met by the officers
in discharging their own instructional responsibilities with their sev-
eral companies.
3. To confer among themselves on problems of their general responsi-
bilities other than instructional.
4. To confer among themselves on problems of a technical nature relat-
ing to maintenance of fire fighting facilities or to fire fighting proce-
dures. (Records of conclusions will be kept.)
II. Schools for Privates.
A. A central drill school will be continued.
B. Company schools instructed by company officers supervised as to courses
of study and techniques of teaching by the department drill master.
Company schools will deal with:
1. Standard drill evolutions and fire fighting procedures.
2. Technical topics taught as developmental lessons and not often by
conference procedure.
3. Fire laws—Department Rules and Regulations, and interpretation of
established policies taught by informational method.
The Worcester Boys' Trade School has cooperated with this Division by
making it possible to print ten instructional pamphlets for use in the firemen
training classes. This program would be greatly improved if a service truck
equipped with modern fire-fighting appliances, tools and instructional material
not found in many of the small departments in which we are rendering service,
was provided.
Directors' Conferences. — A conference for directors of boys' day indus-
trial, girls' day industrial, and part-time co-operative schools was held on
February 11, 1938, by Mr. R. O. Small, Director of the Division of Vocational
Education, to consider the matter of placement officers and to discuss surveys,
placement, and follow-up work.
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A special conference for directors of diy vocational schools was conducted
by Mr. Small at the Newton Trade School on October 8, 1938. This Confer-
ence was called for the purpose of discussing vocational guidance, including
the following topics
:
How shall pupils be admitted to our unit trade schools ?
How Newton selects applicants from its Trade School.
What guidance should there be withm the Trade School ?
What Newton is doing about in-school guidance.
A conference of instructors assigned to placement work in the day voca-
tional schools was held at the State House on June 3, 1938, under the direction
of Mr. Stratton, assisted by Mr. Robert F. Nolan. At this conference the
duties of placement officers were analyzed and plans made for a bulletin on
this subject.
C. C. C. Classes. — The establishment of training courses for teachers and
foremen in the Civilian Conservation Corps Camps was a new activity in the
teacher-training field this year. Men employed as foremen in road building-
work, forestry, gypsy moth extermination, and other activities carried on by
the C. C. C. enroUees, were required to give instruction to the boys in these
camps. The C. C. C. officials recognized the need for teacher-training service
and the Division of Vocational Education cooperated by furnishing this ser-
vice. Classes were conducted in 1937 in the following camps : Becket, Brim-
iield, Charlemont, Greenfield, North Adams, North Reading, Pittsfield, Saugus,
South Lee, Westfield, West Townsend. In the fall of 1938 classes were organ-
ized in the following camps : Baldwinsville, Becket, East Douglas, Greenfield,
Holyoke, Melrose and West Townsend.
Red Cross Course. Mr. Stratton conducted a series of conferences on teach-
er-training with American Red Cross instructors at the request of American
Red Cross officials.
Watchmen's Course. — A departure was made this year in the program for
Watchmen training. The Division, in co-operation with the Boston Chamber
of Commerce, conducted a special training school for watchmen on the Con-
ference Plan with small groups enrolled. The first conference was organized
for watchmen in large department stores and included representatives from
the following Boston concerns
:
R. H. Stearns Company Chandler & Company
R. H. White Company Jordan, Marsh Company
Gilchrist Company Wm. Filene's Sons
C. F. Hovey Company
Similar conferences will be conducted with groups from other representative
industries.
A course for watchmen, conducted in cooperation with the Greater Spring-
field Safety Council, was held in January, 1938, and 154 men were enrolled.
A special training course for conference leaders was organized by the
Assistant Director, and conducted in Boston for one week beginning December
6, 1937. Mr. Frank Cushman, Consultant, Department of the Interior, Office
of Education, Trade and Industrial Education Service, conducted the course.
Thirteen vocational instructors and three representatives from industry com-
pleted the conference and received certificates. A report of this course has
been prepared in bulletin form.
Foremen Training. — A very successful foremen training conference was
conducted in Springfield in cooperation with the Greater Springfield Safety
Council. Twenty-two men representing 21 industrial concerns in Springfield
and neighboring communities, participated in this course. Mr. Thomas J.
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Morrison, of the Springfield Trade School, conducted the conferences, assisted
by members of the teacher-training staff.
A similar course was conducted in Boston in cooperation with the Massa-
chusetts Safety Council. Twenty-five men representing i6 concerns in greater
Boston enrolled in the course. At these conferences, the foreman's responsi-
bility for safety in industrial concerns was the discussion topic.
Changes in the Staif. — Mr. Thomas L. Flynn was appointed on January
17, 1938, as Supervisor of Teacher-Training with special assignments to ap-
prentice-training, foremen training and teacher-training in the C. C. C. Camps.
Mrs. Clare Lally Walsh was appointed on February i, 1938, as Assistant
Supervisor of Teacher-Training in the field of household arts schools and
departments. Mrs. Walsh was appointed to succeed Miss Verna Payson who
resigned to accept a position as Supervisor of Household Arts in the State
of New Hampshire.
TRADE, INDUSTRIAL, AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION
Girls and Women
Through the use of George-Deen funds, the trade training opportunities
at the Trade School for Girls, Boston, have been expanded to include a depart-
ment in the Scientific Care of Hair and Skin and also to include a short-unit
course in Fur Repair in the Dressmaking Department.
As a result of additional teaching service and more adequate laboratory
facilities, the program of the Springfield Trade School for Girls has been
successfully reorganized, so that the power-stitching and dressmaking depart-
ments are now separate and distinct. This has made it possible to materially
strengthen the instruction in both departments.
George-Deen funds have been used again for the services of two trade-
trained dressmaking teachers who have given instruction to women and girls
employed in the W. P. A. sewing centers of Boston.
For the school year 1936-1937, 210 pupils were graduated from the girls'
trade schools, 93.3 per cent of whom w^ere placed in the trade for which
trained.
Further growth and expansion of local programs and relief of otherwise
unemployed teachers have been made possible through the use of George-Deen
funds, as follows : / year or less of graduate apprentice teaching has been
made possible for six vocational household arts graduates of the State Teachers
College at Framingham. The salaries of fifteen household arts teachers have
been financed in full or in part from these funds, thus making possible the
organization or expansion of a full-time homemaking program in twelve
communities. Twenty practical art teachers also have been employed, making
possible the continuation or re-establishment of units of work in the practical
art program in five communities.
Through the use of George-Deen funds, provision has been made in four
household arts schools for one month of supervision of home projects beyond
the regular ten-month school year.
Provision has also been made to finance from George-Deen funds the travel
expense in connection with the supervision of the home project program.
Continued effort has been made to further strengthen the organization and
supervision of the home project program in both the household arts schools
and general vocational departments.
New vocational household arts schools have been successfully established
in the high schools at Hudson, Lee, and Randolph.
The vocational household arts school in the high school at Holyoke has been
temporarily suspended.
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Units of instruction in the practical art program have been re-established
as follows: Foods and home nursing in Gloucester; foods and home nursing
in Lowell ; home nursing in Methuen ; foods in Somerville ; and home nursing
in Webster.
Units of instruction in the practical art program have been suspended, as
follows: Home management in Brockton; and decoration and home nursing
in Chicopee.
Pre-Employment Teacher-Training and Training Teachers
' In Service.
Pre-employment Teacher-training. — In June, 1938, teachers qualified for
teaching in vocational and continuation schools were graduated from the four-
year vocational household arts course at the State Teachers College at Fram-
ingham. During the school year 1937-1938, vocational household arts teachers
did apprentice teaching for eight weeks at New Bedford, Essex County, and
Smith's (Northampton) Household Arts Schools. Students also had eight
days of supervised trade experience in Boston at the Brittany Coffee Shop,
Trade School for Girls, Women's City Club and, in Worcester, at the David
Hale Fanning Trade School for Girls.
As a part of the vocational household arts teacher-training at the State
Teachers College at Framingham, graduate apprentice teaching, made possible
by the use of George-Deen funds, was continued a fourth year. Four gradu-
ates of the vocational household arts course of 1937 were assigned for full-
time work for one year, and two graduates each for one-half year, with super-
vision by the resident supervisor at Framingham and heads of the local schools
in Essex County, Lowell, New Bedford, and Smith's (Northampton) House-
hold Arts Schools. Three graduate apprentice teachers for the school year
1936-1937 satisfactorily completed their training and secured positions in voca-
tional household arts schools.
A teacher-training course of eighty hours was conducted in Boston by an
assistant supervisor for forty prospective teachers, otherwise qualified to teach
clothing, foods, home decoration, and home hygiene in adult classes. The first
half of a similar course was conducted in Chicopee by a special instructor for
twenty-five likewise qualified teachers.
At the 1938 Vocational Summer School, at the State Teachers College at
Fitchburg, the usual teacher-training courses of varying lengths were con-.
ducted by supervisors for candidates otherwise qualified for teaching in trade,
continuation or household arts schools, or in practical art classes for women.
These courses dealt with the principles, philosophy and current problems of
vocational education ; also with methods of teaching, including practice teach-
ing in the respective types of schools.
Training Teachers in Service. — During the school year 1937-1938, the
women supervisors made 417 visits to continuation and vocational schools for
girls and women and 821 visits to individual teachers, rendering service to the
schools and to innumerable teachers in connection with the school visits or
office conferences. These supervisory visits and contacts were made for the
purpose of assisting local authorities in maintaining and promoting satisfactory
standards of work.
Teachers have continued with satisfactory professional improvement pro-
grams of study and research which have helped to improve this work in their
respective schools.
Three thirty-hour courses were conducted in Boston and New Bedford pri-
marily for teachers of practical art classes for women as follows: Management
of fam.ily resources where income is small, methods of teaching clothing, and
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methods of teaching foods. Approximately one hundred different teachers
completed one of these courses.
The tenth issue of the "Newsletter" for Practical Art Classes for Women
was prepared in April, 1938, and distributed to all practical art supervisors
and teachers. It included suggested lesson material, and stressed nutrition in
relation to foods ; also reported some outstanding accomplishments in these
adult homemaking classes.
As a part of the teacher-training service, two outlines were prepared,
namely, "Easy-to-make Candies'' and "Consumer Purchasing Education". The
former, which included inexpensive recipes, was prepared to encourage candy-
making at home and to improve standards of candy-making for school and
community functions. The latter was based on a questionnaire sent to voca-
tional schools to determine extent, nature and organization of consumer pur-
chasing instruction. It included units of work as prepared and used in several
vocational schools.
At the 1938 Vocational Summer School professional improvement confer-
ences were held from July 5 to 29 for one, two, three or four weeks, for super-
visors of teachers of household arts, continuation and trade schools for girls,
and practical art classes for women.
All conference members considered outstanding accomplishments during the
school year 1937-1938, also activities, problems and methods of teaching in
their respective types of schools. In the forum the second and third weeks,
current problems in education, especially consumer purchasing, and in the
fourth week, health education problems were considered. As in the former
one-week conferences, each teacher selected from the following program that
which would help her most in her school work: Methods of teaching and
selection of content in related art; academic and other related subjects; child
care and training; family and community relationships; foods and nutrition,
including marketing; fur selection, care and repair; fundamentals of indus-
trial design ; making of inexpensive candy ; construction of slip covers and
draperies ; also, house and clothing decorations from inexpensive materials.
All teachers attended the forum which presented some newer phases of
vocational education. One or two-week courses were conducted in supervision
of apprentice teachers and home project work; art in clothing and the home;
construction of slip covers and draperies ; advanced foods and nutrition
;
ladies' tailoring, and fur selection and repairing; also relining of cloth coats.
The fourth one-week conference for graduate nurses, interested in methods
and techniques in teaching home hygiene and care of the sick, and nutrition
in relation to health and family problems, was conducted with the cooperation
and help of the National Red Cross, Division of Home Hygiene and Care of
the Sick, and the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, Child Hygiene
Division.
The Massachusetts Department of Public Health assisted in the work of
the Summer School, as formerly. In addition, it cooperated in organizing and
conducting the fourth one-week School Lunch Conference for homemaking
teachers and others responsible for the school lunch work in various localities
in the State. All conference members considered nutrition education, means
of publicity, teacher and student cooperation, good food at reasonable prices,
standardization of service portions, plate and single dishes, also counter ar-
rangement. Demonstrations and forums pertinent to school lunch problems
were presented.
At the 1938 Vocational Summer School, 183 women teachers in continuation
and other types of vocational schools attended the professional improvement
conference and teacher-training courses for varying lengths of time. In ad-
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dition, 13 graduate nurses attended the nurses' conference, and 26 school
lunch managers, the school lunch conference..
VOCATIONAL ADVISEMENT AND PLACEMENT
At the request of the County Commissioners, a survey was conducted to
determine the feasibility and desirability of establishing a county vocational
school in Barnstable County. After making preliminary studies of the existing
conditions and the prevailing mental attitude of the people toward vocational
education, it was decided that before any actual work could be done in the
line of gathering data, an educational campaign would have to be conducted
showing the people of the County what was meant by "Vocational Education".
In this connection a motion picture schedule was drawn up to show pictures
of the various courses in the vocational schools in every town in the county,
so arranged as to reach the youngsters from the seventh grade up, during the
day, and their parents and other interested adults in the evening.
In addition, a series of exhibits was arranged to be presented in each town
in such a way as to rotate a series of 15 exhibits through the towns in order
to have a different presentation each week for 15 weeks.
At the completion of the educational campaign arrangements were made
to make a study of what happened to the boys and girls that were leaving the
Barnstable County schools, and in this capacity the Department investigated
1,150 boys and 1,175 girls that left the schools for any reason from April i,
1933 up to and including April i, 1938.
In addition, an extensive field survey was conducted to determine where
there were employment opportunities for young people and what training re-
quirements were necessary to fit the youngsters for these jobs.
The third feature of the survey was a study of what the men and women
of Barnstable County did to earn a living. This information was obtained by
conducting group conferences in the various towns with prominent, active
men and women and going over with them the entire list of the men and
women in the town to find what occupation, or series of occupations, each
person followed for a period of one year in order to obtain income.
In order to supplement the data obtained in the field survey, a study was
made of the existing building trades in the County to determine the type of
individuals engaged in that field, their previous training, the training require-
ments, and the duration of employment. At the present time the survey is
approximately complete, with the exception of writing the report to the
County Commissioners.
Also, during the year, placement conferences were held with the various
newly appointed placement men in conjunction with those already engaged in
the line of work in order to develop a manual for placement men.
At the Fitchburg Summer School the placement officers in the various trade
schools met and discussed techniques and procedures that they followed in
their work. As a result of these discussions, steps will be taken to standardize
a set of records to be used by these men in their daily work for reportiu':^'
the outcomes of their employment opportunity surveys and their program of
advisement and placement of trade school enrollees.
DISTRIBUTIVE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION.
The organization of a distributive occupations education program did not
reach its full intensity until Federal moneys were definitely known to be avail-
able for this work. In consequence, no classes were formally set up until
the early part of January, 1938. From that point on, limited onlv by the ele-
ment of time, additional classes were organized throughout the State. Train-
ing has been given in Retail Selling by specific fields. Display—Window and
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Interior, Advertising, Grocery Store Management, Small Store Tax Account-
ing, and Textiles. In addition to the 28 classes accommodating 537 store
workers held in five of the larger retail areas and completed during the year
ending June 30, 1938, 19 new classes have been started in seven centers for
the year beginning September i, 1938.
Classes were organized only upon initiation and petition by local merchant
committees. This secured a tangible interest in and desire for training in the
field of distribution, and avoided the dangers inherent in over-promotion.
Opportunities for further development in the evening school field appear
limited only by the ability and willingness of the local school authorities to
meet their share of the cost of such training. Part-time cooperative classes
will necessarily be slow in developing because of the restrictions upon them in
the way of employment and salary requirements. It may well be anticipated,
however, that as the merchants in our larger retail areas are convinced of
the worthwhileness of the training, as demonstrated in evening extension
classes, the forward step leading to the organization of part-time cooperative
programs will be taken and accepted without issue.
A teacher-training program was organized at the Fitchburg Summer
School. Thirty-five men and women from the field of distribution participated
over a two-week period. Separate courses were held during the second week
in Sales Psychology and Windowi Display for those teacher candidates who
felt the need for special professional improvement. Teacher-training, incident
to the immediate needs of the teachers carrying on distributive occupations
classes, has been given on the job by the Supervisor in charge as occasion
warranted and conditions permitted.
A statistical analysis and interpretation of the distributive occupations
classes is being made. It is the intent of this study to discover, where source
material permits
:
1. Age frequencies by occupational types.
2. Educational background by occupational types.
3. Membership and attendance trends.
In addition to this formal study, numerous monographs and course and
lesson outlines have been prepared for immediate, specific classroom use.
Promotional conferences have been held witli various trade associations and
business men during tt-t year. The personnel directors of the department stores
of the city of Boston sat in on one conference and discussed the type of train-
ing which they, in their experience, felt to be of greatest need. Another con-
ference was held with the secretaries of the various Chambers of Commerce
throughout the State, with the idea of discovering the degree and extent of
cooperation which might be expected to be given to this program by the local
merchants.
Numerous local conferences have been held with varied merchant groups
as well as with merchants from unit fields, i.e., grocers, for the purpose of
securing their active participation in the training program to be organized
for their community. In every instance these merchants' committees agreed
to sit in on the development of the course content, the number of hours to be
given to the several courses, and the time and season when the program could
be best maintained.
ART IN INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS
The part-time art courses in industry and business carried on cooperatively
between the Division of Vocational Education and the Massachusetts School
of Art have been continued under the direction of the Supervisor, Mr. Frank
Leonard Allen, with two additional assistants in three classes.
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Three issues of the Art News Letter have been published during the year,
and distributed to Massachusetts industrialists and business men throughout
the State.
The progress of the Plymouth Pottery School is satisfactory. Much atten-.
tion has been paid in the last year to the development of glazes and the better
firing of the ware. Sales have constantly increased so that members of the
Guild are for the most part receiving satisfactory returns for their work. The
Supervisor has cooperated with them in every possible way, particularly dur-
ing the past year in conducting a course of lectures on the subject of Design
which we opened, not only to the members of the school, to the Potters' Guild,
but also to members of the Black and White Club, and the Women's Club of
Plymouth. At the present time application for places in the classes exceed
those we can accommodate.
The Supervisor prepared and delivered two courses of lectures at the Voca-
tional School at Fitchburg during one week oi juiy, 1938. These courses:
covered Basic Design.
Part-time art courses in industry and business were carried on cooperatively-
between the Division of Vocational Education and the Massachusetts School;
of Art under the direction of the Supervisor. These classes were held coopera-.
tively as follows
:
New Courses
Firms Number Name
American Felt Company Boston, 9 Review of Contemporary
Massachusetts, and T o vi^ 1 e Progress in the Arts of
Manufacturing Company, Design.
Newburyport, Massachusetts,
(Closed May 17, 1938). Regis-
tration made up of members
of both firms.
Plimpton Press, Norwood ... 20 Typography and Layout
Norwood Press, Norwood for Printers.
Ambrose Press, Norwood
Registration made up of mem-
bers from all three firms.
,
Taunton—Industrial Firms . . 17 Drawing, Painting and
Registration made up of mem- General Illustration,
bers from various firms in
Taunton.
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS
Continuation Schools operated during the current year without material
changes in regulations or conditions occurring during the year. More girls
than boys secure employment certificates for the types of employment avail-
able for 14-16 year old minors. Most of the Continuation School work is now
quite closely associated in terms of location, offerings and other factors, with
all-day vocational schools of the several types. A comparative statement re-
garding enrollment and courses offered in these schools, November i, 192 ir
and 1937 will be found on pages 54, 55.
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REHABILITATION SECTION
Legislation
No new legislation directly affecting the Rehabilitation Section has been
enacted during the year ending November 30, 1938. As it has been stated
in previous reports, the National Vocational Rehabilitation Act providing for
vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry or otherwise was first
enacted by Congress on June 2, 1920. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
accepted its provisions by an Act of Legislature on May 25, 1921. On August
25, 1921, the Act became fully effective, and the Massachusetts Department
of Education was authorized to administer it. In August, 1935, an Act of
Congress to establish the National Social Security Board was in turn accepted
by the Massachusetts Legislature (Chapter 494, Acts and Resolves of 1935)-
Under Section i, the functions of the National Rehabilitation Act have been
transferred to Part 4 of the National Social Security Act. The Rehabilitation
Section of the Vocational Division of the Massachusetts Department of Edu-
cation now continues its duties under these auspices.
Administration and Procedure
The Rehabilitation Section serves physically handicapped men and women
in matters regarding education and employment. Since it is administered as
a special branch of vocational education, its first emphasis is always upon those
types of occupational training that give opportunity to physically disabled men
and women to earn their living in trades and vocations where their handicaps
will be little or no liability in productive work. Under its policies certain
other services, such as assistance in the purchase of artificial appliances when
necessary, maintenance during training if no other income is available, and
securing employment opportunities are supplementary to this main objective.
The principal aim of the Rehabilitation Section from the time that it was
originally established in 1921 has been and still is to provide for each handi-
capped person an opportunity to gain some special skill that will make his or
her services valuable to an employer. Such vocational training, or in some
instances re-training, is provided entirely without charge to whoever is eligible
to receive it. Within the intent of the Act cited under Legislation, the services
of the Rehabilitation Section in arranging, financing, and supervising voca-
tional training programs for the physically handicapped are simply an extended
use of public education to meet the needs of such individuals in the commun-
ity. Training under the supervision of the Rehabilitation Section is offered
without charge to any one residing in Massachusetts who is under the handi-
cap of a perm.anent physical disability if it also definitely constitutes a voca-
tional handicap. At the same time, the handicapped applicant should not be
so seriously disabled that he cannot eventually engage in the ordinary require-
ments of the daily routine of an employed worker; such as, traveling to and
from a place of employment or working for a reasonable length of time each
day without undue fatigue.
It is no longer a debatable point that, in making up rehabilitation training
programs for the physically handicapped, an individualized evaluation should
be made. Each case presents special problems that can be studied only on a
personal basis. An opening interview, held at the convenience of the handi-
capped person—at the office of the Rehabilitation Section if it is possible
—
gives the Rehabilitation worker an opportunity to learn the basic interests
and something of the special abilities and industrial historv of the handicapped
person and a chance to describe to him more fully the sorts of service that
can be rendered him by the Rehabilitation Section. Thereafter, medical, vo-
cational, social work, and business experts may be consulted both by the
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Rehabilitation worker and by the prospective trainee before they embark on
any program in order that they may both have assurance as to the advisability
ot the proposed training program and a well-rounded picture of the employ-
ment objective toward which the trainee will be working, usually for several
months. Once in training, he is visited by the Rehabilitation worker at regu-
lar intervals and may call upon the services of the Rehabilitation office in all
matters regarding his training. So far as it is practical, the Rehabilitation
Section uses public schools and classes in working out its programs, but it has
at its disposal funds for tuition at private trade and business schools or for
tutorial training when use of these types of instruction seems justified in
helping a physically handicapped man or woman reach a feasible goal. Here
it may be noted also that other expenses connected with the training, princi-
pally those of transportation and the loan of supplies, are provided by Rehabili-
tation funds if they are necessary to the continuance and success of the pro-
gram and cannot be carried by the trainee himself. When the handicapped
person has been trained sufficiently to be ready to enter employment, the Re-
habilitation worker again marshals all available resources toward establishing
him in industry the ground work for the consummation of the program actu-
ally having been laid in some of the steps taken before the training was begun.
When the training program has been completed and a placement has been
made in such employment that the physical handicap is overbalanced by the
skill acquired, the trainee becomes a wage-earner. Follow-up visits after the
placement are made by the Rehabilitation worker, and, when it is clear that
by reason of the newly acquired skill, the trainee has become a worker who
can produce to the satisfaction of himself and the employer, rehabilitation
has been accomplished, and the case is closed in the files.
Changes in Staff
On December 17, 1937, Louis M. Tracy was appointed as an assistant super-
visor of rehabilitation.
Co-operation
If a list were made of all those agencies throughout the state upon which
the Rehabilitation Section calls for assistance in the course of a year, it would
be a long and diversified list and would represent most sincere co-operation
on the part of many workers in those agencies, both public and private, in-
helping with the special problems of the handicapped. In turn, many agencies
come to the Rehabilitation Section for help in behalf of their clients. Cases
are referred for training and advice by public and private welfare agencies,
b}^ hospitals, by character-building agencies, by labor unions, by insurance com-
panies, by schools, and by employers, as well as by interested individuals and
by many physically handicapped persons on their own and their friends' be-
half. The Rehabilitation Section extends its thanks for the help it has been
given and reiterates its own willingness to serve whenever it is able.
As it has been noted in former reports of the Rehabilitation Section, work-
ing agreements specifically designate cooperation under special rules with the
Division of the Blind, the Public Employment Office, the Department of Pub-
lic Welfare, and, throughout its history, with the Department of Industrial
Accidents.
Maintenance
One of the most difficult problems that confronts the Rehabilitation worker
in making up an extended program of training for a physically handicapped
person is the question as to how the trainee is to pay his living expenses dur-
ing the period that he will be without income. In order to meet this emergency
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Chapter 74, Section B, G. L. (Ter. Ed.,) provides that in certain cases funds
shall be made available to the Rehabilitation Section to enable it to pay these
expenses for a trainee during a course of study. Under the policies of the
department, the proposed training program must be on an especially sound
basis, promising future employment. In general, these funds are intended to
meet the need for maintenance v^hen the desired instruction can be obtained
only in a town other than that in which the trainee already resides. Mainten-
ance is given only while the trainee is in training. A full investigation as to
the need for this special aid is made by the Department of Public Welfare,
at the request of the Rehabilitation Section after full vocational plans have
been made. Applications for this type of Rehabilitation service must be made
directly to the Rehabilitation Section.
During the year ending November 30, 1938, eleven applications for main-
tenance were filed with the Rehabilitation Section and were approved by the
Department of Public Welfare.
Statistics
During the period extending from August, 1921, through November 30,
1938, the Rehabilitation Section has offered its services to 11,469 persons in
the Commonwealth. Of that number, 4,952 were registered as susceptible for
and interested in training; 2,117 persons were returned to suitable employment,
and the cases of 1,954 other persons were closed for various other reasons,
such as illness, death, removal from the state, or entry into some other type
of employment. A full classification of registrants is set out in the table on
page 22.
During the year December i, 1937, through November 30, 1938, 317 persons
were entered in training by the Rehabilitation Section. Of that number 125
were placed in what is termed employment training programs, which is to
say, opportunities were developed for learning the job in a place of employ-
ment. Experience has shown that where programs of this type can be arranged
definite employment usually materializes much more readily than after a school
program. Public school institutions were used in 25.87 per cent of those cases
where a fundamental training for an occupation was necessary. Due to over-
crowded conditions in advanced public educational opportunities, or to special
needs of badly handic„pped trainees, private institutions were used in 19.87
per cent. Since correspondence instruction often plays a necessary part in
supplementary training for certain trades,—twenty-two courses offered by the
Massachusetts Division of University Extension were given Rehabilitation
trainees and thus public educational facilities were used in 32.81 per cent of
the total number of training cases.
During the State fiscal year December i, 1937 to November 30, 1938, a study
was made of 176 cases in which full rehabilitation was accomplished. The
average weekly earnings of this group at the time of reference to the Rehabili-
tation Section was $1.99. After placement, the average weekly earnings of
this group increased to $16.93. The increased earnino-s therefore amount to
$14.94 weekly, and represent an annual payroll of $136,730.88. Many of these
first placements after training are necessarily made at the minimum scale for
various occupations, and the earnings stated therefore represent much less
than the ultimate earning power of these rehabilitants.
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The occupations for which training was given during the period December
I, 1937, through November 30, 1938, include the following:
Accountant
Advertiser
Artist
Advertising
Photo Engraver
Automobile
Ignition specialist
Mechanic
Metal body worker
Polisher
Spray painter
Baker
Beautician
Binder—cardboards
Bookbinder
Bookkeeper
Bookkeeper and comptometer operator
Broadcasting station operator and
radio repairman
Button stitcher and inspector
Cabinet maker
Caterer
Cigar box trimmer
Civil engineer
Claim examiner
Cleaner and dyer
Clerk
Maintenance supply room
Payrolls
General office
Clerk-typist
Cloth cutter
Clothes marker—steam dye house
Clothes presser
Commercial artist
Comptometer operator
Costume designer
Dental hygienist
Dental mechanic
Dietitian
Domestic
Draftsman
Tracer
Mechanical
Dressmaker
Electrician
Estimator-
Farmer
Floral designer
Floriculturist
Foreman
Furniture repair shop
Assistant—rubber company
-tile setting
Furniture finisher
Maker
Repairman
Gate clerk
Grocery chain store manager
Hairdresser
Hand compositor
Hand compositor and press feeder
Hand wood carver
Horticulturist
Hosiery mender
Illustrator
Industrial chemist
Inspector—assistant shearing and
slitting machine operator
Laboratory technician and medical
secretary
Linotype operator
Machinist
Manufacturer—^jams and relishes
Mattress maker
Milliner
Monotype operator
Mimeograph and multigraph operator
Multigraph operator
Office machine operator
Paper craft worker
Pattern maker
Pharmacist
Photographer
Colorer
Colorer and air brush worker
Engraver
Printer and developer
Retoucher
Retoucher and color artist
Plumber's assistant
Plaster model cleaner and repairer
Pottery worker
Poultry keeper
Power machine stitcher
Printer
Composing room coordinator
General
Helper
Press feeder
Radio operator
Radio service man
Radio and refrigeration service man
Retinner and solderer
Salesman
Engineer—air conditioning
Screw machine operator
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Seamstress
Secretary
Sheet metal worker
Short story writer
Show card writer
Shoe
Cementer—ladies shoes
Cutter
Edge trimmer
Laster
Maker
Pattern designer
Repairer
Rebuilder
Shiner and hat cleaner
Stitcher
Sign painter
Silk presser
Silk spotter
Solderer—hard and soft metal
Stationary fireman
Stenographer
Surveyor
Tailor—bushelman
Tool maker
Traffic manager
Typist
Typist and comptometer operator
Typist and file clerk
Typist and office machine operator
Typewriter repairman
Upholsterer
Waitress
Watch and clock repairman
Watch, clock and jewelry repairman
Watch repairman
Weaver
Weaver—hand looms
Welder
Acetylene
Electric
Wood worker—furniture maker
Writer—trade journals
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Statistical Presentation of Registrants
Dec. I, 1937 — Nov. 30, 1938
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Training, the employment training listed for so large a proportion of pro-
grams is a sort of instruction especially well adapted for adults who find
return to regular school life difficult or perhaps too slow an approach to
earning power. On entering employment training, they willingly apprentice
themselves informally under the supervision of the Rehabilitation Section in
order to learn a trade in a workshop or in a manufacturing plant. In regard
to Origins of Disability, the term Disease here includes infantile paralysis,
osteomyelitis, arrested tuberculosis and heart ailments as well as the early
diseases of childhood that have caused many of the hearing defects. The
figure is, therefore, large. Under this same heading, the large number under
Industrial Accid.ents reminds the reader that the Rehabilitation Section was
originally designed to serve the bewildered worker who had lost his means
of livelihood through some disabling accident at work. A close relationship
is maintained with industrial accident cases. Letters are sent to all workers
whose injuries require that compensation continue for an extended period
of time. These letters explain to the workers the Rehabilitation services avail-
able to them, (the acceptance of which in no way curtails their rights under
the Workmen's Compensation Law) and invite further conferences. In the
final table, '"registrants" represent people for whom definite plans have been
made, while "prospects'' may be casual one-interview inquirers, but often are
long-known, difficult cases on which a worker expends much time and strength
without a successful, workable program developing to the point of entry upon
training. Working with the physically handicapped adult, especially one with
a serious defect, such as the loss of a hand, is a time-consuming and intricate
business in which other factors—^general health, financial pressure, or per-
sonal maladjustments—may play a complicating part over and above the nom-
inal disability. Beyond a certain point, the Rehabilitation worker, however
interested, cannot carry the responsibility for either the planning or for the
training program. In this connection, a word should be said about those
"registrants" who become "rehabilitants" ; that is, those who are successfully
placed. Although the interest of the rehabilitation worker and the faithfulness
of the training agency are important in any rehabilitation program, in the last
analysis the real success of the program depends upon the physically handi-
capped person himself who must follow through on his interest by energetic
action and make defir'te effort on his own behalf throughout the training
period to become a truly productive worker. Rehabilitations are not easily
achieved.
ILLUSTRATIVE CASES
Since statistics can show very few of the details behind the work, it is
perhaps easiest to show something of them bj^ a series of case stories describ-
ing how rehabilitations w^ere actually accomplished for a number of people
by various methods during the last year in Massachusetts.
Public Institutional Training
A man who had a wife and two children and was 41 years old had lost all
motion of his right hand following an injury that he incurred when he was
working for a contractor as a general helper, was sent to the Rehabilitation
office by the insurance company. He came to the Rehabilitation office at a
time when his hand was still in bandages and under treatment in hope of
considerable improvement. He said that he had often wished that he could
have studied electricity and, following this lead, the rehabilitation worker
placed him in the local public trade school that offered a course in electricity.
Here the man, whose hand had unfortunately failed to improve, studied in
regular day school sessions for eight full months. He was then transferred
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to a small electric and Neon sign shop where he was allowed to observe and
study for a number of weeks. At the end of the alloted period, an examina-
tion given under the Examiners of Electricians earned him a journeyman's
license. In spite of his serious handicap, he is now employed at a weekly wage
of $22. (Case No. 5120)
A boy, 16 years old, handicapped by a congenital loss of his left hand at
the wrist, was brought to the Rehabilitation office by a sincerely interested
public-school teacher for advice as to what plans could be made for him voca-
tionally. For some time, he had been drifting away from school interests,
and, especially in consideration of his handicap, the boy's future was causing
the teacher a good deal of anxiety. He had a genuine interest in drawing^
—
indeed, they had brought some of his drawings with them—but he was unable
to meet certain of the scholastic requirements for full technical training. The
Rehabilitation worker arranged for him to attend a public trade school as a
special student under the supervision of the Rehabilitation Section, and there
he continued for four years taking the full shop course in drafting and its
basic mathematics. Under interested teachers, he did increasingly capable
work and, after he completed his course, employment was found for him with
an opening wage of $20 in the drafting room of a large plant that manufac-
tures metal equipment. Without the timely intervention of the Rehabilitation
Section's interest, he might well be without means to earn his livelihood.
(Case No. 3313)
Private Institutional Training
After working three or four years, a young woman, 25 years old, gave up
her job because she thought that she could find work that interested her more.
Unfortunately, a hearing loss that she had never considered a great handicap
suddenly developed greater severity, and she was unable to continue with
stenographic work or, indeed, to obtain employment of any other kind. From
an employment bureau, she was sent for advice to the Rehabilitation Section
where the worker suggested that she might re-train for clerical work as an
operator of office machines. Since the young woman was interested, the ex-
penses of the course teaching these machines were carried by Rehabilitation
funds while the young woman lived with a relative during the three months
of necessary training. At the end of her course, she obtained employment in
the accounting offices of a large department store where she is able to do an
excellent job in spite of her handicap and where she now earns a weekly wage
of $15. (Case No. 5341)
Employment Training
In early infancy a young man suffered a paralysis which left him with a
serious spine curvature. At the time of his first contact with the Rehabilita-
tion office, he was twenty years old and had been through a long siege of
medical care, but, in spite of ill health, had been able to complete his high
school studies. His family had encouraged him to look forward to a liberal
education at college, but, as he finished high school, they found they were un-
able to meet the expenses of university training. The Rehabilitation worker
had several interviews with the young man before he unearthed the fact that
his hobby was wood carving. Using this interest as a base, the worker steered
him toward training in display work, where the skill of his hands, together
with a knowledge of woods and the understanding of decoration are m.ost
valuable assets. A program of employment training, paid for by the Rehabilita-
tion Section, was developed at a commercial shop where an employer under
the guidance of the Rehabilitation worker took special interest in the young
man. For nine months this trainee remained as an apprentice under the close
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supervision of the Rehabilitation Section. At the end of that period, he went
into employment at the shop at $i8 a week. There is every reason to believe
that he will develop into a first-rate commercial display man, able to earn a
great deal more than this beginning wage. (Case No. 5460)
A man, thirty-five years old, had been receiving compensation for nearly
eight years for the loss of his right arm just below the elbow when he first
came to the Rehabilitation Section at the referral of the State Employment
Service. He was married, with a wife and three children, and had a pleasing
personality, but less than a sixth grade education. As a boy of sixteen, he had
enlisted during the war, and with only brief intervals in industry had con-
tinued in the Service for nearly ten years. His injury had thus been incurred
while he was a member of the Coast Guard, and he was therefore entitled
under the United States Employees' Compensation Commission, throughout
the Rehabilitation program, to receive compensation which would enable his
family to live while he was gaining skill and experience in some suitable
occupation.
A number of training programs which the man's disability would not pre-
vent his undertaking were suggested by the Rehabilitation worker and, of
these, he himself decided that he would be most interested in learning auto-
mobile spray-painting. An excellent shop was discovered which undertook
to teach him this trade thoroughly. A few weeks of training showed that an
artificial appliance would definitely be necessary to the success of the program.
This purchase was made by the Rehabilitation Section with the assistance of
a local v/elfare agency which paid, in accordance with our policies, one-half
the cost. At the end of six months, the man was earning $10 weekly from
the company under which he was training. During the next six months, at
the request of the Rehabilitation worker, the firm continued to be selective in
the jobs they gave him, and continued also to furnish him regular instruction
whenever he needed it. Exactly one year after his first interview with the
Rehabilitation worker, he was placed in full-time employment, as an auto-
mobile spray painter, earning $15 a week. (Case No. 5485)
From childhood, a young man, 20 years old, who came to the Rehabilitation
Section for help had been obliged to limit his activities on account of a heart
condition that was the result of an early severe rheumatic fever. Light seden-
tary jobs are not easy to find, even if one is a high school graduate, as this
young man had soon discovered. He told the worker that he had once had a
great deal of interest in obtaining an opportunity to study medicine, but that
the expenses of an extended training were altogether too great for his family
to consider, while his physical condition precluded his being able to earn his
way through college. Through the services of the Department, a rehabilita-
tion training program was set up for him in the laboratory of a large hospital.
There for a full year, he studied all the phases of a laboratory-technician's
work and at the end of his training was absorbed into the staff of the hospital
itself, being given for his services both his maintenance and a wage of $15
a week. This program not only provides the young man with a job that is
suitable in point of health and in terms of his special interests, but it also
enables him to contribute a substantial amount toward the support of a family
that badly needed his help. (Case No. 5226)
A married man, 33 years old, with a wife and two small children became
an invalid after a severe injury to his knee. The physical condition of the
knee was trying and improvement came so slowly that he began to despair
of ever being able to support his family again. The long hours of standing
required in his former job he knew he could never again undertake. When
re-training for a new job was suggested to him by the Rehabilitation worker
that visited his home, he told the story of his first jobs as a youth in local
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shoe factories. From this story came the plan for training. At a well-estab-
lished shoe firm, found by the Rehabilitation worker, the man was given daily
instruction in shoe-pattern drafting over a period of twelve months. He was,
as the training proved, especially well adapted for the work ; the knee, although
it would always necessitate his having sedentary work, seemed less painful
when he was interested in what he was doing, and, almost before he had com-
pleted his training, he was taken into regular employment by a shoe company
in the next town as a pattern cutter at a weekly wage of $35, thus once more
undertaking the full responsibility for the support of his family. (Case No.
5206)
Combination Service
Another Rehabilitation case is that of a graduate of a normal school who,
steadily since her graduation, had become increasingly hard of hearing, so
that her deafness was soon a real barrier to her continuing in her profession
of teaching. With real courage, she decided after a series of conferences at
the office that she would do well to take up the study of nutrition and prepara-
tion of foods. This plan would enable her to do another kind of work at
schools and institutions that would appreciate her background and might in
some way even be able to use her services in a double capacity. As she had
been out of work for many months at the time of her coming to the office,
she had no way to carry any part of her expenses during the necessary train-
ing in dietetics and cooking. The Rehabilitation Section, therefore, undertook
full expenses of the tuition and supplies, and since she was without income,
carried her living costs as well, as permitted by the policies explained in the
report. During the school year, the young woman gave every study her closest
attention, and the following June she was placed in employment doing food
planning and cooking for a settlement house organization, receiving a wage
amounting to $14 a week. Since her first placement, she has transferred to
another job which she is able to fill as satisfactorily as she did the first, her
handicap in no way affecting her ability to handle the work she is required
to do. She now earns $15 a week and is furnished with board and room.
(Case No. 5428)
Placement
The Rehabilitation Section had assisted a man, thirty-three years old, to
purchase an artificial appliance after a. serious illness had occasioned the amp-
utation of his leg above the knee. The illness had meant the gradual disap-
pearance of all his savings in the payment of doctors and hospital bills. After
several months of dependence, he eagerly looked forward to earning his living
as soon as he was able. He had had a variety of work experience and, as
the Rehabilitation worker canvassed for work in behalf of Rehabilitation
trainees who were ready for placement, he kept this rather versatile man in
mind. In this way a job was found for him in a furniture factory where he
now does refinishing and packing at a weekly wage of $12. (Case No. 5671)
A congenitally deaf young man from a small town came to Boston seeking
employment. His step-father, only intermittently employed himself, had im-
pressed him with the fact that there was no one responsible for his main-
tenance. For nearly two weeks, he looked for work everywhere, but without
success and was at last obliged to apply to the welfare office. The welfare
worker arranged that he be given temporary aid and referred him to the Re-
habilitation Section. In canvassing for employment, the worker had that day
learned of an unskilled bench-work job which the deaf young man was quite
able to do without training. The foreman at the factory had employed other
congenitally deaf workers years before and readily accepted the young man.
He is now employed earning $11 a week. (Case No. 5668)
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Correspondence
A young woman, badly handicapped, was referred at the age of twenty-four
by a local welfare society. When she was six years old, she had met with a
street accident, which had resulted in the partial amputation of her left
foot and amputation of the right leg to the knee. During her training at high
school, she had shown a considerable degree of artistic ability, and, as a
matter of fact, had for a time been employed making hand-painted metal trays
for a small gift shop near her home. Since the shop was slack nearly half
the year, the young woman's wages averaged only $4 weekly over a period of
a year. The artificial leg, which she had worn since she was a child in the
middle 'teens, was no longer to be relied upon for support, and she was in
consequence almost unable to get in and out of town. The Rehabilitation
worker conferred with a good many employers in an effort to find the place
in which the young woman's ability might be best developed most profitably.
Finally, after extensive and detailed search, she was put into training in the
advertising office of a large department store, receiving instructions directly
from the advertising manager, and under the general supervision of the Re-
habilitation Section. The training covered fashion drawing and some general
advertising principles. A trial period disclosed the fact that she would be
able to grasp this instruction as it was being given under the conditions of
daily employment, and within three months a little of her lay-out work was
good enough to be used commercially by the firm. In order to facilitate mat-
ters of travel and safety during training, the Rehabilitation Section at this
point assisted in the purchase of an artificial appliance, obtaining the co-opera-
tion of the welfare agency which had first been responsible for her coming
to the Rehabilitation Section. At the end of eight months- she was placed at
$12.00 a week. In six weeks, this wage was raised to $14.00. The young
woman is now in a position which is especially suited to her interests, capa-
bilities, and physical handicap, and in which there is a definite opportunity for
promotion. (Case No. 5212).
Rehabilitation
During the year ending November 30, 1938, complete rehabilitation was
effected in 176 cases.
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
Since 1916, when the Division of University Extension enrolled its first
student, a grand total of 666,609 enrollments have been accepted in its corres-
pondence courses and extension classes. In the last fiscal year ending Novem-
ber 30, 1938, the registration was the largest recorded in any one year since
the establishment of the Division. The registration for this year totalled
39,413 students, of which 4,365 were enrolled in correspondence courses and
35,048 in extension classes.
The following table gives the enrollment figures for the past ten years and
provides a comparison of this year's figures with those of other years, as well
as indicates the trend of enrollments during this period
:
Enrollments
Year " Correspondence
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The class registration made a gain of about fourteen per cent over that
of the preceding year and exceeded by five per cent the former record regis-
tration of 33,218 students in 1930-31. Continued large registration in courses
providing preparation for entrance and promotional examinations in the fed-
eral, State, and municipal civil service is responsible for some of the gain,
but much of it may be attributed to the response to the offering of courses in
subjects not previously given by the Division, such as Training for School
Secretaries, Survey of Recent Bar Examinations, How to Organize and Fin-
ance a Business, Pharmacy Review for State Board Examination, Rubber
—
Its Chemistry and Application, Labor and Labor Laws, Law of Trusts and
Estates, and the like. These courses, as their titles indicate, were directed
to the special interests of particular groups of men and women and in many
instances provided instruction never available to them before under any aus-
pices.
In correspondence courses, the registration was about ten per cent less than
that of the preceding year. A possible explanation for this decrease may be
found in the acknowledged fact that most adults prefer class instruction to
correspondence instruction provided there is equal opportunity for each type.
The opportunities to take class instruction were definitely increased this year
when 962 classes were given in 59 cities and towns of the State in contrast
to the preceding year when 740 classes were given in 47 cities and towns.
This explanation seems verified by the enrollments of disabled veterans and
inmates of certain federal, State, and county institutions who, by special
legislation, receive instruction without charge. During the past year the num-
ber of inmates of institutions who received free correspondence instruction
was 785, an increase of exactly 200 over the preceding year. On the other
hand, the number of disabled veterans who received free correspondence in-
struction was 363 as compared with 491 in the preceding year. During the
year, however, the disabled veterans were given the privilege of free instruc-
tion in extension classes, whereas the inmates of institutions were necessarily
restricted to correspondence instruction. The group who were restricted to
free instruction by correspondence increased their registration in correspond-
ence courses ; the group who were given equal opportunity for free instruction
in correspondence courses and extension classes, decreased their number of
registrants in correspondence courses.
Financial Statement
To maintain its correspondence courses, extension classes, visual instruction
service, radio programs, and lecture service, the Division received from the
State Legislature an appropriation of $203,000 for the fiscal year 1937-38.
Of this appropriation, the Division expended approximated $200,000 ($180,
979.52 expended during the year plus an amount not exceeding $20,000 to be
expended for bills reported as outstanding at the end of the fiscal vear and
chargeable to the 1937-38 appropriation). The Division returned to the State
Treasury $199,534.33 collected in chargfes for enrollment in correspondence
courses and extension classes and for other educational services. From these
figures it may be seen that the receipts of the Division balanced approximately
its expenditures. In other words the Division operated last year at practically
no cost to the Commonwealth.
If the Division is given credit for the monetary value of the instruction
and other educational services it renders without charge in accordance with
the provisions of specific Legislative acts, the total receipts would be increased
by $6,168.50 and the Division would become more than self-sustaining; it
would actually provide a small revenue to the Commonwealth.
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The services rendered by the Division without charge during the year in-
clude: (i) correspondence courses furnished to 785 inmates of county and
State hospitals and sanitoria, county and State correctional institutions, and
federal hospitals located within the Commonwealth and 4,678 lessons corrected
for them; (2) correspondence courses furnished to 363 disabled veterans and
2,113 lessons corrected for them; (3) correspondence courses furnished to
10 blind persons and 62 lessons corrected for them; (4) enrollment of 52
veterans in extension classes; and (5) motion picture films furnished State
Teachers Colleges for 79 showings.
Courses for Master's Degree.
For a number of years the Division has oiTered an occasional course carry-
ing credit tov/ard a master's degree. Several such courses have been given by
faculty members of the Massachusetts State College and have been accepted
for master's credit at that institution. Graduate courses have also been given
in co-operation with Columbia University and Yale University.
During the past fiscal year the Division gave for the first time extension
courses which carried credit toward the degree of Master in Education at the
State Teachers Colleges. A list of these courses follows
:
Enroll-
Place Subject merit
Barnstable .... Colonial America 1000-1783 ....<... 23
(Hyannis) Individual Differences 30
Literary Criticism 15
Oral Interpretation 25
Social and Industrial History of the United
States II
Voice Training 17
Bridgewater . . . Advanced Educational Psychology 37
Methods of Educational Research 15
Shelburne .... Educational Psychology 18
Totals: 3 centers; 9 courses; 191 enrolled.
The courses at Hyannis and Bridgewater were held at the State Teachers
Colleges and were given by faculty members of those colleges. The course
at Shelburne was given in a public school building by the President of the
State Teachers College at North Adams.
An obstacle to offering, at centers away from a college, a regular State-wide
program of extension courses carrying credit toward graduate degrees is the
difficulty of providing adequate library facilities for the necessary research
involved in master's work. For the course given at Shelburne this year, for
instance, a considerable number of needed books were transferred from the
library at the North Adams State Teachers College to Shelburne for the use
of the Master's degree candidates.
A master's degree has become within recent years the usual pre-requisite
for teaching in senior high schools and for administrative positions in the
school system. As a consequence, teachers in service who are looking toward
promotion to senior high school or administrative positions form a large group
who are seeking opportunities to earn a master's degree on a part-time basis.
The need for offering extension courses on the graduate level is recognized
by the Division. The State Teachers Colleges are co-operating with the Divi-
sion in devising plans for increasing the opportunities for teachers in service
to take at convenient centers courses for master's degree credit. These plans
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involve the selection of properly qualified instructors to give the courses, the
subjects acceptable for graduate woirk, the provision of necessary library fa-
cilities, and the assurance of maintaininig high standards of scholarship.
New and Revised Courses
Each year the Division reaches out in new directions to find and satisfy
educational needs not served previously. To meet such newly recognized
needs, the Division added for the first time this year to its offering of class
instruction the following courses: Aesthetics; Art Activities for the Modern
Teacher; Automobile Law; Basketball Coaching; Chaucer; Employer-Em-
ployee Relations; Engrossing and Illumination; Etiquette; Health and Recrea-
tion for Business and Professional Men ; How to Organize and Finance a
Business; Introduction to Physics of Matter in Colloid State; Labor and Labor
Laws; Law of Trusts and Estates; Law Office Practice and Procedure for
Clerks and Secretaries ; Lithuanian ; Chemistry of Cosmetics ; Modern Design
for Tailors and Fitters; Motion Picture Photography; Neon Signs; Panto-
mime; Personality, Posture, and Poise; Pharmacy Review for State Board
Examination; Polish; Polish Literature; Preparation for Civil Service Junior
Employment Registrar's Examination; Preparation for Civil Service Examina-
tion for Guardian to Older Boys; Rubber—Its Chemistry and Application;
Seven Lamps of the Italian Renaissance; Survey of Recent Bar Examinations;
The Problem Child; Training for School Secretaries; Venetian Masters of
Color; Window Decorating and Display; Writing Book Reviews.
The offering of correspondence instruction has been increased during the
year by the addition of the following courses : Business Mathematics ; Civil
Service Preparation for Federal Stenographic Examination; Civil Service
Preparation for Junior Employment Registrar's Examination; Civil Service
Preparation for Social Workers' Examination; Elements of Economics;
Household Refrigeration—Gas and Electric; Philosophy of Education; and
Vergil, Course II.
In an endeavor to improve correspondence instruction, the following courses
were revised thoroughly during the year : Diesel Engines ; Mathematics for
Accounting; Personnel Management; Physics; and Tree Surgery 'and Insect
Control. In these revisions, and in the preparation of new courses also, more
and more emphasis is being placed on the introduction of interesting self-
correction and self-testing materials, which give the student a means of check-
ing and measuring his learning progress. The addition of these new teaching
devices to correspondence courses does not reduce in any way the helpful
service the student receives from his instructor on the lesson reports, which
require either the working out of problems or theme-type answer, depending
on the subject matter, and which entail on the instructor's part careful cor-
rection, explanation of correct solution for problems the student misunder-
stands, suggestions for further study, and encouraging, friendly comments.
Supervised Home Study for High Schools
About ten years ago the Division inaugurated a correspondence instruction
service for the assistance of school departments in (i) increasing the number
of available subjects by adding some for the teaching of which the local
teachers may not have necessary preparation; (2) caring for special needs,
such as those of pupils with special abilities, with vocational or avocational
interests, or with physical, mental, or social handicaps; (3) offering advanced
courses for post-graduate pupils; (4) providing instruction for pupils not
able to attend school; (5) offering pupils a means of making up deficiencies
or earning extra credits during summer vacation; (6) making possible in
some instances the elimination of small classes, the reduction of teaching load
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of overburdened instructors, and the organization and maintenance of evening
high schools.
This service, which is furnished by the Division at cost, includes both the
correspondence lesson materials and the correction of lesson reports. The
high school pupils, selected by theij principal to receive instruction in approved
subjects, study the correspondence courses and prepare the lesson reports
under the supervision of a teacher during regularly assigned periods in the
school day.
During the past year, the number of school departments in Massachusetts
using this service has notably increased, as may be seen from the following
list of registrations for supervised home study for the present school year
1938-39 and for the preceding school year 1937-38:
Registrations— Registrations—
Town 1937-38 1938-39 Town 1937-38 1938-39
Auburn 4 4 Holliston i
Ayer 2 New Salem .... I
Beverly 7 Orange i
Charlton 2 Princeton 4 10
Cummington ... 2 Southbridge ... 6
Dighton (North) . . 4 Sudbury 2
Falmouth .... I Tewksbury .... 5
Hanover 2 Westport A^
Totals 12 51
This listing shows that thirteen schools in Massachusetts are using 51 cor-
respondence courses during the present school year in contrast to five schools
that used twelve courses in the 1937-38 school year. The registration in the
present year is, of course, subject to further additions during the latter part
of the school year.
The correspondence courses used in day schools this year included Caesar,
Cicero, Second-year Algebra, Solid Geometry, Trigonometry, Gregg Short-
hand, Bookkeeping, English Histor}^, and Modern European History. Those
used by adults in evening schools included Advertising, Business Psychology,
Elementary Latin, and Vocabulary Building.
Visual Instruction Service
For the past seven years there has been a consistent increase in the demands
made upon the Division for the use of its motion picture films and stereopticon
slides for educational purposes. The number of showings for which the Divi-
sion furnished visual materials totaled 1,872 during the fiscal year ending
November 30, 1938. This number is the largest for any one year since the
Division organized a lending library of visual materials in 1926.
The following table indicates the growth in demand for these visual mate-
rials during the past five years
:
Fiscal Year Number of Showings Rental Receipts
1933-34 743 $1,997 45
1934-35 i>ii4 3-296 84
1935-36 1,450 3.170 65
1936-37 1,619 3,268 85
1937-38 ^^^7^ 3.391 32
This steady growth in the visual instruction service has been encouraged
by the policy of the Division to furnish motion picture films to schools at the
lowest possible rates. One plan provides reduced rental rates to schools on
the basis of a contract for showing during the school year forty or eighty
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films which are selected by the school from the complete library of 300 East-
man teaching films and which may be shown in the order and at the time
scheduled by the school. Another plan provides for the use of a projector
with the weekly showings of motion picture films arranged by contract at the
beginning of the school year.
Additions to the visual library during the year included twelve Erpi sound
films, purchased at a cost of $600, and replacements of 43 Eastman films, cost-
ing $1,032. The demand for sound films far exceed the facilities of the library,
but additions are necessarily restricted because of the expense involved.
Radio Broadcasting
Broadcasts by radio have continued this year tO' be one of the important
means used by the Division to announce the educational opportunities avail-
able to adults in extension classes and home study courses, to acquaint the
general public with the various activities of the State Department of Educa-
tion, and to give informational talks on latest trends in education, particularly
in adult education. The Division received the co-operation of the following
thirteen radio stations in the allotment of time, free of charge, for a total of
145 broadcasts
:
Station WAAB
Station WBER
Station WBZ
Station WCOP
Station WEEI
Station WHDH
—
• 3 broadcasts
— 6 broadcasts
— 4 broadcasts
— 45 broadcasts
— 3 broadcasts
— II broadcasts
Station WTAG
Station WLAW
Station WLLH
Station WMAS
Station WMEX
Station WORE
Station WSPR
— 6 broadcasts
8 broadcasts
8 broadcasts
9 broadcasts
10 broadcasts
26 broadcasts
6 broadcasts
The broadcasting time used for these educational programs amounted to
36^ hours.
These figures represent more than a hundred per cent increase over those
for the preceding fiscal year when 63 broadcasts totaling 17% hours of broad-
casting time were given over nine radio stations.
New Legislation
On June 16, 1938, a legisaltive amendment to Chapter 69 of the General
Laws gave authorization to the Division to permit university extension courses
to be taken, free of charge, by disabled veterans, and also by blind persons
who have resided in the Commonwealth at least one year immediately prior
to the taking of such courses. Under previous legislation, disabled veterans
and blind persons were limited to free correspondence instruction. The amend-
ment allows them to receive class instruction free of charge.
This amendment became operative September 16. In the remaining two
and one half months of the fiscal year, forty-four disabled veterans and eight
blind persons availed themselves of the benefits of this new legislation by-
attending extension classes without charge.
Adult Alien Education
During the school year 1937-38, 31 cities and 46 towns co-operated with the
State Department of Education in conducting 619 classes for the foreign
born, having a total enrollment of 16,070. These figures include 449 evening
school classes with an enrollment of 11,846; 23 factory classes with an en-
rollment of 554; 27 home classes with an enrollment of 327; and 120 classes
in other centers with an enrollment of 3,343.
The following cities and towns have re-opened programs of adult alien
education after a lapse of several years or have offered such programs for
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the first time during this year : Clinton, Deerfield, Ludlow, Maynard, Milford,
Millis, New Bedford, North Andover, Royalston, Swampscott, Tenipleton,
Wilbraham, and Wilmington.
In June, 1937, a State Committee on Adult Education was appointed by the
Commissioner of Education to study illiteracy in Massachusetts and to con-
sider suggestions for the future development of a State program of adult
education. This Committee has continued to work through the past year and
in addition to conducting successful meetings throughout the State, it made
a recommendation to the Committee on Education of the State Legislature
which resulted in the passage of the following amendment to Chapter 69 of
the General Laws
:
"Upon the application for enrollment of twenty or more residents
eighteen years of age or over, the school committee of any city or town
shall furnish classes for instruction described in section nine for a period
of not less than forty sessions during the current or following school
year; except, that any class in which the attendance falls below the num-
ber of fifteen persons shall be discontinued at the discretion of the school
committee of the city or town by which said class is conducted." (Ap-
proved, June 22, 1938.)
This Committee on Adult Education is at present giving consideration to
a broadening of the adult alien education program. Many activities other than
the usual formal instruction in English and citizenship have been organized
with excellent results. Simple courses in dramatics, excursions to significant
places, small discussion groups, special club activities (such as stamp clubs),
music groups, guided reading for the use of library materials, hobby nights,
art exhibits, appreciation of radio programs, and study groups on travel, art,
and woodcraft are becoming increasingly popular in the advanced classes.
The findings of the first year's work of this Committee have been printed
through the courtesy of the Massachusetts Association of Teachers of Adults
and are available without charge to school departments, leaders of racial
groups, service clubs, and others interested in the promotion of adult educa-
tion programs for the foreign born.
During the past three years, great progress has been made in Basic English
as a system for teacl^ing the foreign born to speak, read, and write English.
A conference of fourteen persons internationally Interested in Basic Eng-
lish was called by the Rockefeller Foundation and was held in Princeton,
New Jersey, in June, 1938. The Massachusetts State Department of Educa-
tion was represented at this conference by the State Supervisor of Adult
Alien Education. Professor L A. Richards, a fellow of Cambridge University,
visited the Basic English classes in Massachusetts in September, 1938, and
as a result of his visits, a grant has been given to the Orthological Committee
of the United States for services in Massachusetts, selected as an experimental
center, of one full-time specialist in Basic English, one translator of Basic
English, and one stenographer, with additional aid of another translator, a
psychologist, and a specialist in Basic English from the New. York office of
the Orthological Committee. The project under way is to prepare classroom
materials and to promote teacher-training work in Basic English.
The Massachusetts Association of Teachers of Adults, made up of teachers
and supervisors in this fi'^ld of work, has been verv active during the past
year in creating interest in adult alien education. Since September, this As-
sociation, with the aid of the State Department of Education, has been issuing
a monthly bulletin which has been very favorably received by the Association
members.
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The enrollment in citizenship classes throughout the State has continued to
increase. Many communities have established year-round school centers to meet
the need for citizenship instruction. A number of citizenship classes in dif-
ferent communities have been planned especially for persons from English-
speaking countries, with opportunity given them to take a shorter and more
intensive course of instruction on the basic principles of government than
w^ould be possible in the usual citizenship classes for the foreign born from
non-English speaking lands. To meet the needs of citizenship classes, a new
course of study on Citizenship Training, consisting of a teacher's manual, a
reading book for pupils, and a pad of questions on the Basic Principles of
Government, has had a wide distribution throughout not only Massachusetts
but the entire United States.
Arrangements were made with the New England District of the United
States Immigration and Naturalization Service and with the National Youth
Administration of the Works Progress Administration for the services of
three persons from the National Youth Administration to work at the Natural-
ization Office compiling lists of persons applying for first papers and petition-
ing for second papers, of those whose cases have been continued for future
study or for other reasons, and of those who have failed to pass their citizen-
ship requirements. These lists are isent to each community in the State where
classes in adult alien education are held. As a result the schools have an in-
creased number of persons preparing for an intelligent citizenry.
Teacher-training courses were given during the past year as follows : Prob-
lems and Procedures in Adult Alien Education at Boston, Gardner, Hyannis,
and Lynn; Basic English at Boston and Hyannis; and Adult Education at
Hyannis.
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STATISTICS
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
December i, 1937 to November 30, 1938.
Expenditures
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Worcester:
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Receipts
Administration:
Personal services (on account of teachers for vocational schools)
Sale of bulletins.
Rent of property
Division of Elementary and Secondary Education and Teachers
Board of pupils in schools for deaf children
State Teachers Colleges:
Bridgewater:
Expenses .....
Boarding hall ....
Town of Bridgewater (on account of training school)
Fitchburg:
Expenses .......
Boarding hall ......
City of Fitchburg (on account of training school)
Framingham:
Expenses
Boarding hall
Hyannis:
Expenses
Boarding hall
Lowell:
Expenses
North Adams:
Expenses
Boarding hall
Salem:
Expenses .......
City of Salem (on account of training school)
Westfield:
Expenses .......
Boarding hall ......
City of Westfield (on account of training school)
Worcester:
Expenses .......
School of Art:
Expenses .......
Division of University Extension:
Enrolment fees ......
Sale of material and rental of films
Division of Vocational Education:
Students fees, teacher training classes .
Sale of material, Fitchburg summer session .
Reimbursement from vocational rehabilitation trainees
Division of the Blind:
Maintenance of industries .....
Maintenance of local shops ....
Woolson House industries .....
Piano tuning and mattress renovating .
Licenses ........
iVtassachusetts Nautical School:
Students fees ........
Expenses of Schoolship (grant from Federal Government)
State Textile Schools:
Bradford Durfee, Fall River:
Expenses
Grant from City of Fall River
Lowell Textile Institute:
Expenses
Grant from City of Lowell
New Bedford:
Expenses
City oi New Bedford
Colleiges:
$13,000 00
14 36
600 00
1,777 96.
831,179
59,053
5,511
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Name op Fund
Albert H. Munsell Massachusetts School
of Art Fund
Angeline May Weaver Fund .
Annie E. Blake Scholarship Fund, School
of Art
Elizabeth Case Stevens Fund, Bridgewater
Elizabeth P. Sohier Library Fund .
Ella Franklin Carr Memorial Fund, Salem
Ella M. Whitney Scholarship Fund,
Worcester .....
Frank S. Stevens Fund....
Gustavus A. Hinckley Free Scholarship
Fund, Hyannis ....
Jean M. LeBrun Fund for Adult Blind .
Louise O. Twombley Scholarship Fund,
Salem ......
Marguerite Guilfoyle School of Art Fund
Marian Louise Miller Fund, Framingham
Mary A. Case Fund ....
Massachusetts School Fund .
Mercy A. Bailey School of Art Fund
Rebecca R. Joslin Scholarship Trust Fund,
School of Art .....
Robert C. Billings School of Art Fund
Robert C. Bilhngs State Teachers College,
Framingham, Fund ....
State Teachers College Bridgewater Trust
Fund
Student Aid Trust Fund, Framingham
Susan Marvin Barker Scholarship Fund,
Salem ......
Henry Todd Teachers College Fund
Vocational Education Trust Fund, U. S.
Grant (Smith-Hughes) . . ^ .
Vocational Education Trust Fund, U. S.
Grant (George-Deen)
Vocational Rehabilitation Trust Fund
Vocational Rehabilitation Trust Fund,
U. S. Grant
Funds
Original
Bequest and
Unexpended
Income
Dec. 1, 1937
S9,475 19
201 38
10,110 20
15,433 18
5,296 46
1,101 26
503 54
25,000 00
6,583 96
2,360 49
101
1,072
199
30,000
5,165,203
1,698
19
04
99
00
83
55
4,471 27
1,644 57
1,717 89
43 95
563 14
4,027 S3
20,688 75
39,801 62
116,750 31
1,411 90
19,169 68
Receipts
$476 00
5 50
275 00
412 50
201 53
27 50
13 76
1,057 50
222 50
65 00
2 75
40 00
5 50
1,100 00
415,931 85'
63 76
222 12
58 76
Expenditure
ou
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II. Statistics
[Note.—The ntimber
OF SUPERINTENDENCY UNIONS, YeAR ENDING JUNE 30, I938
indicates the superintendency union in which the town is found in the
table that follows.]
51 Alford
34 Amherst
59 Ashburnham
29 Ashby
33 Ashfield
3 Ashland
45 Auburn
37 Avon
60 Ayer
5 Barre
7 Becket
67 Bedford
57 Belchertown
20 Bellingham
52 Berkley
6 Berlin
23 Bernardston
64 Blackstone
36 Blandford
70 Bolton
14 Bourne
60 Boxborough
25 Boxford
72 Boylston
15 Brewster
8 Brimfield
10 Brookfield
13 Buckland
70 Carlisle
47 Carver
28 Charlemont
31 Charlton
21 Chatham
43 Cheshire
7 Chester
50 Chesterfield
24 Chilmark
63 Clarksburg
13 Colrain
54 Conway
33 Cummington
44 Dana
54 Deerfield
15 Dennis
52 Dighton
38 Douglas
30 Dover
56 Dudley
69 Dunstable
10 East Brookfield
21 Eastham
4 Easthampton
Index of Towns
17 East Longmeadow
24 Edgartown
51 Egremont
57 Enfield
39 Erving
71 Essex
27 Fairhaven
63 Florida
62 Franklin
52 Freetown
24 Gay Head
25 Georgetown
23 Gill
33 Goshen
52 Gosnold
II Grafton
22 Granby
55 Granville
44 Greenwich
25 Groveland
35 Hadley
42 Halifax
46 Hamilton
17 Flampden
43 Hancock
18 Hanover
18 Hanson
5 Hardwick
70 Harvard
21 Harwich
35 Hatfield
28 Haw-ley
28 Heath
41 Hinsdale
37 Holbrook
32 Holden
31 FloUand
26 Holliston
3 Hopkinton
2 Hubbardston
36 Huntington
42 Kingston
47 Lakeville
43 Lanesborough
40 Lee
39 Leverett
67 Lexington
23 Leyden
70 Littleton
29 Lunenburg
46 Lynnfield
71 Manchester
1 Marshfield
14 Mashpee
27 JVIattapoisett
48 Medfield
26 Medway
20 Mendon
58 Merrimac
7 Middle-field
65 Middleton
12 Millbury
48 MiUis
64 Millville
63 Monroe
8 Monson
40 Monterey
36 Montgomery
49 Mount Washington
43 New Ash ford
16 New Braintree
58 Newbury
49 New Marlborough
44 New Salem
48 Norfolk
6 Northborough
10 North Brookfield
23 Northfield
68 North Reading
61 Norton
18 Norwell
24 Oak Bluffs
32 Oakham
21 Orleans
40 Otis
12 Oxford
32 Paxton
34 Pelham
42 Pembroke
69 Pepperell
41 Peru
5 Petersham
2 Phillipston
33 Plainfield
61 Plainville
42 Plympton
44 Prescott
9 Princeton
19 Provincetown
37 Randolph
66 Raynham
68 Reading
53 Rehoboth
51 Richmond
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47 Rochester
28 Rowe
25 Rowley
2 Royalston
36 Russell
32 Rutland
58 Salisbury
55 Sandisfield
14 Sandwich
63 Savoy
I Scituate
53 Seekonk
49 Sheffield
13 Shelburne
26 Sherborn
60 Shirley
39 Shutesbury
4 Southampton
6 Southborough
22 South Hadley
55 Southwick
9 Sterling
Statistics of Superintendency Unions—Continued
70 Stow
31 Sturbridge
30 Sudbury
54 Sunderland
45 Sutton
2 Templeton
65 Tewksbury
24 Tisbury
55 Tolland
46 Topsfield
29 Townsend
19 Truro
69 Tyngsborough
40 Tyringham
II Upton
38 Uxbridge
8 Wales
16 Warren
23 Warwick
41 Washington
30 Wayland
56 Webster
19 Wellfleet
39 Wendell
46 Wenham
72 West Boylston
66 West Bridgewater
16 West Brookfield
4 Westhampton
9 Westminster
58 West Newbury
51 West Stockbridge
24 West Tisbury
48 Westwood
54 Whately
17 Wilbraham
50 Williamsburg
65 Wilmington
59 Winchendon
41 Windsor
50 Worthington
62 Wrentham
15 Yarmouth
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II. Statistics of Superintendency Unions, Year Ending June 30, 1938
s
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Statistics of Siipcrintendency Unions—Continued
UNION
o
Q
State
triennial
Valuation,
March 17,
1938
Number
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Statistics of Superintendency Unions—-Continued
UNION
(U
§.2
•« cO 3
Q
State
Triennial
Valuation,
March 17,
1938
Number
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Statistics of Superintendence Unions—Concluded
o
SI
B
I
UNION
c3
State
triennial
Valuation,
March 17,
1938
Number
86
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III Towns of Less than 500 Families and State Aid for High School
Education therein, School Year ending June 30, I9gg-Continued
Bedford .
Berkley .
Berlin
Bernardston
Blandford
Bolton .
Boxborough
Boxford .
Boylston
Brewster
Brimfield
Brookfield
Buckland
Burlington
Carlisle .
Carver
Charlemont
Charlton
Cheshire
Chester .
Chesterfield
Chilmark
Clarksburg
Colrain .
Conway .
Cummington
Dana
Dover
Dunstable
East Brookfield
Eastham
Egdartown
Egremont
Enfield .
Erving
Essex
Florida .
Freetown
Gav Head
Gill
Goshen .
Gosnold .
Granby .
Granville
Greenwich
Halifax .
Hampden
Hancock
Harvard .
Hawley .
Heath .
Hinsdale
Holland .
Hubbardston
Huntington
Lakeville.
Lanesborough
Leverett .
Leyden .
Lincoln .
Littleton
Lynnfield
Marion .
Mashpee
Mattapoisett
Mendon .
Middlefield
Middleton
Millis
Millville .
Monroe .
Monterey
Montgomery
Mt. Washing
Nahant .
New Ashford
New Braintree
Newbury
NewMarlbor
New Salem
Norfolk .
Northfield
Norwell .
ton
gh
1
467
274
260
228
138
194
84
184
253
224
224
370
425
419
149
390
241
499
407
386
131
93
310
362
237
159
146
289
105
234
165
375
148
151
317
461
80
422
42
222
64
29
186
189
74
195
196
89
274
68
82
294
41
280
335
347
285
178
68
367
403
460
463
94
410
297
49
330
416
469
39
90
35
18
465
19
87
445
242
133
295
482
437
4
11
2
4
11
4
3
62
68
9
39
31
37
52
107
99
20
24
19
64
82
11
4
11
1 1
4
2.420
1 1
117
21
77
34
23
47
74
26
38
45
83
90
o
3.228
3.500
5
4.950
1.142
1.375
S605 00
1,000 00
Excess
Excess
1,250 00
807 14
875 00
1,250 00
1,237 50
285 71
Excess
343 75
Excess
1,250 00
2.828
5
2.500
2.950
5
5
1,250 00
Excess
Excess
Excess
Excess
707 14
1,250 00
Excess
625 00
737 50
1,250 00
1,250 00
6
113
67
54
25
15
20
33
36
60
90
32
54
60
16
20
39
75
44
7
9
23
18
29
14
13
68
10
58
13
50
14
7
60
26
7
51
32
15
11
11
16
51
9
41
71
54
36
19
53
97
13
21
57
4
75
86
14
11
18
5
70
3
25
45
94
$5,199 45*
3,242 79t
1,666 82*
Excess
Excess
2,651 69
1,822 40*
2,610 OOt
Excess
5,480 26*
Excess
Excess
2,128 98*
1,035 16*
Excess
3,231 48±
3,041
1,984
670
1,284
65
191
45t
75
2,494 74
930 38*
Excess
Excess
1,080 OOJ
3,548 96*
Excess
2,382 90*
710 64
3,225 OOj
914 00
Excess
3,4.59 29{
Excess
550 00
Excess
3,335 Ut
1,446 00
Excess
1,148 00
1,122 54
4,619 461
684 00
3,340 95t
3,017 65*
2,547 07*
3,175 84
1,751 00
Excess
Excess
Excess
1,427 16t
Excess
Excess
2,626 78*
3,041 87*
Excess
Excess
1,426 77
Excess
Excess
252 84
1,090 501
1,701 31*
5,017 83^
8
$1,982 30
3,590 40
1,152 50
2,921 80
765 20
1,941 90
2,345 51
1,635 36
1,443 90
5,966 78
2,404 85
3,615 86
2,243 10
2,467 90
1,174 68t
919 80
4,135 28
2,991 23
912 10
849 20
2,203 89
1,577 64
1,662 46
1,104 50
1,111 10
3,338 34
1,187 50
3,033 62
1,568 00
1,908 17
1,143 30
—
t
1,420 58
2,800 63
722 40
2,424 75
1,248 02
389 85t
594 70
1,451 80
1,633 10
3,971 85
921 06
4,094 92
2.035 70
2,183 10
2,110 50
1,298 58
2,269 55
4,390 00
515 521
1,.508 50
1,679 15
408 03
1,401 32
2,960 00
1,764 00
920 401:
1,600 50
589 40
1,619 10
343 00
1,314 76
3,376 40
$7,786 75
6,833 19
2,819 32
1,000 00
2,921 80
765
4, .593
4,167
4,245
3,126 22
20
59
91
36
68
28
1,250 00
807 14
1,443 90
11,447 04
2,404 85
3,615 86
875 00
1,250 00
4,372 08
1,237 50
3,503 06
1,174
4,151
7,176 93
4,975 42
1,868 26
2,133 95
4,698 63
2,851 77
1,662 46
1,104 50
2,191 10
6,887 30
1,250 00
1,187 50
5,416 52
2,278 64
5,133 17
2,057 30
4,879 87
2.800 63
1,272 40
2,424 75
4,583 13
1,835 85
594 70
2,599 80
2,755 64
8,591 31
1,605 06
7,435 87
1,250 00
5,0.53 35
4,730 77
5,286 34
3,049 58
2,269 55
4,390 00
515 52
2,935 66
1,679 15
707 14
408 03
4,088 10
1,250 00
6,001 87
1,764 00
920 40
3,027 27
589 40
1,619 10
595 84
2,405 26
5,077 71
625 fO
737 ro
8,144 05
1,2.50 00
1,250 00
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III. Towns of Less than 500 Families and State Aid for High School
Education therein, School Year ending June 30, 1938—Concluded
Oak Bluffs
Oakham
Orleans
Otis
Paxton
Pelham
Pembroke
Peru
Petersham
Phillipston
Plainfield
Plainville
Plympton
Prescott .
Princeton
Raynham
Richmond
Rochester
Rowe
Rowley .
Royalston
Russell
Rutland .
Sandisfield
Sandwich
Savoy
Sheffield .
Shelburne
Sherborn
Shirley .
Shutesbury
Southampton
Southwick
Sterling .
Stockbridge
Stow
Sturbridge
Sudbury
.
Sunderland
Tisbury
.
Tolland .
Tcpsfield
.
Truro
Tyngsborough
Tyringham
Wales
Warwick
Washington
Wellfleet
Wendell .
Wenham
West Brookfield
Westhampton
Westminster
West Newburj'
W. Stockbridge
West Tisbury
Whately .
Williamsburg
Windsor .
Worthington
Total(148 towns) — —
1
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Tuition expenditures
:
Reimbursed in full .
Reimbursed three fourths
Reimbursed one half
Not reimbursed
Transportation expenditures
:
Reimbursed in full .
Reimbursed three fourths
Reimbursed one half
Not reimbursed
Total
24I
24
29
33
105I
4
o
I
148
List of State-aided High Schools
Ashby, Ashfield, Bedford, Bernardston, Brimfield, Brookfield, Charlemont,
Qiarlton, Chester, Cummington, East Brookfield, Essex, Huntington, Mendon,
Millis, New Marlborough, New Salem, Northfield, Norwell, Pembroke, Plain-
ville, Princeton, Rutland, Sheffield, Sterling, Stow, Sudbury, West Brookfield,
Westminster, West Newbury, Williamsburg
—
31.
IV. Certification of Teachers for State-aided High Schools
Teachers in State-aided high schools (of which there are 31) are required
by section 12, chapter 71 of the General Laws, to hold certificates issued by the
Department of Education. Teachers in other high schools and teachers in ele-
mentary schools are not required to hold State certificates. Applicants are usu-
ally issued certificates on credentials without examination.
The requirements for these certificates are stated in a circular of informa-
tion which may be obtained from the Department of Education.
The total number of high school teachers' certificates granted up to December
I, 1938, was as follows:
General, 587; Preliminary, 1,183; Special, 964; Term, 1,981; Life, 6. Total,
4721.
V. Transportation of Children Living on Islands
Chapter 76, section 14 of the General Laws provides that:—"The depart-
ment of education may provide transportation to and from school, or board in
place thereof, for such children of school age as live upon islands within the
commonwealth that are without schools, in cases where the local authorities
are not required by law to provide such transportation." [Op. A. G. (1920)
27.]
During the school year 1937-38 there were twenty-two children who came
within the above classification and the expense entailed amounted to $2,480.45.
VI. County Training Schools
The following table gives a list of the county training schools in the State
for the commitment of habitual truants, absentees, and school offenders:
County Training School
Essex
Hampden .
Middlesex^
Worcester
Location
Lawrence
Springfield
North Chelmsford
Oakdale .
Superintendent
James R. Tetler
Chris Berninger
J. Earl Wotton
Edgar C. Erickson
1 Twenty-three of these towns received reimbursement in full for both tuition and trans-
portation expenditures.
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The counties of Barnstable, Berkshire, Bristol^, Dukes, FrankHn, Hamp-
shire, Nantucket, Norfolk 2, and Plymouth ^ are exempted by law from main-
taining training schools of their own, but the county commissioners of each
of these counties are required to assign an established training school as a
place of commitment for habitual truants, absentees, and school offenders.
The places designated by several commissioners are as follow: Berkshire
County, Springfield ; Dukes, Franklin, and Hampshire Counties, North Chelms-
ford.
Number of Pupils Attending, Admitted, mid Discharged; also
Teachers Employed
County
Training School
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STATE-AIPED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Table No. i—Roster of State-aided vocational and part-time schools
School Year ending August 31, 1938
Two HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO (aLl) SCHOOLS IN OPERATION DURING THE
YEAR (or now) in EIGHTY-FIVE CITIES AND TOWNS LISTED CHRONOLOGI-
CALLY BY TYPES OF SCHOOLS, WITLI DATES OF ESTABLISHMENT AND
NAMES OF Directors.
Group I. Forty-eight day industrial schools (boys)
Smith's Agricultural (Northampton), Oct., 1908; Philip Fox.
New Bedford Vocational, Nov., 1909; William R. Mackintosh.
Newton Trade, Feb., 1909; James Forbes.
Worcester Boys' Trade, Feb., 1910; Walter B. Dennen.
Somerville Vocational School for boys, Sept., 1910; Harry L. Jones.
Lowell Vocational, Sept., 1911 ; Thomas F. Fisher.
Springfield Trade, Sept., 191 1 ; George A. Burridge.
Westfield Trade, Sept., 191 1; Chester C. Derby.
Boston Trade, Feb., 1912; Edward M. McDonough.
Quincy Trade, Sept., 1912; Frank C. Webster.
Holyoke Vocational, Sept., 1914; Matthew S. Herbert.
Diman Industrial (Fall River), May, 1916; Frederick H. Rundall.
Independent Industrial Shoemaking School of the City of Lynn, Aug., 1918;
Stephen R. Callahan.
Chicopee Trade, Sept., 1921
;
John H. Sullivan.
Weymouth Vocational, Feb., 1924; Francis E. Whipple, Jr.
Vineyard Haven Carpentry School (Tisbury), Sept., 1925; Henry A. Ritter.
Beverly Trade, Nov., 1926; Edgar A. Winters.
Haverhill Trade, Nov., 1926; Chester P. Spofford.
Everett Trade, Sept., 1927; James T. Gearon.
Waltham Trade, Sept., 1928; Harold L. Pride.
Brighton Industrial, Feb., 1929; Percy A. Brigham.
Charlestown Industrial, Feb., 1929; Maurice J. Moriarty.
Dorchester Industrial, Feb., 1929 ; Arlon O. Bacon.
East Boston Industrial, Feb., 1929; Walter H. Naylor.
Hyde Park Industrial, T^eb., 1929; Martin L. Olson.
South Boston Industrial, Jan., 1929; Thomas A. Roche.
Memorial High (Roxbury) Industrial, Sept., 1929; Patrick J. Smith.
Medford Vocational, Nov., 1930; Melvin V. Weldon.
Cole Trade, Day (Southbridge), Mar., 1932; Clark H. Morrell.
Brockton Vocational (General), Mar., 1934; Kenrick M. Baker.
North Adams Vocational (General), Mar., 1934; Justin W. Barrett.
Northbridge Vocational (General), Mar., 1934; James S. MuUaney.
Webster Vocational (General), Mar., 1934; Stephen L. Sadler.
Pittsfield Vocational. April, 1934; John F. Moran.
Attleboro Vocational (General), Sept., 1934; Milton C. Dutton.
Lawrence Vocational (General), Sept., 1934; Francis X. Hogan.
Leominster Vocational (General), Sept., 1934; Rodney F. Poland.
Lynn Vocational (General), Sept., 1934; Ralph W. Babb.
Salem Vocational, Sept., 1934; Agnes V. Cragen.
Taunton Vocational (General), Sept., 1934; Frank L. Caton.
Attleboro Jewelry Trade, Nov., 1934; Frank H. Straker.
Cambridge Vocational (General), Dec, 1934; John M. Tobin.
Milford Vocational (General), Jan., 1935; David I. Davoren.
Oak Bluffs Trade, Jan., 1936; Charles E. Downs.
Greenfield Vocational, June, 1936; Ralph A. Lawrence.
Fitchburg Vocational (General), July, 1936; Watson H. Otis.
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Group I. Forty-eight day industrial schools (boys)—Cont'd
Shelburne Vocational (General), Sept., 1937; Thomas W. Watkins.
Barnstable Trade, Nov., 1938; Ralph R. Barr.
Group II. Three day industrial schools (girls)
Trade School for Girls (Boston), Sept., 1909; Esther L. McNellis.
David Hale Fanning Trade School for Girls (Worcester), Sept., 1911; Grace
A. Gilkey.
Springfield Trade School for Girls, Jan., 1934; George A. Burridge.
Group III. Nineteen evening industrial schools (men)
New Bedford Evening Vocational, Nov., 1907 ; William R. Mackintosh.
Lawrence, Mar., 1908; Francis X. Hogan.
Boston Trade School, Evening Classes, Oct., 1908; Henry D. Fallona.
Chicopee Evening Trade, Oct., 1908
;
John H. Sullivan.
Newton Evening Vocational, Feb., 1909; James Forbes.
Worcester Boys' Evening Trade, Feb., 1910; Walter B. Dennen.
Everett, Oct., 191 1; Henry A. Bonin.
Springfield Evening Trade, Feb., 1916; Thomas J. Morrison.
Beverly, Nov., 1916; Edgar A. Winters.
Lynn Evening Industrial Shoemaking, Jan., 1927; Stephen R. Callahan.
Medford Evening Vocational, Nov., 1930; Melvin V. Weldon.
Cambridge Evening Industrial, Jan., 1934^ ; John M. Tobin.
Waltham Evening Trade, Sept., 1935 ; Harold L. Pride.
Holyoke Evening Vocational, Oct., 1935; Charles E. Daweon.
Pittsfield Evening Vocational, April, 1936^
;
John F. Moran.
Cole Trade Evening (Southbridge), Oct., 19361 ; Clark H. Morrell.
Westfield Evening Trade, Dec, 1936I ; Chester C. Derby.
Lowell Evening Vocational, Jan. 1937^ ; Thomas F. Fisher.
Quincy, Oct., 1937^ ; Albert H. Cochrane.
Group Ilia — Seven Special Classes
Boston, Jan., 1935 ; Edward M. McDonough.
Holyoke C. C. C. Classes, Feb., 1938; Matthew S. Herbert.
Pittsfield C. C. C. Classes, Feb., 1938; John F. Moran.
Fitchburg C. C. C. Classes, March, 1938; Watson H. Otis.
Medford C. C. C. Classes, March, 1938; Melvin V. W^eldon.
Westfield C. C. C. Classes, March, 1938; Chester C. Derby.
Worcester C. C. C. Classes, March, 1938 ; Walter B. Dennen.
Group IV. Evening industrial schools (Women)
Not conducted 1937-38.
Group V. Forty-eight day homemaking schools.
New Bedford Household Arts, Nov., 1907; William R. Mackintosh.
Smith's Household Arts (Northampton), Oct., 1908; Philip Fox.
Lowell Vocational, Sept., 191 1; Thomas F. Fisher.
Essex County School of Homemaking (Hathorne), Sept., 1914; Fred A.
Smith.
B'all River Household Arts, Nov., 1919; Hector L. Belisle.
Boston Household Arts, Feb., 1920; Mabel E. Bowker.
Somerville Household Arts, Nov., 1920; Mary H. Brown.
1 Re-established.
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'General Vocational Department, Nov., 1937; Everett W. Ireland.
Everett Household Arts, March, 192 1 ; Frederick A. Ashley.
Scituate Household Arts, Sept., 1921 ; Harold C. Wingate.
Hadley Household Arts, April, 1922; James P. Reed.
Pittsfield Household Arts, Sept., 1922; Edward J. Russell.
Weymouth Household Arts, Feb., 1924; Wallace L. Whittle.
Westport Household Arts, March, 1924; Norman L. Gifford.
Haverhill Household Arts, Sept., 1924; Arlington I. Clow.
Falmouth Household Arts, April, 1925; Russell B. Marshall.
Belchertown Household Arts, March, 1925; Herman C. Knight.
Amesbury Household Arts, Sept., 1925; Fred C. English.
Shelburne Household Arts, Sept., 1928; Thomas W. Watkins.
Bourne Household Arts, Sept., 1928; James F. Peebles.
Holyoke Household Arts, Sept., 1928; Howard Conant.
Deerfield Household Arts, Sept., 1930; Marvin E. Janes.
Worcester Household Arts, Jan., 1931 ; Grace A. Gilkey.
Provincetown Household Arts, Nov., 1931 ; Alton E. Ramey.
Southbridge Household Arts, Sept., 1932; James M. Robertson.
Townsend Household Arts, Oct., 1932; Hamihon R. Bailey.
Barnstable Household Arts, Sept., 1933; Ralph R. Barr.
Webster Household Arts, Nov., 1933; Cyril C. Smith.
Brockton Household Arts, Jan., 1935; Ruel E. Tucker.
North Adams Household Arts, Jan., 1935; Justin W. Barrett.
Dartmouth Household Arts, Sept., 1935 ; Caleb H. Niles.
Dighton Household Arts, Sept., 1935; George R. Austin.
New Salem Household Arts, Sept., 1935 ; David C. Bowen.
Palmer Household Arts, Sept., 1935 ; Ernest J. Lawton.
Salem Household Arts, Sept., 1935; Agnes V. Cragen.
Holliston Household Arts, Dec, 1935; Fred W. Miller.
Gloucester Household Arts, Jan., 1936; Leslie O. Johnson.
Winchendon Household Arts, Sept., 1936; Charles A. Mitchell.
Adams Household Arts, Sept., 1936; J. Franklin Farrell.
Plymouth Household Arts, Sept., 1936; Mary M. Dolan.
Hatfield Household Arts, Sept., 1936^ ; Edward J. Burke.
Great Barrington Household Arts, Feb., 1937; Russell H. Bellows.
Beverly Household Arts, Sept., 1937; Frederick H. Pierce.
Chester Household Arts, Sept., 1937; Harold B. Sw.icker.
Williamstown Household Arts, Sept., 1937; John B. Clark.
Hudson Household Arts, Sept., 1938; Frances E. Rice.
Lee Household Arts, Sept., 1938; Charles A. Miller.
Randolph Household Arts, Sept., 1938; Hubert F. Gilgan.
Group VI. Twenty-six practical art schools
New Bedford, Nov., 1907; William R. Mackintosh.
Lawrence, Mar., 1908; Francis X. Hogan.
Newton, Feb., 1909; James Forbes.
Worcester (Independent Board), Sept., 191 1; Grace A. Gilkey.
Lowell, Sept., 191 1; Thomas F. Fisher.
Everett, Oct., 191 1; Henry A. Bonin.
Holyoke, Oct., 191 1; William R. Peck.
Somerville, Oct., 191 1; Mary H. Brown.
Boston, Oct., 1912; Joseph F. Gould.
Methuen, Oct., 1912; Lewis H. Conant.
Leominster, Feb., 1916; William B. Appleton.
1 Re-established.
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Essex County (Hatborne), July, 1918; Fred A. Smith.
Beverly, Sept., 1919; Gertrude F. A. Lyons.
Brookline, Jan., 1920; Ernest R. Caverly.
Lynn, Feb., 1920; Raymond F. Grady.
Chicopee, Nov., 1921 ; John J. Desmond, Jr.
Medford, Oct., 1922; Katherine A. Baker.
Brockton, Nov., 1926; Kenrick M. Baker.
Somerset, Sept., 1928; H. Freeman Bates.
Rockport, April, 1929; William E. Cottle.
Dighton, Nov., 1934; Norman D. Bailey.
Webster, Dec, 1934^ ; James A. Lobban.
Waltham, Jan., 1935^; William H. Slayton.
Gloucester, March, 1935^ ; Ern'est W. Fellows.
Springfield, Oct, 1935^; Thomas J. Morrison.
Haverhill, Jan., 1936^ ; Walter S. Wrigley.
Group VII. Forty-two part-time (co-operative and compulsory
continuation) schools.
A. Co-operative Schools
Beverly Co-operative Trade, Aug., 1909 ; Edgar A. Winters.
-Boston
:
Charlestown, Sept., 1919 ; Maurice J. Moriarty.
Hyde Park, Sept., 1919; Martin L. Olson.
Dorchester, Sept., 1920; Arlon O. Bacon.
Brighton, Sept., 1922 ; Percy A. Brigham.
East Boston, June, 1925; Walter H. Naylor.
South Boston, Jan., 1929; Thomas A. Roche.
Memorial High (Roxbury), Sept., 1929; Patrick J. Smith.
Cole Trade, Southbridge, Sept., 1919; Clark H. Morrell.
Springfield Co-operative Trade, March, 1937; George A. Burridge.
B. Comipulsory Continuation Schools
Boston, Sept., 1914;^ Paul V. Donovan.
Attleboro, Sept., 1920; Milton P. Dutton.
Brockton, Sept., 1920; Kenrick M. Baker.
Cambridge, Sept., 1920; John M. Tobin.
Chicopee, Sept., 1920; John H. Sullivan.
Everett, Sept., 1920; James T. Gearon.
Fall River, Sept., 1920; Charles E. Reed.
Fitchburg, Sept., 1920; Watson H. Otis.
Haverhill, Sept., 1920; William W. Dunbar.
Lawrence, Sept., 1920; Francis X. Hogan.
Leominster, Sept., 1920; Rodney F. Poland.
Lowell, Sept., 1920; Thomas A. Ginty.
Lynn, Sept., 1920; Ralph W. Babb.
New Bedford, Sept., 1920; Edward T. N. Sadler.
North Adams, Sept., 1920; Justin W\ Barrett.
Northbridge, Sept., 1920
;
James S. Mullaney.
Pittsfield, Sept., 1920; John F. Moran.
Quincy, Sept., 1920 ; Dana B. Clark.
Salem, Sept., 1920; Agnes V. Cragen.
Somerville, Sept., 1920; Everett W. Ireland,
Southbridge, Sept., 1920; Clark H. Morrell.
Springfield, Sept., 1920; George A. Burridge.
1 Re-established.
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Taunton, Sept., 1920; Frank L. Caton.
Webster, Sept., 1920; Stephen L. Sadler.
Worcester, Sept., 1920; Thomas F. Power.
Gloucester, Sept., 1921 ; Ernest W. Fellows.
Milford, Sept., 1921 ; Almorin O. Caswell.
Andover, Sept., 1923; Carl M. Gahan.
C. Apprenticeship Schools (classes)
Pittsfield, Sept., 1927; John F. Moran.
Boston, Nov., 1932; Joseph F. Gould.
Springfield, Oct., 1937; George A. Burridge.
D. Vocational Art Schools (classes)
Massachusetts School of Art, Nov., 1927; Frank L. Allen.
E. Trade Preparatory Schools (classes)
Plymouth, Oct., 1935 ; Anson B. Handy.
Group VTII. Four agricultural Schools
Smith's (Northampton), Oct., 1908; Philip Fox.
Bristol County, Sept., 1913; George H. Gilbert.
Essex County, Oct., 1913; Fred A. Smith.
Norfolk County, Oct., 1916; Charles VV. Kemp.
Weymouth Branch, Oct., 1916; Hilmer S. Nelson, Instructor.
Group IX. Nineteen vocational agricultural departments
with names of instructors (day)^
Hadley, Jan., 1912; Paul W. Brown.
Ashfield, Aug., 1913; Clifford A. Parker.
Worcester, May, 1917; Joihn E. Gifford.
Boston (Jamaica Plain), Nov., 1918; Thomas P. Dooley.
New Salem, Sept., 1919; R. Arthur Lundgren.
Shelburne, March, 1920; William H. Tufts.
West Springfield, April, 1920 ; Herbert F. Bartlett.
Falmouth, Sept., 1920, Lewis B. Robinson.
Hatfield, Aug., 1921 ; Edward J. Burke.
Westport, Aug., 1925 ; William T. Smith, Jr.
Agawam, Aug., 1929; Louis H. Moseley.
Dartmouth, Sept., 1929; Karl H. Erickson.
Westfield, Oct., 1931 ; J. Lowell Williams.
Barnstable, Sept., 1934; Jesse A. Taft.
Stockbridge, June, 1936; John C. Burrington.
Templeton, July, 1937; Walter E. Curtis.
Williamstov/n, Aug., 1937; Carroll P. Moore.
Stow, Sept., 1937; Lewis H. Black.
Hudson, Aug., 1938; Clifford A. Parker.
Group X. Tzvo vocational agricultural departments
with names of instructors {evening)
Essex County, Dec, 1926; J. Stanley Bennett.
Hubbardston, Dec, 1934; Walter E. Curtis.
1 Re-established.
P.D. 2 95
Group XL Three part-time distributive occupations schools
Boston
:
Memorial High (Roxbury), Sept., 1937; Edward J. Rowse.
High School of Practical Arts, Sept., 1937; Edward J. Rowse.
Worcester, Sept., 1937; Grace A. Gilkey.
Group XII. Eleven evening distributive occupations scJiools
Holyoke, Jan., 1938; William R. Peck.
Southbridge, Jan., 1938; Clark H. Morrell.
Boston (Roslindale), Feb., 1938; Joseph F. Gould.
New Bedford, Feb., 1938; William R. Mackintosh.
Boston (Trade School for Girls), Oct., 1938; Esther L. McNeills.
Greenfield, Oct., 1938; Frederick W. Porter.
Lynn, Oct., 1938; Stephen R. Callahan.
Quincy, Oct., 1938; Albert H. Cochrane.
Waltham, Oct., 1938; Harold L. Pride.
Worcester, Oct., 1938; Grace A. Gilkey.
Lawrence, Nov., 1938; Francis X. Hogan.
1 The Principal of the high school usually serves as director.
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Table No. 5
—
Earnings of vocational agricultural pupils from projects and
other supervised work during the periods covered by their school attendance.
School year ending August 31, 1938A.
P.D. 2
104 P.D. 2
Table No. 6
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments—Continued
Group III. Evening industrial schools (men)
P.D. 2 105
Table No. 6
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments—Continued
Group V. Day homemaking schools
1
106 P.D. 2
Table No. 6
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments—Continued
Group VII. Part-time (a)
P.D. 2 107
Table No. 6
—
Vital Statistics by types of schools and departments—Continued
108
II. Cases
Prospects
Total prospects . . . .
Type of handicap:
Industrial . . . .
Otherwise
Registrations
Total registrations
Source of reference:
Industrial Accident Board .
Other Public Departments .
Hospitals . . . .
Social Agencies . . . .
Insurance Companies
U. S. Compensation Commission
Self Applications
Employers . . . .
III. Actions Taken in Registrations
IV. Analysis of Training
Total put in training .
Educational Institutions:
Public
Day .
Evening
Private
Day .
Evening
Employment training .
Tutors
Correspondence .
Special training agency
Current
Month
Registrations
23
Previous
Registrations
13
Current
Month
Totals
36
10
4
8
11
1
1
1
V. Analysis of Closures
- Total Closures
Rehabilitated
:
By placement .
After school training
After employment training
Other closures:
Not eligible .
Not susceptible
Service rejected
Died .
Other .
Current
Month
Registrations
Previous
Registrations
51
10
11
20
Current
Month
Totals
10
11
21
1
15
P.D. 2
Totals to
Date
11,469
5,734
5,735
4,952
689
1,799
581
349
151
49
1,257
77
P.D. 2 109
VI. Summary
no P.D. 2
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Table No. 7
B-l
-Use of Federal Funds—Continued
Expenditures for teacher-training (Smith-Hughes)
(Federal fiscal year ending June 30, 1938.)
P.D. 2 113
Table No. 7
—
Use of Federal Funds (Concluded)
Fess-Kenton (Rehabilitation), Fbdbbal Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1938
114
Table No. 8.- -Statistics of teacher-training from September 1,
P.D. 2
1937 to
P.D. 2 115
Table No. 8
—
Statistics of teacher-training—Continued
Group III. Day household arts and industrial (women) i
1
116 P.D. 2
Table No. 8
—
Statistics of teacher-training—Continued
Group V. General Vocational and Continuation (Women)
1
Fitchburg I
P.D. 2
-TD
118 P.D. 2
Table No. 9.
—
Number of different minors lU to 16 years of age, who, within
the calendar year, Jan. 1 to Dec. 81, 1938, zvere employed while schools
were in session, as per returns.
Group I— Cities
(Cities in boldface type are those conducting continuation schools)
P.D. 2
Table No. 9. -Number of different minors lA to 16 years of age, etc.
Group II—Towns of 6,000 population or over—Concluded
119
-Con.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
120 P.D. 2
Table No. g.—Number of different minors H to 16 years of age, etc.—^Con.
Group III—Towns of less than 5,000 -population and maintaining high schools
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
P.D. 2
Table No. 9.
—
Number of different minors- H to 16 years of age, etc-
Group III—Towns of less than 5,000 population and maintaining high schools—Concluded
121
-Con.
122 P.D. 2
Table No. 9.
—
Number of different minors 14- to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.
Group IV. Towns of less than 5,000 population and not maintaining high schools—Continued
TOWNS—Con.
258. Nahant
259. Marion .
260. Lynnfield
261. Lakeville
262. Newbury
263. Sterling .
264. Mattapoisett
265. Buckland
266. Lincoln
267. Southwick
268. Norfolk .
269 Colrain .
270. Carver
271. Tyngsborough
272. Rowley
273. Clarksburg
274. Erving
275. West Brookfield
276. RusseU .
277. Lanesborough
278. Sunderland .
279. Hinsdale
280. Rochester
281. Whately
282. West Stockbridge
283. Berkley .
284. Wenham
285. Bovision
286. Berlin .
287. Hubbardston
288. Harvard
289. Gill
290. Southampton
291. East Brookfield
292. Conway
293. Granby
294. Bolton .
295. Royalston
296. Hahfax .
297. Hampden
298. Leverett
299. Granville
300. Becket
301. Paxton .
302. Boxford
303. Richmond
304. Carlisle
305. Blandford
306. Eastham
307. Egremont
308. Truro .
309. Plvmpton
310. Dana* .
311. Oakham
312. Enfield*
313. Worthington
314. Pelham
315. Chesterfield
316. Sandisfield
317. New Braintree
318. Windsor
319. Dunstable
320. Westhampton
321. Otis
322. Warwick
323. Hancock
324. Mashpee
325. Wales .
326. Phillipston
327. Wendell
1
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Table No. 9.
—
Number of different minors 14- to 16 years of age, etc.—Con..
Group IV. Towns of less than 5,000 population and not maintaining high schools—Concluded.
TOWNS—Con.
328. Heath .
329. Monterey
330. Hawley
331. Boxborough
332. Florida .
333. Savoy .
334. Plainfield
335. Rowe
336. West Tisbury
337. Leyden .
338. Chilmark
339. Goshen .
340. Tyringham
341. Greenwich*
342. Shutesbury
343. W^ashington
344. Monroe .
345. Alford .
346. Middlefield
347. Gay Head
348. Montgomery
349. Holland
350. Tolland .
351. Gosnold
352. Peru
353. New Ashford
354. Mount Washington
355. Prescott*
Total—Group IV
State Totals
331
321
313
312
307
307
306
298
270
261
252
248
246
238
222
222
218
200
197
161
141
137
134
120
108
75
60
48
132,311
4,249,614
2
6
1
4
17
11
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Boston: Administration of health and physical education; adult recrea-
tion leadership; advanced English literature; advanced solfeggio; aesthetics;
American architecture; appreciation of opera; appreciation of poetry; appre-
ciation of symphonies; architecture appreciation; art classes for junior and
senior high school students; art in the United States; art metal work; art
needlework; arts and crafts; basic educational problems and practices; basic
English; biographies; biology of man; blackboard drawing; blueprint reading;
business English; character education; choral singing; choral speaking; church
music and choir training; church music in theory and practice; clothing style
and design; comptometer operation; coaistructive activities in the elementary
schools ; contemporary literature ; conversational Esperanto ; conversational
French ; conversational Spanish ; current events ; curriculum building for the
kindergarten; Diesel engines (laboratory course); drama of today; dramatic
workshop ; draperies and slip covers ; drawing for recreation ; elementary har-
mony; elementary solfeggio; English novel; ensemble playing; everyday
chemistry; expression of personality through speech; French; French lectures;
French pronunciation; fundamentals of advertising; furniture and its selec-
tion; Gaelic; good taste in dress; health and safety education; home garden
designing; hotel management; how to enjoy opera; interior home decoration;
international affairs; investments for women; Irish history; Italian; keeping
mentally fit; labor and labor laws; Latin for beginners; law for women; law
of trusts and estates; Lithuanian; making of the modern mind; methods of
teaching geography; methods of teaching lip reading; modern cosmetics;
modern government; modern home fashions and accessories; modern interiors;
modern publicity and public relations; modern trends in government; modula-
tion and improvisation for trained organists; music appreciation; musical ac-
companiment; new sensory aids in teaching; news and feature writing; organic
chemistry; paintings and painters; pantomime; parliamentary procedure; per-
fection of speech through psychology; personality and fashion; personality,
posture, and poise
;
philosophy made simple ; piano playing ; pictorial block
printing; play production; play writing; Polish; pottery; practical general
chemistry; practical handicrafts in special class curriculum; practical prob-
lems of teachers and administrators
;
practical psychology in everyday life
;
practical speech making; preparation for civil service clerical examination;
preparation for civil service junior employment registrar's examination; pre-
paration for correction v^fficers' examination ; preparation for European travel
preparation for unemployment compensation examination ; pre-school music
;
problems and procedures in adult alien education; phychology of adolescence;
psychology of getting along with people; public speaking; radial harmony;
radio training; recent books; school art crafts; sketching and painting for
recreation ; social implications of modern education ; social security laws
speech improvement for teachers; standard life saving methods; story telling;
survey of English literature ; survey of recent bar examinations ; taxidermy
teaching types of literature; theory and practice of public speaking; this
changing world of ours ; travelers' French ; visual and other sensory aids in
the modern school ; vocabulary building for business and professional men
and women; voice culture; voice development; voice training for singing;
weight normalizing through dancing; what every woman operator should
know about an automobile ; window decorating and display ; writing advertis-
ing copy ; writing for women. Total enrollment, 10,388.
Bridgewater : Advanced educational psychology; Europe since 1914; methods
of educational research ; survey of English literature. Total enrollment, 86.
Brockton: Elementary Swedish; everyday English; library research; pre-
paration for civil service fire examination; preparation for civil service junior
employment registrar's examination
;
preparation for civil service stenographic
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examination
;
preparation for correction officers' examination
;
preparation for
unemployment compensation examination; public speaking; remedial reading;
social implications of modern education ; survey of Englisfh literature. Total
enrollment, 419.
Brookline: Modern trends in English and American literature; play writ-
ing; voice culture. Total enrollment, 63.
Cambridge: Advanced fiction technique; advanced fiction v/orkshop; ad-
vanced Gregg shorthand ; advanced income tax problems ; advanced problems
in industrial purchasing and selling; advanced public speaking; alternating
current machinery ; analysis of financial statements ; apartment house heating
for janitors; applied hydraulics; art for the understanding and enjoyment of
beauty; art of salesmanship; art of straight thinking; astronomy; auditing;
automatic controls for heating and air conditioning ; automobile law ; auto-
mobile repairing; aviation; bacteriology and its application; basketball coach-
ing; bird study; blueprint reading; blueprint reading for men in the trades;
bookkeeping; business administration; business and financial forecasting;
business and professional speaking; business law; candy making; cartooning;
cataloguing; C. P. A. preparation; Chaucer; child psychology; children's lit-
erature; college algebra; commercial and advertising photography; commer-
cial art; commercial electric refrigeration; commercial fashion drawing; com-
mercial radio operating; conversational French; coinversational German;
conversational Italian ; correct use of Engli'sh ; correction of speech disorders
;
cost accounting; credits and collections; cultural personality; current atTairs;
current problems in European history and government; Diesel engines; die-
tetics; educational and vocational guidance; educational law; educational psy-
chology
; electric power plant operation ; elementary accounting ; elementary
Gregg shorthand ; elementary Gregg shorthand review ; elementary Pitman
shorthand; elementary practical radio; elementary surveying; elementary tex-
tile fabrics; employer-employee relations; English for business; Esperanto;
estimating building costs ; estimating for building trades ; etching ; everyday
English ; expression of personality through speech ; fashion illustration ; fiction
workshop; fingerprinting; first aid; France of today; French; general insur-
ance; German; heating and ventilating; highway and bridge estimating; his-
tory of Latin America; household and commercial refrigeration; how to organ-
ize and finance a business; improvement of instruction in arithmetic; income
tax procedure and accounting; industrial chemistry; industrial electricity; in-
dustrial electronics; industrial mathematics; industrial purchasing; interna-
tional affairs; introduction to the history of culture; introduction to the physics
of matter in the colloid state; investigation of real estate titles; investing in
stocks and bonds ; investment facts and fallacies ; Irish plays and playwrights
;
Italian ; landscape sketching with pencil ; law for the layman ; law office prac-
tice and procedure for clerks and secretaries; law of the sea; law of trade-
marks, copyrights, and designs; library research; life insurance fundamentals;
Lowell Institute preparation; mathematics for accounting; mechanical draw-
ing and machine drafting; mechanisms of machinery; merchandising; metal-
lography and heat treatment ; methods of teaching mechanical drawing ; mod-
ern design for tailors and fitters ; modern Irish plays and the Abbey theatre
;
money and banking; motion and time study; motion picture projection; mun-
icipal administration and government; nature study; navigation; neon signs;
office procedure ; oil burners ; our living Constitution ; outdoor photography
patenting and commercializing inventions; personalitv in retail selling; per-
sonnel management; petroleum engineering: pharmacy review for state board
examinations
;
photograpihy
;
physics ; Pitman shorthand ; Pitman shorthand
review; poetry and verse writing; practical air conditioning; practical business
letter writing; practical calculus; practical inventing; practical X-Ray; pre-
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paration for civil service examination for visitor and guardian to older boys
;
preparation for civil service fire examination; preparation for civil service
stenographic examination
;
preparation for electricians' examination
;
prepara-
tion for Massachusetts nautical school entrance examination
;
preparation for
unemployment compensation examination
;
preparatory course for motor vehi-
cle examiners; principles of accounting; principles of economics; principles of
sociology
;
psychology and methods of teaching mentally retarded children
psychology for public health nurses; psychology of personality; psychology o<i
self-development; public address systems; public speaking; public speaking
(speech types) ; radio servicing; radio technique and development of micro-
phone personality; reading in the primary grades; real estate appraising; real
estate law; real estate practice; reinforced concrete design; remedial reading;
rubber—its chemistry and application ; Russian ; salesmanship ; salesmanship
for milk and dairy products; scientific automobile driving; scientific crime
detection methods ; secretarial training ; shop mathematics ; short story writ-
ing; shorthand reporting; sketching and painting for recreation; slide rule
and its uses; social pathology; Spanish; speed stenography; structural design;
supervisory training; surveying practice; Swedish; teaching English in the
elementary grades; telescope making; tests and measurements; textile testing;
the seven lamps of the Italian renaissance; traffic management; tree surgery;
trends in retail distribution; trigonometry; Venetian masters of color; vocabu-
lary and mind; welding engineering; writers' seminar; writing book reviews;
writing for publication ; writing for the radio. Total enrollment, 14,865.
Chicopee: Preparation for civil service stenographic examination; sales
promotion. Total enrollment, 33.
Clinton: Italian; Polish literature; preparation for civil service fire ex-
amination; shorthand; typewriting; voice culture. Total enrollment, 175.
Everett: Petroleum engineering. Total enrollment, 30.
Fall River: Elementary Gregg shorthand ; international affairs; preparation
for civil service fire examination; preparation for civil service junior employ-
ment registrar's examination
;
preparation for civil service stenographic ex-
amination; preparation for correction officers' examination; preparation for
unemployment compensation examination ; remedial reading. Total enroll-
ment, 375.
Fitchburg: Preparation for civil service fire examination; preparation for
civil service junior employment registrar's examination; preparation for civil
service stenographic examination; preparation for correction officers' examina-
tion
;
preparation for unemployment compensation examination ; vocabulary
building. Total enrollment, 304.
FramingSiam: Basic educational problems and practices; choral speaking;
English composition; preparation for civil service fire examination; prepara-
tion for civil service stenographic examination. Total enrollment, 145.
Franklin: The problem child. Total enrollment, 40.
Gardner: Problems and procedures in adult alien education. Total enroll-
ment' 31.
Gloucester: Preparation for civil service fire examination. Total enroll-
ment' 37.
Great Barrington: Educational trends; methods of teaching health educa-
tion. Total enrollment' 49.
Greenfield: Health and recreation for business and professional men; pre-
paration for civil service junior employment registrar's examination; prepara-
tion for civil service stenographic examination
;
preparation for unemployment
compensation examination. Total enrollment, 79.
Haverhill: Aesthetics; law for women; popular backgrounds of English
literature; preparation for civil service fire examination; preparation for civil
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service junior employment registrar's examination; preparation for unemploy-
ment compensation examination ; sketching and painting. Total enrollment,
253-
Hinghani: Development of personality. Total enrollment, 23.
Holyoke: Elementary accounting; preparation for civil service stenographic
examination; preparation for unemployment compensation examination. Total
enrollment, 9*9.
Hudson: International affairs: Total enrollment, 20.
Lawrence: Elementary methods and materials; everyday English; federal
and state income tax procedures ; Italian
;
preparaitiiOn for civil service fire
examination; preparation for civil service junior employment registrar's ex-
amination; preparation for civil service stenographic examination; prepara-
tion for correction officers' examination; psychology and technique of teaching
mentally retarded children; sketching and painting; tmemployment compensa-
tion law ; vocabulary building. Total enrollment, 520.
Leominster: International affairs; preparation for civil service fire exam-
ination. Total enrollment, 29.
Lowell: Correct use of English; development of personality; elementary
accounting; income tax procedure; labor laws; photography; preparation for
civil service fire examination; preparation for civil service junior employ-
ment registrar's examination; preparation for civil service stenographic ex-
amination
;
preparation for correction officers' examination
;
preparation for
unemployment compensation examination
;
principles of accounting. Total en-
rollment, 719.
Lynn: Credits and collections; Europe yesterday and today; neon signs;
preparation for civil service fire examination
;
preparation for civil service
junior employment registrar's examination; preparation for unemployment
compensation examination; public speaking. Total enrollment, 313.
Marblehead : Educational and vocational guidance. Total enrollment, 25.
Marlborough: Preparation for civil service fire examination; preparation
for civil service stenographic examination
;
preparation for correction officers'
examination
;
preparation for unemployment compensation examination. Total
enrollment, 146.
Melrose: Child psychology. Total enrollment, 37.
Middleborough : Remedial reading. Total enrollment, 10.
Natick: Appreciation of literature. Total enrollment, 28.
New Bedford: Diesel engines; international affairs; preparation for civil
service clerical examination
;
preparation for civil service fire examination
;
preparation for civil service junior employment registrar's examination; pre-
paration for civil service stenographic examination
;
preparation for correction
officers' examination; preparation for unemployment compensation examina-
tion
; remedial reading. Total enrollment, 772.
Newburyport: Preparation for civil service fire examination. Total en-
rollment, 78.
North Adams: Preparation for civil service fire examination; preparation
for civil service junior employment registrar's examination; skill maintenance
in reading. Total enrollment, 108.
Northampton: Preparation for correction officers' examination. Total enr-
rollment, 16.
Norwood: Choral singing; preparation for civil service fire examination.
Total enrollment, 99.
Pittsfield: Children's literature; mental hygiene; methods of teaching lip
reading; modern English and American literature; preparation for civil ser-
vice fire examination; preparation for civil service junior employment regis-
trar's examination; preparation for civil service stenographic examination;
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preparation for correction officers' examination; preparation for unemploy-
ment compensation examination; remedial reading; secondary education; vo-
cabulary building; vocational guidance. Total enrollment, 444.
Quincy: Interior home decoration; naval architecture; preparation for
civil service fire examination; preparation for civil service junior employ-
ment registrar's examination
;
preparation for civil service stenographic ex-
amination ; preparation for unemployment compensation examiiiation ; public
speaking. Total enrollment, 309.
Rockport: Social implications of modern education. Total enrollment, 33.
Salem: Conversational Italian; elementary Gregg shorthand; preparation
for civil service fire examination; preparation for civil service stenographic
examination; preparation for correction officers' examination; preparation for
unemployment compensation examination. Total enrollment, 252.
Shelburne: Educational psychology. Total enrollment, 18.
Somerville: Building a dynamic vocabulary; cultured English; popular
backgrounds of literature. Total enrollment, 126.
Springfield: Advanced English expression; advanced English literature;
advanced public speaking; air conditioning; appreciation of poetry; astron-
omy; aviation; business and professional speaking; creative design and color;
creative writing; diagnostic and remedial teaching of arithmetic; elementary
German; elementary Spanish; engrossing and illumination; estimating build-
ing costs ; etiquette ; handicrafts ; home grounds and gardens ; improvement in
classroom instruction ; interior home decoration ; international atTairs ; litera-
ture in the grades ; methods of teaching elementary English ; modern Europe
;
motion picture photography; music appreciation; outdoor photography; photo-
graphic techniques I
;
practical time and motion study
;
preparation for civil
service clerical examination
;
preparation for civil service fire examination
;
preparation for civil service junior employment registrar's examination ; pre-
paration for civil service stenographic examination
;
preparation for correction
officers' examination; preparation for unemployment compensation examina-
tion; present-day economic problems; present-day problems in the classroom;
principles of accounting; principles of sociology; problems and procedures in
adult alien education ; psychology and methods of teaching mentally retarded
children; psychology in everyday life; public speaking; public speaking for
business and professional men ; speech for the development of personality
traffic manag'ement; visual aids in education; vocabulary building. Total en-
rollment, i.,827.
Taunton: Preparation for civil service fire examination; preparation for
civil service junior employment registrar's examination; preparation for civil
service stenographic examination
;
preparation for correction officers' examina-
tion
; preparation for unemployment compensation examination ; remedial read-
ing. Total enrollment, 205.
Uxbridge: Polish. Total enrollment, 15.
Walthani: Preparation for civil service fire examination; preparation for
correction officers' examination
;
preparation for unemployment compensation
•examination. Total enrollment, 148.
Ware: Vocabulary building. Total enrollment, 42.
Webster: Stenography; typewriting. Total enrollment, 33.
West Boylston: Methods of teaching health education. Total enrollment,
31-
Westfield: Preparation for civil service stenographic examination. Total
'enrollment, 23.
Williamstown: Preparation for civil service fire examination. Total en-
rollment, 36.
Winchester: Publicitv writing. Total enrollment, 1 1.
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Winthrop: Paintings and painters. Total enrollment, 26.
Wobum: Preparation for civil service fire examination. Total enrollment, 4.
Worcester: Advanced English expression; art activities for the modern
teacher; automobile course for women; economic geography; elementary
dietetics; elementary Gregg shorthand; finance and investments; history of
the drama; Italian; Latin America; materials and methods of teaching health;
photography; Polish; preparation for civil service clerical examination; pre-
paration for civil service fire examination; preparation for civil service junior
employment registrar's examination
;
preparation for civil service stenographic
examination
;
preparation for correction officers' examination
;
preparation for
unemployment compensation examination; principles of economics; public
speaking; remedial reading; sociology; speech types; supervision of the ele-
mentary school; this changing world; trends in post war literature; vocabu-
lary building; writing for women. Total enrollment, 1,135.
Totals: 59 cities and towns; 962 classes; total enrollment, 35,606.
///. Number of students who have re-enrolled in correspondence courses
since the establishment of the Division
Total (men and women), 26,657
IV. Summary of Adult Alien education since its establishment under
the provisions of chapter 69, sections 9 and 10, General Laivs
I. Enrollment of adult immigrants in English and citizenship classes for
school years ending August 31 :
1918-19I
. . . 3,281 1928-29 .... 24,846
1919-20 .... 9,030 1929-30 .... 23,460
1920-21 .... 20,475 1930-31 .... 23,698
1921-22 .... 22,242 1931-32 .... 21,170
1922-23
.
. . . 27,658 1932-33 .... 12,345
1923-24 .... 32,337 1933-34 .... 10,589
1924-25 .... 28,903 1934-35 .... 11,488
1925-26 .... 27,759 1935-36 .... 12,489
1926-27 .... 25,123 1936-37 .... 13.356
1927-28 .... 25,101 1937-38 .... 16,070
2. Number of English and citizenship classes conducted for adult
grants for school years ending August 31
:
1920- 1922- 1924- 1926- 1928- 1930- 1932- 1934- 1936-
21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37
In evening schools
immi-
1937-
38
. 750 849 924 807 7?~7 700 435 363
In factories 327 306 240 166 193 136 22 28
In neighborhood classes (clubs,
homes, churches, day classes) . 248 412 509 .^65 423 381 157 130
Totals
394
19
141
449
2i
147
1,325 1,567 1,673 1,438 1,353 1,217 614 521 554 619
3- Number of cities and towns employing full-time and part-time directors
and supervisors for Adult education, August 31, 1938:
Full-time directors and supervisors 18
Part-time directors and supervisors ^7
Total i ... 75"
4. Amount of reimbursement distributed by the State for the school year
ending Aug. 31, 1938 ' . . . . $67,350.85
1 Before passage of act.
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V. Expenditures for University Extension, July i, 1937 to
Salaries
Administration
:
Director ..........
Clerks, stenographers, etc. .......
Instruction
:
Supervisors ..........
Full-time instructors ........
Full-time clerks, stenographers, etc. .....
Part-time instructors ........
Part-time clerical and stenognaphic service
General Expenses
Books, periodicals, and clippings
Express ....
Films and accessories
Furniture
Material for courses
Postage ....
Printing ....
Rent ....
Stationery and office supplies
Sundries ....
Telephone and telegraph
Textbooks
Travel ....
Typewriters, other machines, and accessories
Total
Receipts deposited with treasurer .
P.D. 2
June 30, 1938
$6,300 00
11,283 01
7,720 34
35,394 30
22,566 03
73,690 64
3,378 02
,
$148 56
851 29
3,165 30
206 57
2,557 44
5,086 84
6,125 12
2,214 49
2,379 35
247 02
380 23
7,980 88
5,643 93
1,140 y6
$198,460 12
$206,105 64
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